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The man who most helped to create the
modern "homosexual" was both a god-in-the-flesh
and a fleshly scandal. To his contemporaries, that is. One hundred
years ago, he came to Canada, where he found many admirers.
Some of them turned Victorian Ontario on its ear.

A dressmaker who once worked
for Simpson 's, she was "one of
the few Canadian women activists
It was Just a precipice jutting
out picturesquely into Mazinaw
Lake northeast of Peterborough,
but Flora MacDonald Denison

who

described herself as a
" established the Canadian Suffrage Association, singlehandedly published The Sunset of
Bon Echo, revolted against the
structure of the family and conventional sexual morality, and
lectured on Whitman to the

feminist,

and Whitman 's once-young socialist admirer Horace TYaubel
rechristened it, in 1919, as Old
Walt. When you camp there,
you 'II see their dedication.

Canadian Labour Party.

Walt Whitman, as photographed in London, Ontario by

Flora

Edy Brothers

MacDonald Denison

Old Walt

Once labelled "that Canadian
crank, " he ran the Asylum for the
Insane in London, played intimate

The most radical feminist
loving

host to Whitman in Canada, tried
to stop his male patients from

masturbating by putting metal
wires through their penises,
propagated both Cosmic Consciousness and evolutionary
naturalism, and loved Walt
Whitman so much that Mrs Bucke
refused to let him entertain
Whitman here a second time.

in the

United States, and a woman-

woman

in the best

of ways,

she joined Flora MacDonald

"Cay

Dr Richard Maurice Bucke

Denison at Bon Echo and developed many of her ideas about
women as a result of reading Walt
Whitman 's poems.

Liberations's Great

Grandfather" corresponded with
Dr Bucke, visited him in London,
and encouraged him to publish
Calamus, Whitman 's letters to his

young streetcar-conductor

Charlotte Perkins Gilman

lover,

Peter Doyle.

Discover your heritage.
Gay historians from the Canadian Gay Archives and the University of Toronto
have joined forces to bring you a one-day conference on October 18. If you have
homosexual tendencies, you're
For further information, write to:

feminist, socialist or

invited.

t

WHITMAN IN ONTARIO
c/o Alan Miller or Michael Lynch, Department of English,
Erindale College, Mississauga, Ontario L5L 1C6.
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of

can only be the work of
homosexuals themselves."

— KurtHiller,
The
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No, Fiona Nelson didn 7 actually comment on anyone's
taste in footwear
or lovers
but she may as well
have after some of the equally relevant things she did say
when the Toronto School Board decided to investigate
liaison with the gay community. The story 's on page 8;
see also our editorial on page 7.
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Valverdc's story has made us take another loolc at the way we have been

packaging the contents of The Body
Politic.

Until now, TYibal Rights has been the
box into which we placed writing which
probed those small things, the apparently inconsequential habits of gay male
life,

which, just because they are routine

and unconscious, reveal so much.

Everywoman has been the catch-all
category where lesbian i,ssucs arc discussed. It and The New Age, a similar
space for gay youth, were intended to

demonstrates, reality refuses to be packaged. Her story will strike a chord with
most gay men who've had contact with
the movement. Wc have decided to demolish those editorial ghettos, Everywoman and The New Age. Writing
which speaks to lesbians or to gay youth
will go into Tribal Rights or Deliberations or our other remaining boxes as it
comes in. If it's good enough for gay
youth or gay women or gay men, then
it's good enough for ail of the above.
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Abuse and competition
While rereading the June/ July issue of
TBP I was struck by the letter from
Val

& Cate,

became evident from the beginning
and wealthy in the gay
community would exploit the notion

last

week the

that

,

Open seven days a week

Monday through Saturday
Noon to 1 a.m.
Sunday
Brunch, Noon to 4 p.m.
Dinner, 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

562 Church Street
Toronto
924-1972
under LLBO

Fournier & Lazarov. Just
Seui Francisco Chronicle
published a disgruntled letter from a lesbian who had recently come out in San
Francisco, to coincide with the Gay
Freedom Day Parade it would seem,
and who was repulsed by the "perverts"
she saw displaying themselves (eg.
Dykes on Bikes) and the lack of community support for her coming out. I
suspect many people mistakenly confuse
big city gay ghetto with gay community.
Similar to Val and Gate's experience,
I spent several years in a small town in
West Germany. My lover of that time
and I were open about our gayness and
were generally accepted. By accepted I
mean we were accepted as people; being
gay was a part of us. A social invitation
automatically included both of us (most
friends and acquaintances were
straight).
"spouse-included" business
function always meant both of us. Because we were open, strangers occasionally approached us out of curiosity to
learn more. Of course, there were closeted gays around us who were the best
of friends in a gay setting, but who
shunned us hke the plague elsewhere,

A

fearing guilt by association.

When I moved to San Francisco a
year ago, I was totally unprepared for
the state of gay affairs in this city
gays who don't know if their parents or
straight friends know they're gay; gays
who would never approach the subject

—

work; gays who continue a straightby-day, gay-by-night schizophrenic existence; gay politicos and businessmen so
busy grappling for power that they have
lost sight of the people whose interests
at

they are supposedly acting in. The Ust
could go on and on.
I have been verbally harrassed by
straight "tourists" on Castro Street; ev-

eryone else politely looked away. I have
been physically threatened at my own
front door. I have even been humiliated
in bars by other gays who have employed their crack perceptions to analyze my entire personahty (five minutes'
cruising) and concluded that I am "too
good-looking" to be a "real person."
With this kind of abuse and competition on the part of gays and straights
alike, I shudder at our prospects in the
face of the ever-growing backlash bent
on wiping out the "Gay Menace."

Les Wright
San Francisco

Cruising and Stuckey
am writing to comment on two articles
that appeared in TBP (May 1980). One
I

is

by Leo Casey and Gary Kinsman,

"Whose Freedom and Whose Press?"
and the other, "The Politics of Powerlessness," by Johanna H Stuckey.
The analysis by Casey and Kinsman
concerning freedom of speech and censorship arguments surrounding the protests against Cruising is thorough and
well founded.

The controversy not only

POLITIC

to censor the

We were

depicted as a group of
lunatics, unlike those beautiful and sane

men

featured in Mandate.

The
tant in

anti-Cruising campaign was miliits nature. The militancy that it

heralded in our

and

easier

movement has made it
come out.

safer for others to

This includes wealthy lesbians and gay
men who, like their straight counterparts, have self-interest behind many, if
not most, of their actions.
These self-annointed leaders, people
such as Morris, Devere and Goodstein,
would like to see us abide by conduct
deemed acceptable by this society. They
beUeve they pose change to the system
while practically identifying with it in
totality. Wealth cushions their view of
the world. From their perspective, society works in their (and our) best interest.
So why propose radical surgery?
For others of us, our economic and
social standing provides a different view
of reaUty. It's unhkely to be a world of
swimming pools, limousines or a private
newspaper. Money has not anesthetized
us to the extent of those others. We
have less protection from abuse and exploitation. We live in a ghetto. They
own the hill. It's not surprising that
these wealthy gay men used the same arguments against us as the establishment
press. They are the establishment.
Censorship, although we in the San
Francisco group never called for it, became the excuse to rally against our ef-

was a facade. In

forts. It

powThe lunagay power
actuality,

erful interests were at stake.

were threatening the
We proposed change rather
than assimilation, therefore becoming a
threat to gay and straight "society."
In "The Politics of Powerlessness,"
Johanna H Stuckey points clearly to the
shortcomings of this patriarchal society,
tics

structure.

causes and outGiven our distinct
but oppressive roles, women and men
can reach different conclusions as to the
sources of sexism and homophobia. In
her article, the author reaches several
inferences through superficial analysis,

but her critique of

comes

is

its

deficient.

a serious fault.
She agrees with a feminist friend who
contends "many gay men are not rapists, but murderers" because they live
in a world which excludes women.
Apparently, she has not stopped to
consider, if that be the case, lesbians are
murderers of men. After all, separatism
has a stronger foothold in the feminist
movement. The author believes that because we are not sexually attracted to
women we are more prone than our
straight "brothers" to be sexist. At the
center of this myth lies the notion of the
power of sexuality to make us "better,"
that is non-sexist, people. Because she
does not see us pursuing, even harrassing, women, she interprets what looks
like indifference to

there

is

be hatred. Although

among gay men, those
more pervasive among

sexism

attitudes are

passive to abuse by media,

question their roles, while gay men, given our second-rate status, are more
prone to question accepted standards.

it

also af-

forded us a chance to examine power

BODY

we were attempting

film.

served as a warning to the straight community that we would no longer remain

structures within our

4/THE

It

that the powerful

own community.

straight

men. They see

little

need to

SEPTEMBER

1980

"Is the politically correct

going

gay film

be a banal flick wherein
homosexuals play among
lions andlambs...?"

to

In keeping with her hasty analysis,
she goes on to state that effeminate gay
men are a greater threat to straight men
than "straight" appearing gay men.
Not so. My experience (that of a gay

the illustrations of heaven (everyone
playing shuffleboard) found in the
Jehovah's Witnesses' Watchtower

man) has shown me straight men can
more readily accept a gay man who fits
their idea of how we should act. It
makes them feel secure in their "mascu-

Toronto

"If a "straight" appearing gay
out to a group of straight
men, he is more likely to encounter
abuse.
Gay men, she says, are threatened by
women because of our early dependency
on mother. Freud would have been
pleased with this theory. (Actually, it is
his.) But alas, it went out of fashion in
the 50s with penis-envy and existentialism. If the Stuckey-Freud theory of
linity.

man comes

sexuality were actually the case, lesbianism would be the outcome of the fear of

would make men threatening to lesbians and impossible for them
to form alliances with us. Fear is a factor in sexuality, but it is not what ulfather which

timately determines our homosexuality

or heterosexuality.

Despite this round of criticism, there
are some redeeming qualities to the article.

Yes, this patriarchal society

destroyed in order to allow room for dilaws governing instinctual
behavior run counter to our nature.
But if in the future the author does
she

is

C Hardy

Michael Riordon

replies:

Robin Hardy should stop looking at Watchtower; that can't be
healthy. The four things he craves in a
review of To Forget Venice were, by

I think

coincidence, precisely the things

my re-

Walter's

view focussed on. Oh well. The one
thing worth responding to here is RH's
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him

that the concern expressed in our letter
is

one earnestly shared by the

after seeing To
Forget Venice and before reading
Michael Riordon's review of that movie,
I was able to predict with complete
accuracy exactly what Michael Riordon
would have to say about it.
Riordon seems obsessed with indicating how badly homosexual characters
are used in To Forget Venice. It is one
thing to do this with a sensationahstic,
soft-core porn film like Cruising. It is
another thing altogether when a director
is exploring issues such as death, aging,
childhood and fear of change. I don't
think the director of To Forget Venice
did it very well. But 1 did enjoy seeing
these issues acted out by gay characters,
in gay love situations, instead of the old
heterosexual hero /heroine norm. It
seems to me that criticism should have
focussed on the gay characters, the
movie's theme and the relationship of
that to us, gay people, and on the ability
of the director in coming through with
the goods.

electorate.

much more

urgent in that older people, for reasons of age, may not
otherwise be able to voice in a concerted
manner the real consternation they must
It is

Forget it, Venice
My lover can testify that,

so

feel.

Dear

oc
o
o

THE DEFINITIVE TRAVEL GUIDE ~

Mr Norton,

includes

The members of CODA, a group of
older lesbians and gays, write this letter
to express our dismay and concern over
the tragic deaths of 22 senior citizens in

a recent

c/>

With each year the proportion of
senior citizens in our society grows.

It is

therefore an urgent matter that every aspect of the care required by older

citi-

zens be continuously under review.
It is especially urgent that the safety
of our senior citizens be in the hands of
authorities sensitive to the special infirmities that

burden older people.

The death of 22

older citizens

demon-

thoroughgoing review of
the conditions under which seniors are
housed must be undertaken immediate-

strates that a

ly,

that

more

method

respecting the safety of older people

LU
OC

is

the political-

correct gay film going to be a banal

wherein homosexuals picnic endand play amidst lions and lambs,
with a golden city shining in Ihc distance? am reminded, when ask
"What kind of movie could elicit a
goo(/ review from 7~fiP reviewers?", of
flick
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Takinglssne
by Ian Turner
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Self-defence:

^i^count

D'Arby

Interiors

535 '\55r
469 Church

(A)

193 Carlton Street

Street

Toronto

Toronto

Phone: 922-1693

Phone 961-8861

For understandable reasons, gay selfdefence courses have gained great popularity in recent months. Nevertheless, I

lems of violent techniques. It is a myth
that defeating an attacker with violence

question the wisdom of violent selfdefence. While a kick in the groin may
in some cases be preferable to doing
nothing, violent techniques have some

History shows that defeat more often
than not leads to resentment and the desire to retaliate. (Think of how we feel

severe shortcomings and

Member: Toronto Lambda Business Council

why use violence?

buy

into

some

To fend off the attacker(s).
To deter the attackers from making

4. If

all

sat-

break-

arm of an attacker, but it is
naive to think that the attacker went

tell

everything else

in-

and we live
some self-

fails,

the tale, to preserve

esteem by being able to say, "I did all I
could."
The self-defence course currently
available appears to me to be a combination of nonviolent and violent techniques. If creative nonviolent methods
fail or seem likely to fail, we can resort
to a variety of violent methods. It is
therefore based on a concept, commonly held in our culture, that as a last reis

usually

more

The trouble is that when faced with
attackers we rarely have time to consider which method would be more effective. Whether we choose violence or
nonviolence, once we start the one, it is
too late to change to the other. Hence,

we

believe violence

be effective, we
doubt.
In discussions

easy

will

is

more

Ukely use

it

on self-defence

to get into tit-for-tat

when

in

it is

examples, real

nonviolent methods; others used violent
forms of self-defence. Those who used
nonviolence were usually effective, and
lived to tell the world. Those who used
violence are dead."
What are these nonviolent tech-

niques? To start with, they are not a set
of standard responses designed to deal
with "typical" situations. Rather, nonviolence is an approach to confrontations that sidesteps the idea that
either a victim or a defender.

we

are

Sometimes

Sometimes

even involves befriending the attackknow that sounds astonishing, but

ers (I
it

a real danger

If

we

neutralize rather than defeat the

attackers,

we

allow them to leave with
and ourselves with

ours. If

we were

to meet

them again,

they would see us as neither a victim nor
a threat. Hopefully, we could say the
same of them.

Michael Riordon,

in his article

on

May

1980 Body Politic, gave a couple of good examples of
nonviolent techniques. Ironically, the
gay men involved apparently did not see
what they did as successful and decided
to take the self-defence course. One
self-defence in the

example was the man who jumped onto
a bus to escape his attackers. Having
prevented a physical attack, he was then
faced with a verbal one. Rather than ena no-win argument about whether he
had in fact "come on" to one of the

men, he defused the

situation by point-

ing out to the driver that they had not
paid their fare, and the driver put them

off the bus. Here was an effective nonviolent action. Tlirning

around and

men might have satisfied
gay man's macho urges, but I doubt

fighting these

would have worked nearly so well.
The other example was the man who

if it

went home with a much bigger man
who locked them both into the apartment and then attacked. The smaller
man started to cry, at which point the
other set him free in disgust. Great! It
was probably the most effective thing he
could have done. Once again it offends
our macho beliefs that men shouldn't
cry. What's wrong with crying? Had he

fought back he might well have

fulfilled

the guy's fantasy and got badly beaten
in the process.

The gay movement has spent a lot of
energy challenging straight macho

We have questioned the validity
of male and female stereotypes and encouraged each other to deal with our
sexism. The sense of indignity we feel
when we avoid violence show we clearly
have a long way to go.
A footnote: A nonviolence course
values.

may be

offered

if

there

is

sufficient in-

For information, contact Ian
Tlirner, c/o Box 6248, Station A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 1P6.
Ian Thrner runs the Coming Out Group of
terest.

Toronto Area Gays.

involves doing something the attack-

ers never expected us to do.
it

is

that such an attacker might simply go

the

likely to

and hypothetical, to "prove" that violence or nonviolence is more effective.
Examples alone do not prove anything,
especially if they £u-e of the "what if"
variety. However, I think it is worth
quoting one friend of mine, not as
proof, but as food for thought. During
the 1960s, he worked extensively in the
civil rights movement in the US Deep
South. He had to deal with Ku Klux
Klan members carrying guns, and in
some cases won them over to his cause.
He said, "Some of our group used only

it

better opinion of gay

people. Indeed, there

ter

effective

than nonviolence.

if

away with a

their self-respect,

fails, to minimize
concerned, especially our-

sort violence

often works). Always

it

involves neut-

ralizing or defusing the attackers, rather

than defeating them.
This raises one of the principal prob-
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man

attacker again.

to

6/THE

know how

ing objectives:

selves.

LW^evA^

I

to read of a gay

away to get reinforcements. I certeiinly
would not want to gamble on what
would happen if the gay man met his

jury to

Travel

are defeated.)

it is

compromise our values.
First of all, what is self-defence? I
think everyone can agree on the follow-

future attacks.
3. If the defence

Gay

isfying

ing the

1

in

when we

of the worst straight macho values
which we for so long have questioned.
My purpose here is to persuade you that
there are nonviolent methods which are
more effective and do not require us to

2.

We're Number One

acts as a deterrent to future attacks.

Taking Issue is an open column in which we
encourage readers to express their views.
Selection is based on the coherence and quality of presentation rather than on our agreement with the opinions expressed. Submissions (maximum length 1,000 words) should
be addressed to Taking Issue, TBP, Box
1X9.
7289, Station A, Toronto, ON

M5W
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Editorial

A modest

proposal

you

Public and media reaction to the question of the interaction of gay people
and the young is always very useful. It gives us both a measure of the determination of our opponents, and, sometimes, the ignorance of our friends.
The reaction, too, often constitutes a better case than even the gay community can make about the need for accurate information about gay

S^o£(A.i:> SuQs<z/e//s,£

'OKJTiC

people.

Take the current tempest over the question of a proposed liaison committee between the Toronto Board of Education and the gay community.
is a truism of the news industry that real news is hard to find in the July
and August dog-days, but even so, press coverage of the issue has been

It

astonishing both for its frequency and its prominence. There have been
banner front-page headlines. There have been columns. There have been
editorials

— and over what?

A number of gay groups in Toronto would like to see a liaison committee
established with the board.

The idea

is

scarcely

new

— there are already

MV£sr/M^

groups with women, Southeast Asians, and others. Such groups explore with board members, teachers and parents problems of stereotyping
and violence, and make recommendations for action. That is all. Hardly a
solution to the problems of racism and sexism in our schools, but it's a
liaison

//V UPCC^JA/6

)SSU£S

start.

Everyone in the gay community can remember what being in school was
Every closeted gay teacher (and most still are) can testify to the cor-

like.

And many a parent in the city could profit
gay children. A gay community liaison,
modelled on existing liaison groups, seems like a very good, if very modest,

rosive effect of living a daily

from help

lie.

in dealing with their

^'7- ^?/s A S/A/(SAE issue
Bm^M Q^ UJ/iJ. BE V£U/EI?ZO

proposal.
If you believed what you read or heard in the press, however, you might
well imagine the gay community had proposed compulsory courses in

sodomy. "Any proposal,"
students

who

editorializes the

Toronto Star, "to refer

are uncertain about their sexual preference to practising

homosexuals for advice, is clearly unacceptable."
Such a proposal was never made.
"I suspect that what these people really want," warns Board Chairperson Fiona Nelson, "is blanket approval of homosexuality."
Whatever that means
does the board extend "blanket approval" to
heterosexuality?
it was never suggested by anyone in the group propos-

—

<^^

fJ£^, BJil^ BM'^Uif^.

—

ing the Uaison committee.

One has come to expect such inaccurate nonsense from the Star, but one
had hoped for better things from Fiona Nelson. She has a reputation as a
liberal and has been a friend on such issues as the relationship between
gays and the police commission. Lately, however, one could be forgiven
for guessing that some remarks attributed to her had actually been made by

zam

T^

/r

f^mj.

Ken Campbell.
She speaks of a "very visible minority of homosexuals who advocate a
very promiscuous, decadent lifestyle."
"Certain homosexual groups which are vocal and vigorous, very promiscuous and self-centered."
She fears exposing children to the "immorality of the swinging-single
disco scene."
Other board members have made equally ridiculous statements.
student council president has been quoted as saying, "Homosexuality is immoral. It is unnatural and shouldn't have anything to do with the educa-

A

vse.

jp

lAlL.

CHAf^6£ TO

tion system."

That combination of misinformation, stupidity (willful and otherwise),
and simple insult is precisely the lot of the gay student or teacher
today. Nelson, other board members, the Star and the Sun could not have
provided better examples of precisely why we need a gay liaison committee J
There are no other useful options. Guidance counsellors can't do it
they are either heterosexual, or have to pretend to be to keep their jobs.
Most family life courses do not give the issue adequate attention. Most

Hf^-

hysteria

/^jotvee$5.

—

teachers are too embarrassed, or ill-informed, or
cautious to do the matter justice.

if

Crri^

Coot,

they're gay, too

A gay liaison committee represents a'very small and almost token gesture
towards remedying the situation. It is imperative that it go ahead, and our
Toronto readers should make their views known to their elected representatives on the board.

a JST cj^^
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TheNews
Roger Spalding reports on the precedent-setting decision

School board trustees vote to investigate
fbimal ties
TORONTO —

"This

is

the

first

time in

board has come so
close to establishing an official mechanism for dealing with the concerns of
gays and lesbians."
That is how activist John Argue reacted to an 18-4 vote by Toronto Board
of Education trustees at their July 31
meeting. The vote, to set up a subcom-

Canada

that a school

on "establishing liaison
between the Board and the lesbian /gay
community," climaxed two hours of
vigorous and frequently impassioned
mittee to report

debate.

who

has been struggling for
18 months to bring gay concerns to the
Board's attention, sees the decision as
"at least a beginning."
The issue formally came before the

Argue,

Board when Ward

5 trustee

Penny Moss

presented a report from the School Programs Committee. It recommended "(a)

That the Toronto Board of Education

commit itself in principle to developing
a mechanism for a continuing relationship with the Lesbian /Gay Community;
and (b) That a subcommittee composed
of three trustees (Fiona Nelson, Joan

Doiron and Bob Spencer), student representatives, and representatives from
the lesbian /gay community, be established to report with specific recommendations, to the School Progreims

mittee in September 1980 on a

Com-

means of

estabhshing the liaison between the
Toronto Board jmd the lesbian /gay

community."
These recommendations had been
formulated at a July 28 meeting of the
School Programs Committee and passed
by eleven of the twelve trustees in attendance. There was one abstention.
Ordinarily, such committee reports
are subsequently rubber-stamped by the
whole Board, but this issue was clearly
seen as too controversial by some trustees, many of whom will be seeking reelection in

November.

Trustee Alexander
ting

Ward

1

,

Chumak,

represen-

labelled the very formation

of such a subcommittee as "immoral."
He went on to say that "bedrooms have
no business in the classroom," and exhorted lesbians and gays to "go and do
it wherever you like, but for God's sake
not in the schools." Referring to a decision made at the previous Boeird meeting to allow alcohol to be served on
school property under certain conditions,

Chumak fumed, "Alcohol

today,

gays /lesbians tomorrow, brothels
next."
"Trustee Chumak 's statements are
gross," Ward 10 trustee Charlotte
Maher said in a strongly worded response. She insisted that "not to recognize the large lesbian /gay community in
a city like ours is just putting our heads
in the sand."
When Area 1 Separate School trustee
Michael Lofranco pointed out that the
Roman Catholic Church was opposed
to homosexuality, Sheila Meagher, a

B/THE
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gay/lesbian community

witli

Ward 9 trustee, declared herself "a
Catholic, a mother and an avowed heterosexual." Nevertheless, she pointed
out,

10%

of Toronto's students are not

avowed heterosexuals, and the hatred,
fear and bigotry experienced by these
young people must be eliminated.
Ward 6 trustee Joan Doiron cited personal knowledge of difficulties faced by
gay students who are derided by their
peers and even by some of their teachers. Thistec Michael Craig saw it as a
"human rights issue, pure and simple,"
and accused the motion's opponents of
having "political cold feet."

Ward

2 trustee Bill Fisher then pro-

posed an amended form of the School
Programs Committee's original motion.
He moved that the proposed subcommittee be approved, but that it should
study the question of whether the Board
should approve in principle the gay
community Uaison. The first motion
had simply called for approval of such a

principle.
It was this amended reconunendation
which 18 of the trustees present finally

voted to accept. Mary Fraser, Alexander Chumak (both of Ward 1),
Michael Walker (Ward 10) and Joan
Doiron (Ward 6) cast the only negative
votes. Doiron told TBP that she voted
against the amendment only because she
wanted the original motion to be approved so that the Board would have

committed itself in principle to liaison
with gays and lesbians.
Representatives from Toronto gay organizations will meet August 18 to select
representatives to serve on the subcommittee and to propose terms of reference. On August 25, the School Programs Committee will make final decisions about the composition of the subcommittee and select a chairperson for
it.

Thistees Doiron and Spencer have
emphasized to TBP that they vol-

unteered for the subcommittee because
of their strong concern about the problems faced by gay staff and students.
Spencer added that "the probblem is
not just in dealing with the 10% or so of
our students and teachers who are gay,
but with the much larger number of
people who are their families and
friends. Here we're talking about perhaps 50% or more of our students and
staff."

Doiron

recalled

many of her own exwhen she told

periences as a teacher

TBP that even if a formal and ongoing
Gay Liaison Committee is approved,
"this will only be the beginning."

Chairperson Nelson explained that
she had volunteered for the subcommittee "so that the other side would get a
hearing.

"D

Putdng a full nelson
on the liaison issue
"The Body Politic accused me of stalling debate

on

this issue,

and

that's

right," Chairperson Fiona Nelson told

TBP. She was referring to a story in the
August issue which said that Nelson's
tactics had kept the gay /lesbian ad hoc
group's request in limbo for 18 months.
Discussions Jimong representatives of

Confessions of a "mid-Victorian'
for her to say that we have not
presented concrete examples of discrim-

enough

''The urge is natural, the practice is not"
Chairperson Fiona Nelson,

who

styled

her own sexual mores as "mid- Victorian" during the Board meeting July 31,
explained her opposition to any proposal for a Gay Liaison Committee in an
interview August 7 with TBP.
'The homosexual urge is perfectly
natural, but the practice is not," she
emphasized. "I find it utterly
repellent," she insisted, "that people
are cashing in on human frailty by com'

mercializing completely depraved

life-

whether heterosexual or homosexual. I am totally opposed to any official liaison committee between the
Board and homosexuals who are vocal
and vigorous, very promiscuous and
self-centred. I don't want the Board to
styles,

be sucked into giving an institutional
stamp of approval to this lifestyle."
Asked if she would therefore approve
of discriminatory practices in the hiring
or promotion of gay and lesbian teachers. Nelson conceded that what people
do in their private lives is none of the
Board's business. "I have no problems
with that whatsoever. However, in the
18 months that Mr Argue has been
pushing for this committee, there has
not been a single formal complaint
about discrimination lodged with the
Board by either a staff member or a student. So I don't know what Mr Argue is
talking about, frankly," she pointed
out.

Argue countered

that "It's fair

ination, but the only reason for that

that

we have not been

tunity. Students

and

is

given the oppor-

staff

who

experi-

enced discrimination would be loath to
go through formal and public complaint
procedures. They would rather suffer
silently than risk further humiliation
and leave themselves open for even

more harassment."
Nelson also voiced a concern that has
been circulating among some trustees
recently. "I have a terribly strong suspicion that Mr Argue and his group are
pushing the gay liaison issue at this time
in order to further the election campaign of a certain candidate for Toronto
city council," she said. "I don't want
the Board to be used in this way. I'm
not opposed to this candidate because
he is a homosexual, of course, but because he is a one-issue candidate."
George Hislop, Ward 6 aldermanic
candidate and the person Nelson later
named as the one she had in mind, told
TBP, "This allegation is so obviously
untrue that Ms Nelson is risking her
own reputation by making it. The whole
discussion with the Board began in
January, 1979. 1 had nothing to do with
it. 1 only decided to run for alderman in
the winter of 1980, a full year later.

My

only involvement with John Argue's
group was when I agreed to speak at the
School Programs Committee meeting
July 28, a full year and a half after the
negotiations began. If anybody should
be criticized for having an eye on the
upcoming municipal elections, it should
be the trustees themselves.
"Most people think that all the gays
are concentrated in Ward 6," Hislop
noted, "but there are lots of us in the
Annex area of Ward 5 (which Nelson

She may
November. "D

represents).

realize this in
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Source says federal legislation
OK group sex, gay sex at 18
Doiron: concern for gay staff and students

Argue: "at least

it's

OTTAWA — Gay and

a beginning'

member
Toronto lesbian and gay groups began

autumn of

in the

1978. In a letter dated

January 13, 1979, John Argue, acting as
spokesperson for five organizations,
asked Nelson to consider the need for a
formal liaison with the gay /lesbian community similar to those which link the
Board with Southeast Asians, Koreans,
blacks, women and native peoples.

Argue described

three possible pur-

poses for a gay liaison committee: "1)
to ensure the rights of gay staff of the
Board of Education, 2) to convey help
and information to students who are
gay, and 3) to inform parents of gays

about gay

The

life."

was hand-delivered to
Nelson's office. Two months later there
had not even been an acknowledgement
of its receipt, nor had three telephone
letter

messages

left

for Nelson been returned.

Finally, in June, after almost six

months of

frosty silence, Argue's per-

sonal efforts to contact Nelson elicited a

and somewhat embarrassed
agreement to arrange a preliminary
reluctant

meeting. TNvo meetings did finally occur, in June and July of last year.
As a result, agreement was reached

and lesbian representatives
a presentation October 24
to a committee of school superintendents and principals.
Intimidated, no doubt, by the spectre
of homophobic pubUc reaction, but also
that gay

could

make

fearful of alienating

and gay

its

many

lesbian

and
Board refused to consider
Gay Liaison Committee. In-

constituents, employees

nues be

tried.

One

suggestion was that

the gay /lesbian group should seek

changes in the Handbook of Students'
Rights and Responsibilities which was
then being revised.

students, staff, trustees

and commu-

nity/parent organizations. Five pubHc

meetings were held in various parts of
the city to gather reactions to the suggested handbook revisions. At none of
them, SiUpo said, were any objections
raised.

At the last of these meetings, a
Toronto high school teacher asked

school.

The most

significant effect of this seof discussions was SiUpo's strong

ries

recommendation at the June Board
meeting that an official committee of
the Board finally give a formal hearing

students, the

to Argue's original request for a

an

Liaison Committee.
The rest, as they say,

official

stead,

it

recommended

that other ave-

for

even stronger pro-gay wording, citing
an incident which had occured in his
school. A male student had pubUshed
an anonymous description of his problems as a gay person in the school newspaper. Student reaction was angry, abusive and incredulous. Many simply
could not beheve that there was even
one such "faggot" in their midst. There
are more than 1,500 students in that

is

Gay

headlines.

D

''A

dailies

lower

The age

That recommendation, and others of
gay people, will be part of an
omnibus Criminal Code amendment
act to be put forward by Justice Minister Jean Chretien, the source said.
The proposed changes would also
make it possible for more than two consenting adults to have sex together (the
interest to

person Nelson characterized as a "slow
weekend for hard news":

beyond the headlines to know they were
reporting the same events.
The Globe and Mail had it that
"Board turns down fact-finding panel
on homosexual teachers, students." The
Sun, in an infiammatory front-page
headline that graced newsstands for two
days, screamed, "School Board votes

Alex Chumak will propose a one-day
boycott of schools by students and
teachers in September if a liaison com-

for gay liaison: Trustees plan to give

students homosexual advice."

Toronto Star, which
the

still

word "gay" from

its

And

the

bans the use of
pages most of

the time, said: "Trustees to explore

homosexual links."

The only paper

to editorialize

on the

was the Star. The editorial,
"Homosexual-board tie unwise,"

issue

brands as "clearly unacceptable" a proposal "to refer students who are uncertain about their sexual preference to
practising homosexuals for advice."
Such a proposal was never made by or
to the Board in the 18 months of discussions about the liaison committee.
Other press items during what Chair-
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•The Star reported

is

•Claire

that

Ward

1

trustee

established.

Hoy

sputtered in his

Sun

col-

umn

that "we've got a school board
planning on bringing the wonders of
homosexuality right into the classroom.
Political parties can't recruit in the

schools, but

if

the board doesn't back

some homosexuals

off,

And

will

be able to.

what they want.
How else do they spread?"
•Rev Ken Campbell, described by the
Sun as "founder of the Renaissance International and bitterly opposed to
recruitment... is

homosexuality," brought the hysteria of

ing

a lighter note.

to Chairperson Nelson on be"Pot Veneration Toronto", askher to set up a fact-finding commit-

smokers deal with
"problems arising from the lack of acceptance of the junky (sic) as a human
tee to help pot

'

being."!

government would not abolish
on gross indecency. "As
well," he added, "the proposed changes
may not have that much effect in Ontario and Quebec. Many of the charges
that the

the section

laid against

men

gay

in those

provinces

criminal sanction.

lation."

The changes regarding age of consent
and group sex would come about by al-

An outhne of the proposed amendments has apparently been approved by
a cabinet committee, and has been sent
to the powerful Planning and Priorities
Committee of cabinet. If approved,
they would go to full cabinet for
approval, and then be drafted as legisla-

tering Section 158 of the Criminal

Code. That section outUnes the exceptional circumstances under which it is
not a crime to commit "an act of gross
indecency," an undefined act prohibited by Section 157. Presently, Section
158 states that acts of gross indecency
are not crimes if performed by (a) "a
husband and his wife, or (b) any two
persons, each of whom is twenty-one
years or more of age..."
Both exceptions were added to the
Code only in 1969, and constituted the
famous "legalization" of homosexuality for those 21 and over. In fact, the
changes applied to heterosexuals as
well, but that section of the Code had
almost never been used against straight
people.

Maloney

government wanted to

lows consensual sexual activity to occur
even if one or both parties are under the
age of consent
but only if the age differential does not exceed three years.
Although the proposed changes
would be a progressive step, gay activists have reacted to the news by expressing disappointment that the government apparently does not intend to
abolish entirely the crime of "gross indecency."
"The Minister of Justice is being too
cautious," said Toronto gay aldermanic
candidate George Hislop. "Even the

—

Law Reform Commission recommended that Section 157 be dropped from the
Criminal Code. It is a much abused sec-

and

and it seems the government
planning to withdraw or alter that

tion for the

is

not

legis-

session.

fall

Maloney said that input from concerned citizens would be particularly effective at this juncture. Letters should
be addressed to Hon Jean Chretien,
Minister of Justice, Ottawa KIA 0H8,

and require no postage. Writers should
ask that Section 157 of the Criminal
Code, dealing with gross indecency, be
repealed, that the age of consent be
abolished or lowered; and that the
bawdy house laws be repealed.
Gerald HannonD*

wished to remain anony-

said the

Maloney also said the government intends to incorporate "age laddering"
into the new legislation. Laddering al-

tion

bawdy house

said that the Ministry

who

ties,

on

Gay Liberation Union member Brian
Mossop also expressed disappointment

laws,

He wrote

to a close

for the abolition of age of

group sex, straight or gay), and would
remove buggery and bestiality from

half of

weekend

demand

consent.

are charges under the

used almost exclusively
it looks like the government plans to keep it, and the penal-

the

a

it

Criminal Code presently prohibits

inces.

Toronto's three dailies gave front-page
coverage August 1 to the Board of
Education story. But you had to read

mittee

presently stands at 21.

bring the age of consent in line with the
present age of majority in most prov-

slow week for hard news"

government seems unwilling to
beyond 18. The programme of
the recently defunct Canadian Lesbian
and Gay Rights Coalition had included
that the

mous,

watch

working paper, had recommended lowering the age of consent to 14 years, but

Department of Justice says that'the Liberal government will likely introduce
legislation this fall which will reduce the
age of consent for homosexual sex to

source,

Watching the

TBP

that an informed source in the federal

18.

Ward 3 trustee Tony SiUpo, chairperson of the task force responsible for
revising the handbook, was very cooperative. In April, 1980, a draft revision of
the student handbook, which included
some gay material, was distributed to

Lesbian Liberals

Peter Maloney has told

to

is

against gays, but

on the books."

Gross indecency is an indictable offence punishable by up to five years imprisonment.
Hislop also pointed out that the Law
Reform Commission of Canada, in a

Queer-beater gang
plagues cruising area
EDMONTON — Dozens of cases of
violent beatings

and

threats of castra-

tion have sent shock waves of terror

through Edmonton's gay community.

"We

feel there is

a 'queer-beater'

gang out there," said Pat

Fortier, presi-

dent of a club representing some of the

gay people. "We have had about
dozen assaults in the Hill area, a

city's

five

favourite cruising spot.

The area

is

no

longer safe."

"Around

end of July, a guy walkwas surrounded by eight
people, threatened with a knife and
robbed. They threatened to castrate
him, but left him alone when he offered
no resistance."
Hospital spokesmen have confirmed
the

ing in the area

"We know of a
few people who've been beaten with
Fortier's fears, saying,

chains.

One man

required neurological

surgery."

According to Fortier. the police, who
he says normally co-opcratc with the
gay community, have so far been unable
to stop the violence. He added that gay
organizations are launching an extensive
campaign to discourage homosexuals
from frequenting the arca.T
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Denied probation job, BC

ly

man

students and those outside Metro, are

meeting in

wins cash settlement, job
VICTORIA — A human rights comby

Keetch against the
British Columbia Ministry of the Attorney General, has resulted in a cash settlement of $7,600 and an offer of a job.
Although the ministry denied any
wrongdoing in the affair, an agreement
with Keetch signed December 10, 1979
authorized the payment of the funds
and the offer of a temporary job which
Keetch accepted.
The incident began in March, 1979
when Keetch filed a complaint with the
BC Human Rights Branch, maintaining
that he had been turned down for a position with the Court Probation Office
because of his sexual orientation.
When Keetch applied for the job, he
had been told his qualifications were
good and was led to believe the job was
his. Several days later he was told the
position had been filled.
It was not until Keetch got his resume
back that he realized why he hadn't
been offered the job. The interviewer
had pencilled onto the resume information he had received from Keetch's former supervisor in Kamloops. One of the
comments was "gay."
The interviewer denied that Keetch's
plaint, laid

Bill

sexual orientation had entered into his
decision, but Keetch remained uncon-

vinced and went to the
Branch.

Human

Rights

ment on Keetch's
tion of the

Human

mentioned in the BC
Rights Code. Another stumbling block was a recent BC Supreme
specifically

Human

Court ruling that em employer may not
be held vicariously liable for discriminatory conduct by any of his
employees.
in November, 1979, a tentaout-of-court agreement was signed

by Peter Clark, the Director of Personnel for the ministry of the Attorney
General. This included financial compensation and an offer of a job of equal
pay and similar description. This agreement was initially turned down by the
assistant Attorney General who said
Clark had no authority to make the

Landucci did say, however, that the
branch was pleased with the results. "It
is one of the largest settlements made in

In Ottawa, Parents of Gays, dedicated
to helping peu^ents of gay

(evenings).
•

Integrity

I

w£is

The lack of inbranch made me

fighting this thing alone.

formation from the
feel at

times as

if

I

was

fighting

them."

Nola Landucci, director of the
Rights Branch, declined com-

Human
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•

Gay

Toronto are in the early
stages of forming a Lavender Left
group, and are planning a public forum
on the subject of lesbians and gays in
socialists in

trade unions as their

first

public activi-

(Gay Anglicans and Their

Anyone

interested in

er to discuss political

'

'coming togeth-

work" can

contact

the group c/o: Bert Hansen, 42 Maitland.

Apt D3, Toronto,

Workers harass

man

man

says he

was harassed into

quit-

ting his job at a local chemical plant

Tuesday of the month at Holy Trinity
Church, next to the Eaton Centre in
Toronto. For information on speakers
and programs, call 921-4778, 364-2831

after fellow workers learned he

or 961-1707. Integrity Ottawa meets ev-

Wednesday

at St

George's Anglican Church, 152 MetFor more information call

calfe St.

235-1636.
•

Ottawa has a new gay bar, which doubles the number of gay drinking spots in
the nation's capital. The William Street
Wine Bar (47 William St, in the market)
gradually became gay over the last few
months. The bar is over the popular restaurant. Daphne and Victor's. "It's a
welcome addition," says Ottawa's
David Garmaise, "to the one and only
Lord Elgin."

was gay.

Bob Shumaker, who quit his job with
Celanese of Canada August 5, has complained to the Alberta Human Rights
Commission that the company dis-

I

"One day

a

leave the control

didn't want

me

in

was afraid he could get
violent. He lost his temper regularly."
Shumaker said he had no problem at
there with him.

I

the plant until he asked for time off in
June to attend what he described as a

human

rights conference in Calgary.
Several employees at Celanese had
heard of the Canadian Lesbian and Gay

Rights Coalition meeting in Calgary that

When Shumaker returned to
work they asked him if he had been atweekend.

tending that conference and whether he

were gay.
"I didn't want to lie to them. I
thought they would probably find out
some other way, and then things would
be worse."
Shumaker said he admitted that he
was gay and answered some "good-

humoured" questions from co-workers.
Three weeks

was

it

later his supervisor told

in his

those of the

into quitting his job
EDMONTON — A 26-year-old Edmonton

room because he

him

M4Y lC6.n

Friends) meets every second and fourth

own

company

best interests

and

that he resign.

A union representative told him he
could do nothing if the company hadn't
put its request in writing.
Eric Nicholson, manager of government and public

affairs for Celanese,
looking into the case.
"As far as I know, we received a
voluntary resignation from Shumaker.

said he

is

make any more comments

But

I

this

point," he said.

can't

at

Fay OrrD

Gay Community Appeal

criminated against him because he is
gay. The commission is investigating his
complaint.
Shumaker, a chemical process operator, said that his supervisor told him
July 23 that company employees were
complaining about having to work with
a homosexual, and asked him to resign.
He quit two weeks later.
"I was receiving constant abuse from

of
Toronto's Campaign '81 needs:
writers, researchers, photographers,
artists, sound engineers, audio
equipment, a multi-track tape deck,
a mixing board, microphones,
records, radio and TV tapes, photos,
slides. Material to be copied and
safely returned. Contact "CW"
Walters at 535-1024 or 869-3036.

•

The 1980 editions of the reference
books Corpus Almanac of Canada and
Canadian Almanac and Directory now
gay organizations. In response to a
Ijist year from Chris Vogel of
Wmnipeg's Gays for EquaUty, both allist

request

manacs

manac

listed

GFE, and

the Corpus Al-

also included a large

number of

additional gay groups.
•

T2G0E5.

really feel as if

les-

through talking about their shared experiences and feelings, will hold its first
meeting during the third week of August. Write to Barbara, c/o Box 9094,
Ottawa, ON KIG 3T8, or phone Gays
of Ottawa, 233-0152 (days) or 238-1717

but was cautioned against it. According
to Keetch, Vickers talked to the assistant Attorney General who then accepted the agreement.
While Keetch is satisfied with the outcome, he is not happy with the mechanics of the Human Rights Branch's inves-

I

men and

passed a resolution urging libraries
across the country to provide materials
and information which promote an understanding of homosexuality. The resolution, sponsored by the CLA's Gay Interest Group, was passed at the Association's 35th annual convention held in
Vancouver in June.

ty.

bians better understand their children

en's

most part

D

W}

to discuss the possibiUty of a civil suit

"It was a hard, emotional battle and

a significant

Ric Langf ord

The

for the

is

one."

agreement for the ministry.
At this point, Keetch went to Vickers

tigation.

The Canadian Library Association has

Rights Branch to

the branch's history and

•

the tradi-

from that."

However
tive,

Stephen, at 920-1882.

maintain confidentiality on settled cases
and it would be improper to depjirt

ery second and fourth

Keetch subsequently became discouraged with the slow progress of the case,
and hired David Vickers, a lawyer and
former deputy Attorney General, to.
look into the matter.
Negotiations were hampered by the
fact that sexual orientation is not

is

September. For informaRandy, 363-3694, or

late

tion, contact

offer

case. "It

other staff," he said.

worker demanded

invited to attend the next informal

current issue of the Calgary

Wom-

Newspaper promises that their next
issue will be a special on lesbians. Subscriptions are $5 a year, and can be obtained from 320-5 Ave SE, Calgary, AB
•

A group of Toronto-area gay health
workers has formed to provide a communications forum for gay health work-

and
aim to act

ers active in traditional disciplines
£dlied fields. Ultimately, they

dynamic influence on gay public
health, educate straight society about
gay health concerns, and establish liaias a

sons with similar organizations elsewhere. All gay health workers, especial-

Early in July,

Canada Post issued

this fetching

stamp commemorating the 5'8", 155

the world champion oarsman. Undoubtedly,

beach

of Toronto Island,

popular gay beach

in

heads would

if

Ned were

to

turn. Hanlan's Point,

lb

Ned

1880 became
row today past the westernmost
as the area is called, is the most

Hanlan. Born and raised on Toronto island, Ned devoted himself to rowing, and

in

Ontario.
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Distributor kills coalition plans

for private screening of Tin
TORONTO — Hopes

for a private

Toronto screening of the award-winning
film The Tin Drum, were temporarily
dashed in August by the film's Canadian distributor.

New World Mutual (NWM) had

seri-

ously considered giving a print of the
film to the Coalition Against Censorship (CAC), a Toronto-based group

now

trying to have the Ontario Censor

Board abolished and replaced by a

clas-

sification system.

The group wanted

to hold a private

screening sometime in October as a pro-

Censor Board's ruling
made to The Tin
Drum before it would approve the film
for pubUc distribution. NWM had retest against the

that three cuts be

fused to

make

NWM

However, Aubrey Golden, NWM's
CAC August 7, in what coalition member Gary Williams termed a
"complete about-face," that NWM was
no longer willing to deal with the group.
"It's amazing. Two weeks ago
Golden and NWM general manager
Michael Skewes were all in favour of
our plans. Suddenly they're telling us
lawyer told

way we've conducted negotiations with them and that
they are leery of some of the organizations which have endorsed CAC,"
that they're angry at the

Williams said.
far

CAC

has received endorse-

ments from twelve organizations, including The Body Politic. When asked if
the newspaper was one of the groups
NWM was unhappy about, Skewes did
not answer directly but said, "We are
concerned about certain 'left leaning'
organizations." He did not mention any
names.
Skewes also accused CAC of indiscretion.

"They

revealed to the press that

about a private screening were underway," he said. "NWM wanted to be
quiet about the whole thing until we
were sure that the screening could be
done with complete legality. We have a
talks

distributor's licence to protect."

NWM could lose

its

ute films in Ontario

showed a

film

if

licence to distribit

publicly

unapproved by the Cen-

sor Board.

A screening

NWM

time," Skewes said.
Despite the confusion and apparent
contradictions which have forced CAC
to shelve the screening plans, the group

going ahead with other projects.
"Our concern has never been only
with The Tin Drum," CAC's Gary
Williams explained. "Our present focus
is

on the Censor Board is the first step in
an ongoing campaign against all forms
of state censorship."
Planning has begun for an October

pubUc forum on film censorship. An excampaign is also under-

tensive mailing

way. 5,000

is

Though it may sound like an ideal
way of circumventing the censors, NWM
was worried about the complications
that could arise from even private
screening of the controversial The Tin

Drum.
Despite the distributor's sudden withdrawal, Skewes told TBP that
sliil

NWM

supported CAC. "I think what they are
doing makes sense. support them. I
I

However, my
main concern is with getting The Tin
Drum onto a public screen and not with
the overall problem of censorship. It's
believe in anti-censorship.

1980

letters will

Out

for graduation: Nigel

told

Crawhall (right) and his date Sal surprised 250 classmates at a Mon-

high school graduation dance

treal

TBP

pleasant, "Nigel's date
the final
slurs

May

15. Nigel, editor of

When

that students' reactions varied.

weeks

of

is really

cute,"

Mount Royal High School's yearbook,

they were dancing, comments ranged from the

to the vicious, "I didn't

know

faggots held hands."

In

classes after the graduation dance, however, Nigel reported that "the bigoted

ceased almost completely," and no objections were voiced when the yearbook published an

advertisement

for

Androgyny Books, Montreal's "Gay, Lesbian and Feminist" bookstore.

be sent to various

and individuals in a
membership
and funds. Membership fees for both
individuals and groups are $3.
Open meetings are held each Wednesday, 6 pm, in Room 163 of University
College on the University of Toronto
campus.
Fay OrrD
artistic associations

Rights code changes

due by next spring?
OTTAWA — According to Gay and
Lesbian Liberals member Peter Maloney, a source in the federal department
of justice has told him the department
has recommended to Justice Minister
Chretien that sexual orientation be added to the Canadian Human Rights Act.
Maloney said the proposed changes
would also include mental handicap,

August

community."

Mayor Jack

Volrich, however, spoke

was
"too controversial" and should not be
given official recognition by the city.
More vehement responses came from
fundamentalist preacher Bernice Gerard
and several other alderpersons, who denounced the gay lifestyle as contrary to
the "Christian ethic" and the values of
against the motion, saying the issue

the "majority of citizens."

The motion was defeated 8-3, with
only alderpersons Marzari, Mike Harcourt, and Harry Rankin voting in
favour.
Nonetheless, the week's events were
well-attended by local conmiunity gays
and supported by a wide range of politiand social organizations. Over 150
people attended the Native Cultural Socal

ciety

Coronation and the Vancouver

3. Other events during the week
included a concert at UBC, a dance, a
boat cruise, and various educational

and

lifestyle activities.

On

August 9, Gayfest '80, a festival
of gay arts, artists and organizations
was held at the West End Community
Centre, featuring gay musicians and
performers, as well as information and
educational booths. Alderpersons Marzari and Harcourt participated in the
opening ceremonies, and addressed gay
constituents at the Society for Political
Action for Gays booth.

Gay Unity Week

received widespread

media publicity with several articles in
the Vancouver Sun, CBC and CKBU
coverage at a costume ball, and speakers from Gayfest interviewed on CKBU
radio.

RobertTYowD

Gay Community Centre coffeehouse on

politiccil belief, and would add further
protections for the physically handi-

capped. He added that legislation could
not be expected until the spring session.
Apparently, a question highUghted
for ministerial decision was whether the
armed forces and the RCMP should be
exempt from the provisions preventing
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation.

D

Proclamation denied,
but Unity Vlfeeic a hit
VANCOUVER — Gay Unity Week, the
annual lesbian and gay male cultural
celebration,

considered private, and
therefore legal, if it is shown free of
charge to a by-invitation-only audience.

SEPTEMBER

simply not in the best interests of the
to deal with CAC at this
film for

drive to increase coalition

the cuts.

When approached by CAC in July
with the screening proposal,
agreed to try and work out an arrangement.

So

Drum

was held from August

1-10,

despite Vancouver City Council's refusal

to recognize the

week with an

official

proclamation.

The

celebrations attracted consider-

and media attention the
week before when Alderperson Darlene
Marzari introduced a motion on behalf
of the Gay Unity Week Committee asking city council to proclaim August 1-10
as Gay Unity Week. The motion said
able public

that gay people constitute a significant

minority in the city and contribute to
the well-being of the community in a
wide range of areas. The celebrations

were to be a "declaration of the basic
humanity and rights of Vancouver Gay
People as citizens and members of the

Ombudsman
in

bacl(s Arts Council

not funding student for

TORONTO — After a staggering twoyear investigation, the Ontario Ombudsman has decided not to support a complaint by The Body Politic against the

Ontario Arts Council.
In an official complaint filed
September, 1978, TAP maintained that
the Arts Council had denied the paper
participation in the Experience '78 sum-

mer employment programme on unjusgrounds.
The previous summer,

tifiable

pending. TBP responded that the Arts
Council had, in effect, found the paper
guilty before the courts had, and furthermore the question of guilt or innocence had nothing to do with whether or
not a summer spent as a design assistant

paper would be a learning experience for a student.
at the

In the four-page report explaining his

decision.

TBP had been

Ombudsman Donald Morand

stated that "the Council acted respon-

able to employ one student with the

sibly

government funding.

tion in a

In the following

TBP

by attempting to exercise its discremanner that would be benefito young people." In further agree-

January, however, the paper was raided
and charged with distributing "immor-

cial

indecent or scurrilous material," in
connection with the publishing of the

went on to note that "the Council was
concerned that a youth might find himself/herself working in a criminal environment and was concerned with the
possible consequences of that on the
youth's career and reputation."
As an act of balance, however, the
Ombudsman did sec fit to reprimand
the Arts Council for not respondmg to

al,

article

"Men

Loving Boys Loving

Men."

When TBP applied

for a student that

spring, the Arts Council explained that,

while the paper's sponsorship of an em-

ployee the previous year had worked
out well, the Council had decided it
couldn't allocate a position now that
charges under the Criminal Code were

ing with the Council's actions,

TBP's

letters

Morand

of enquiry.
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Simple-minded justice
Ontario Attorney General Roy

Time-consuming, to say the least.
Expensive, too.
Already there are serious problems
with McMurtry's new system. Both the
Globe and Mail and Sun have reported
that citizens hit with the new offence
tickets have diligently followed the instructions, showing up at the court office only to be told to go away, the
court could not handle the case now, it
did not have the necessary information,
documents are missing, don't call us,
we'll call you.
That was precisely the sort of problem the old system was plagued with,
giving McMurtry the opportunity to
promote "Simple Justice" on the basis
that the new system would eliminate
such delays and logjams. Conveniently,
he was able to avoid pointing out that
the new system would also eliminate
trials and provide for automatic convictions without trial.
If you think it's frightening that a
person can be found guilty without a
trial merely for neglecting to send in the
proper form, you're right. (What if it
gets lost in the bureaucracy, or in our
wonderful postal system?) If you think
it's dangerous that a conviction can be
entered by a court without a guilty plea
or a trial, without evidence ever being
heard, right again.
Presently the system applies only to
provincial offences. Federal legislation
would be required to extend this sort of
simple-minded justice to criminal
charges, and there is no evidence the
federal government is contemplating
this idea at the present time. But we
should be wary. Various committees and
commissions at different levels of
thing.

name before?)
has recently invested much of the taxpayers' money in advertising a new
McMurtry

(hejird that

scheme of "Simple Justice" for Onads have appeared regupapers explciining this
new system of processing provincial offences (Hquor infractions, traffic offences, fish and game violations, and so
tario. Full-page

larly in the daily

on).

The Provincial Offences Act, which
came into force March 3 1 abolished the
,

old procedure for prosecuting such
charges (which basically followed the
Criminal Code) and provides that persons charged with most minor offences
will receive

a form similar to a traffic

ticket with three options listed: plead

and pay a set fine, plead not guiland wait for a trial date to be set, or
plead "guilty with an explanation" in
hopes of copping a reduced fine or no
guilty

ty

fine at

all.

The new system makes

it very easy to
plead guilty. All the accused person has
to do is sign a guilty plea on the back of
the ticket and send it in. No court appearance is necessary, a feature that no
doubt will be very attractive to many,
especially those intimidated by courts or
those who lose wages when they take
time off work to go to court.

But it's even easier to ht found guilty
than to /7/efl</ guilty. Unless you plead
"guilty with an explanation" or return
the form properly completed within 15
days, you are automatically found guilty

and fined anyway. No trial is held.
fine is due 15 days after it is

The

imposed.
This is a dramatic change from the
previous system, where there were no
automatic convictions. Formerly, if a
person failed to attend court, the onus
was still on the Crown to prove the

government are working on ways to reduce the administrative costs of Canadian "justice." If they can find fair
ways to reduce costs and delays incurred
by people trying to achieve justice

charge.

through the courts (John Damien, for
example), fair enough. But we suspect
that much of what the politicians are
doing is motivated by a self-serving wish

Another option of the new system is
that rather than pleading guilty by mail,
you may now decide to attend court
anytime during office hours (no appointment necessary) smd plead "guilty
with an explanation," describing the

to cut court administration costs within

the provincial budget, a concern which
could be dispensed with if the government's priorities were in the direction of
providing services for people rather
than giving multi-million dollar handouts and tax incentives to large corpora-

circumstances to a justice of the peace
and taking your chances that s/he will
see fit to reduce the fine.
For those obstinate and uncooperative individuals

to a

trial,

who

things are

insist

on

their right

made much more

tions.

"not guilty"
plea on the form, return it, and wait to
be advised of the trial date. You will
have no choice as to time or date of

difficult.

trial.

You must

sign a

The element of convenience

entering guilty pleas at

your

"Simple Justice"

rights

is

completely removed.
The setting of peremptory trial dates
for provincial offences undoubtedly will
create serious difficulties in scheduling
trials where lawyers are involved. Per-

wrap your lips around our late night goodies
580 parUament street (south of wellesley 2nd floor)
sun. thurs. until 3 a.m.
fri. sat. until 6 a.m.
-

-

fully licensed.

haps the Attorney General's office is
secretly hoping that people charged with
or
provincial offences won't choose
to conwon't have the opportunity
sult lawyers. Involving a lawyer would
certainly reduce the number of guilty
pleas and increase the number of trials.
Lawyers only delay trials and muck up
the works, anyway, or so goes this
school of thought. They insist on rules
of evidence, people's rights, that sort of

—

—

.
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designed to sub-

provincial government a lot of money
and substantially increasing its revenue
from fines. But if taking away people's

in

leisure

is

stantially reduce court time, saving the

through the use of sleight-of-hand

what the poUticians have in mind in
order to reduce costs, we must be very
is

concerned. Procedural rights are important protections for those accused of offences, and any proposed changes in
them should be regarded with a healthy
amount of suspicion.
Roy McMurtry's simple-minded justice programme, with its hidden agendas
and the half-truths contained in the
scheme's promotional material, is
dangerous both because of the motives
of those pushing through the changes
and because of the consequences for individuals who become involved in the
court system.

D
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"Depending on the defence, I can find
anyone insane. " Psyciiiatrist Jerry Cooper reflects
on liis career as an expert witness.

Gay from Toronto

to

Thunder Bay

between
Operation Outreach
on
Chris Bearchell reports

and not a few places

in

TORONTO — "Northern Ontario

an

is

entire cultural region of this continent
that, until six months ago, remained out
of the range of direct contact with gay
liberation," says Robin Hardy, grassroots organizer for the Coahtion for
Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO).
The first phase of CGRO's Operation
Outreach is winding down. The $4,000

grant from the inter-church group
PLURA, which launched the project,

has been exhausted. Evaluations and final reports are being prepared and plans
are getting underway for phase two. So

good.
Two new gay organizations have been
formed: Gay Association of Sudbury
and Gays of Thunder Bay. Valuable
contacts have been made in North Bay,
Timmins, and Sault Ste Marie. Existing
groups in Peterborough, Mississauga,
Kingston, and Georgetown were
brought into the Ontario gay network in
a more direct and effective way. Lesbians and gay men on farms and in villages in the Brockville-Comwall area
and along the Bruce Penninsula have
been put in touch with gay organizations in their areas in an attempt to
bring them into the growing gay "family" that CGRO has become. Hundreds
of people have been added to the CGRO
mailing list, have signed cards indicating
their support for the inclusion of sexual
orientation in the Ontario Human
Rights Code, and indicated that their
names could be used in lobbying their
MPPs. As many as 500 people were
reached in meetings, at dances, by mail
or telephone
many of them for the
first time. Thousands more were contacted through the media.
What is the reaction of individual gay
people in isolated communities where
there aren't the numbers to provide the
relative safety that many of us in larger
centres take for granted? Sample comments: "It's about time we made contact with the rest of the gay world."
"We need this kind of involvement so
badly." Even the often tedious gay poUtical apparatus is received with enthufar the balance sheet looks

—

siasm.

And

grassroots organizer

Hardy

"and

Timmins branch

reported to
have told a gay man that they 'don't
deal with your kind.' And even if they
did we'd have every reason to be suspicious of how gay people were being
dealt with. It's clearly a case of doing it
ourselves to be sure it's done right."
represen"Are you Gay? Isolated?
the

is

A

tative of the Coalition for

Gay

Rights in

Ontario will be visiting your area soon.
Contact CGRO at..." One Toronto gay
person who grew up in Owen Sound
spent $25 to sponsor this ad in Owen
Sound's weekly paper. CGRO feels that
the announcement, or one like

should be placed in every community
paper in the province.
Funding is being sought to continue
staffing, resource development, and to
cover travel expenses for Operation
Outreach. But with or without largescale financing, the CGRO Grassroots
Organizing Committee intends to
continue
through organizing exchange visits among member groups,
and through social and resource-sharing
gatherings involving gay activists from
all over Ontario. There are still whole
sections of the province that have yet to
be tapped.
Chris Bearchell

—

D

Dating ad refusedp
club files complaint

1980

CDP was

not pursued, and the press

(Quebec human
rights commission) and the Conseil de
presse du Quebec (Quebec press coun-

Lundrigan

is

res-

homosexuals do not deserve protection
because gayness

is

voluntarily chosen.

Gays who do make

it

known, he added,

Last year the CDP ruled as discriminatory the refusal by the Chicoutimi
paper, Progres-Dimanche, to publish an
ad announcing a gay liberation conference.
Gay activists point out that it will be

thereby violating the rights of others.
Despite the intense focus on gay
rights perceived by Robert Lundrigan,
Quebec remains the only province in
Canada to have enacted legislative protection for gay people.
Gerald HannonD

interesting to see whether the

CDP

fol-

lows the Chicoutimi ruling, or that of
the Supreme Court of Canada, which
held last year that the Vancouver Sun
was justified in refusing to pubUsh an

ad for the Vancouver journal. Gay

Tide.

D

Crown's paid shrink
has attack of candour
TORONTO — Remember Dr Jerry
Cooper, one of the Crown's "expert"
witnesses

Chairman criticizes
focus on gay rights
EDMONTON — The chairman of the
Alberta

Human

criticized other

for focussing

Rights Commission has

Canadian commissions
vocal groups Hke the

"on

gays that seem to get the press," while
ignoring the pUght of other minorities.
Robert Lundrigan told a July 10
meeting of the commission that "I
don't see how we can advocate protection of gays, who don't appear to have
a demonstrated problem, while ignoring
others."
It is felt Lundrigan's criticisms were
aimed particularly at the Canadian
Human Rights Commission. Under the

When contacted by TBP, a spokesperson at the Canadian Human Rights
Commission said she was not aware of
Lundrigan's conunents, and did not feel

droits de la personne

whom

are fiaunting their predilection and

codes.

In response, Alain Bouchard,

Les Young, to

ponsible, has been quoted as saying that

council failed to find anti-gay prejudice.

manager of Le Club Contact, filed a complaint July 25 with the Commission des

America, has refused to

the

trial

who

testified against

TBP in

"Men

Loving

over the article

Boys Loving Men"?
We wondered how he found the time
to

sit

through

six

days of lengthy hear-

ings, testifying only once, until

we

dis-

covered he's regularly paid $350 per half
day in court. Dr Cooper is also one of
the Crown's most popular experts, often appearing in gay-related cases.

The same Dr Cooper was quoted at
and Mail

length in an August 7 Globe

on the use of psychiatric testimony in court cases. Though his attitudes came as no surprise, the candour
of his remarks to reporter Vianney Carriere was breath-taking.
Cooper was quoted as saying, "When
article

I

look at a case,

I

always ask the lawyer

what he wants. When a lawyer is happy
and his client is happy, then I'm
happy." To make things perfectly clear.
Cooper added, "Depending on the defence (a lawyer wishes to offer), I can
find anyone ins£me."n

Men Against Sexism
leaflet beauty show
TORONTO — Nine men, most of them
gay, leafieted thousands of people at-

cil)

tending the Miss Toronto Beauty Pageant at the Canadian National Exhibi-

submitted a 90-word ad to the paper for
Le Club Contact. He later called Ren6
Humeault of the paper's advertising department who informed him of the deci-

tion stadium July 19.

against the infiuential newspaper.
At the beginning of June, Bouchard

ard stated that La Presse's reason
amounted to a "confession of anti-gay
discrimination."
In his complaint, Bouchard points
out that La Presse regularly publishes
personal messages of a heterosexual nature in its classified columns. As well,
the paper regularly runs display ads for
straight dating services.
The complaint asks that the CDP

SEPTEMBER

the

of ad."

in

community development programme

Northern Ontario cities like Sudbury
and Timmins. "Telecarc Sudbury
wouldn't co-operate with Operation
Outreach," Robin Hardy pointed out,

been accused of anti-gay discrimination.
In July, 1978, La Presse refused an ad
for Gay Youth of Montreal. In that instance, however, the complaint before

publish a display ad for a gay dating service because "we don't accept that kind

French daily

to give any further reasons.

Such resource work is important because local agencies are usually woefully
inadequate. Telccare, a division of
Teleministries, operates crisis lines in

time the paper had

chairmanship of Gordon Fairweather,
the commission has been vigorous in
trying to convince legislators to protect
gay people from discrimination by adding sexual orientation to human rights

MONTREAL — La Presse, the largest

of gay women and men in small-town
Ontario is enough to put a lot of bigcity gay people to shame."
The newly formed and rejuvenated
groups have ambitious plans
for
fund raising, dances, telephone lines
to meet the needs of their own and
neighbouring communities. Having
been animated by Operation Outreach,
several of these groups are now able and
willing to become a part of an on-going
themselves.

first

Stuart Russell

sion to reject the ad. Huneault refused

—

was not the

it,

reports convincingly that "the mihtancy

—

omitted because of the small number of
complaints. However, Labour Minister

grant "exemplary damages" since this

Calling themselves

who

officially

refusal to publish the ad.
filed

a complaint with the

asking pageant spectators to ask
themselves pointed questions about the
nature of beauty contests. The leafiet.
primarily directed at men attending the
event, asked whether the reader would
enjoy being objectified and insulted in
the way women are in beauty contests.
The pageant was sponsored by the
Metropolitan Toronto Police Association as part of its annual Police Games.
leafiet

confirmed the

Bouchard then

CDP

alleging

discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, contrary to article 10 of the

Charter of

Human

Rights and FreeRobert Lundrigan, Alberta

doms.
In a statement to the media,

Bouch-

Against Sex-

several thousand copies of a one-page

Bouchard received a letter in mid-July
from Michel Cloutier, Vice-President of
Marketing,

Men

ism, the loosely knit group distributed

Human

Com-

missioner. lakes aim at his (ederal counterpan

At the event, and receiving protest leaflets, were Board of Police Commission-

she could respond.

ers

Although Lundrigan said his group
abhors discrimination of any kind,
homosexual stereotyping or otherwise,
he is felt to have caved in to government

mission

Rights

Phil Givens, Police Commember and Etobicoke mayor

Chairman

Dennis Flynn, and newly appointed
Chief of Police Jack Ackroyd.
The hundreds of police officers pres-

pressure not to include sexual orientaamong a package of proposed

ent did not hara.ss the Icafieters.

tion

there were

changes to Alberta's Individual's Rights

occasional pageant-goer heckling the

Protection Act.

leafieters as

Lundrigan says sexual orientation was

and
no incidents apart from the

"communists" and

"fags."D
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What are you doing

by Ken Popert

ThanksgivinQ

Were

w^klndof

weekend?

boating and partying on the
Trent Canal. Why not join us?

For nnore infornnation

call

ChatTravel 868-1758
space available. Also
ask about our 3^tefbot
Linnited

Neighbourly sentiments
Across the houseplants, woven baskets,
pinwheels, clusters, stalks, heads and
bunches which, overflowing onto the
sidewalks, are sold under one roof in
one of the Greek fruit-and-vegetable
markets lining the Danforth, our eyes
engaged.

—

—

A

clone
well, clonish, at least
off duty and out of uniform; his dark
limbs snuggled into white shirt and
shorts.

Our neighbourhood, somewhat

gayified, shelters us in

growing

Box 276
Station

M

HALIFAX
B3J 2N7

Book 5hop

GAY Book Sto
wtem mxm% y»is aiileas

"Atfaofc toiirfa s

I

smiled, slightly.

Enough,

I

cal-

We now

how

ment

MANDATE
PLAYGUY
at $3*25 6%

MCkERROM
& BANG - $7*

accept Mastercharge and Visa "N.S. residents please add

8%

sales tax

You can help us
make history this
no
November

—

matter where

you live.

this

one reacts." Strangers

down

to specimens. Detach-

dulls the disappointment.

A

I

have

unwittingly shattered a neat dichotomy
in his life.

Gay

is

something he does, at
and bedrooms, not
on Saturday morning,

night, in baths, bars

something he is,
while shopping for groceries.
Or this: he's minding his own business, swaddled in his closet, securely
anonymous, when suddenly I pull the
door open, in a fruit-and-vegetable
market, in broad daylight. He thinks he
will stand revealed, for all to see, if he
exchanges glances with this obvious faggot. Worse, is he himself so obvious
that he can be picked out of a crowd,

This

last

speculation seems to

me

the

most probable explanation for this
behaviour, for I can remember a time

when

I

used to play the scowling

villain

drama. Even now, that fear of
being recognized in public by an unknown gay man, acknowledging him in
return and being betrayed thereby to
some third and hostile party, is not as
alien as I would like.
It's almost funny now; I once naively
believed that, if two gay men, strangers,
could recognize each other, then most
other people would recognize them too.
Since then, I've learned something
about the relativity of observation.
Walking down a busy street, I may see
one or two transvestites, a few queens,
dozens of clones (in and out of uniform) and uncounted pairs of searching
eyes. Yet the straights around me will
have noticed only the most egregious of
in this

Ward 6

doesn't

mean you

can't help elect Canada's

first openly gay official.
George Hislop can win in Ward 6. But he needs the help of
lesbians and gay men all across Canada. We must raise $20,000 to
cover campaign expenses. And we must do it now.

Please help us

make

history.

Send your contribution

to:

The Association of Gay
29 Granby Street
Toronto, Ontario

Electors

MSB 1H8

the queens.

We can't,
Mark your

14/THE

contribution:

BODY POLITIC

"For

the Hislop

Campaign"

was the

realization that,

I

saying hello as tiny acts of rebellious

Each time

I

extend a casual greeting

unknown gay man and receive the
same in return, we both affirm that
which joins us together and come away
to an

from the exchange newly knowing that
good to be gay. We have added to
the bond of gay community. And, in
both of us, fear and shame, the wounds
inflicted on us while we were too young
it's

Almost.
small anger warms by one
degree each time this scene is reenacted, as once ageiin I consider the
motives for his unneighbourly response.
It could be the rejection syndrome,
more easily sampled in any bar or bath.
Either he's not interested in me or he's
afraid that, given a chance, I'll reject
him. The injury to my self-esteem aside,
it's discouraging to think that he
evaluates me not as a neighbour, but
solely as a sexual object.

Or maybe he frowns because

It

away from unknown gay
men, I was turning away from myself.
started smiling and nodding and even

is

just like that?

Just because you don't live in Toronto's

my eyes.

self-love.

paradigmatic. I've played
so many times that I've become

dwindle

fUUIIIWARE

can be read. But that's another subject.

what?

see

Back isi[^i

the eyes, certainly, but not as much with
fashion as some may think. Even in the
shower rooms of the Central Y, the faces

in turning

now

styled the gay

I'm not sure how we accomplish this
work of discernment. It has to do with

ing

it

is

see each other rather

clearly.

ments, short of cruising. I smiled, but
he didn't. Quickly he looked away, hesitantly back, quickly away again. He
scowled, slightly. Enough to convey...

The scene

mi

belong to what

community can

culated, to convey neighbourly senti-

as self-conscious as a poll-taker: "Let's

Current

who

No, it was not the subtlety and safety
of acknowledging other gaV men on the
street which convinced me to stop avert-

numbers.

Th« Alter natc

us as they are to their families, friends
and fellow workers. But those of us

of course, spot every gay

man. Many, probably the majority, are
still deep in the closet and as invisible to

to protect ourselves, heal a

Three or four years ago,

little
I

got

more.
little

my necessarily tenof solidarity. Now I find

positive response to
tative gestures

men smile more readily. Maybe
they've been able to relax a bit and
smile more. Or maybe the smilers were
that gay

always there and it's me who has relaxed. Both, probably. Whether we've
been active in it or not, the gay movement has touched us all.
The scowlers are still around. Like
mastodons in blocks of ice, their cold
looks and frozen faces are relics, I hope,
of a bygone age.
They make me both less angry and
more angry than they used to. Less
angry, because, self-confident in my
gayness now, I can afford some compassion for the anxieties sealed behind
those unmoving masks. More angry,
fashioned at the
because those masks
time, perhaps, in reasoned prudence,
but now maintained by raging paranoia
deny our common bond and deprecate our gayness, betraying both them-

—

—

selves

and me.

evening last summer, we were
heading toward Church Street along
Wellesley. Absorbed, we failed to see
two towering and ostentatious queens
until they had almost passed.
As they swept by, one of them
glanced at us and smiled. But it was a
complex smile, more a grin, in which I
detected some malice, a grim conviction

One

that the greeting

would discomfit

us.

We

looked back; they were looking
back. We smiled and waved. As we
turned back to our path, I heard one of
the men shriek: "They waved! They

waved!"
That made me feel good. To be so
flagrant, they must have suffered many
indignities. I felt that, in turning and
waving, we had given them something
too often and too long withheld, something which would make up for the hostility and contempt which they must
have long endured, not just from
straights and queerbashers, but also
from their fearful brothers. D
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human

person's origin, nature and destiny," Borders wrote to City Council,
and "cannot serve as a basis for positive

Navy on witchhunt
for lesbian sailors
LONG BEACH, CA — The US Navy

human
is

proceeding with charges of alleged lesbian activity against eight women sailors

from the missile test ship, USS Norton
Sound. If found guilty of these charges,
the eight women would be issued dis-,
honourable discharges.
Originally, 16 women sailors were under investigation, but the Navy has since
decided to drop eight of these cases.

right."

Several Catholic theologians and
priests testified that Borders's views

were an incorrect interpretation of the
church's teachings, but their evidence
did not lessen the negative impact of the
archbishop's declaration.
Originally, 10 of the council's 19
members had co-sponsored the bill, and
it seemed assured of automatic passage.

But under church pressure

five

of the

Hearings in the remaining eight began
August 1 before the Navy Discharge
Review Board, as about 20

co-sponsors switched to the opposition.
"I capitulated to the awesome power of

demonstrators picketed outside in protest. This board is a command review
process which adheres to no formal
rules of evidence.

Jr,

The attorney

for the eight

women,

Susan McGreivy of the American Civil
Liberties Union, has condemned the entire investigation and dismissal process
as a "disgusting witchhunt, pure and
simple." She charges that the names of
the accused were obtained when a ship's
roster was circulated among the female

on the ship with instructions to
check off the names of suspected lessailors

bians.

This survey yielded 24 names, and the
list was later reduced to the 16 who were
formally investigated
nearly one
third of the entire female crew. All of
the black women sailors on the ship
were originally included in the investigation, and they charged that there were
racial overtones to the accusations.
The 16 women sailors placed under
formal investigation were ordered to
undergo psychological testing designed
to "detect homosexuality." A number
of the group refused to co-operate with

—

the

Navy on

these tests.

In the course of the 1978-79 fiscal

Councilman Nathan

the clergy,"

Irby,

confessed after he voted to defeat

the measure.

D

Greeks delay trial
ATHENS — The
of A mphi, the
trial

magazine of the Greek gay movement,
has been postponed until November 6.
It was to have begun July 14.
Several defence witnesses, including
poet Nicos Spanias, were unable to attend a July trial. Spanias, author of the
poem "My Poetic" which sparked the
charges against Amphi last fall, is ill
with cancer in New York.
Despite postponement of the trial,
demonstrations against the Greek government took place outside of Greek
embassies and consulates in Norway,
Australia and Scotland. Protests against
the prosecution were also registered by
the Communist Party of Catalonia,
many Spanish trade unions and four
leading French philosophers.

D

Dutch pariiament
pushes gay rights
THE HAGUE — In a vote May 7 the

Navy dishonorably discharged
76 servicewomen and 778 servicemen on
charges of homosexual activity. D

Second Chamber of the Dutch Parliament passed a motion stating that discrimination on the grounds of sexual

Gay rights bills:
one win, one loss

The motion

year, the

preference

Municipal gay rights ordinances succeeded in one major US city this past
summer, but went down to crushing defeat in another.

The Milwaukee

Common

Council
passed a measure banning anti-gay job
discrimination at its June 8 meeting. In
a surprise defeat, however, the Baltimore City Council rejected a gay rights
bill during its July 21 session.

The Milwaukee

bill will

prohibit dis-

departments with
the exception of the schools, which are
under a separate jurisdiction. It will also
prevent the city from engaging any firm
which has practi.sed discrimination. The
measure passed the Milwaukee council
by a 10 to 6 vote.
The Baltimore ordinance was defeated by a 12 to 6 margin after heavy lobbying by religious organizations and

crimination in

all city

churches. The strong, vocal opposition
of the Catholic Church's Baltimore

Archbishop, William Borders, played a
particularly decisive role.

behaviour

is

"Homosexual

not con.sonant with a

SEPTEMBER

1980

is

contrary to

human

ernment foreign policy as

human

rights.

will affect all official
it

relates to

the Dutch minister of

foreign affairs officially informed the

New Zealand and the
Republic of Ireland that Holland considers their laws against homosexuality
to be unacceptable.
In a related statement the Dutch minister of justice called for the expansion
of Article 1 of the 1951 Geneva Refugee
Treaty to give gays refugee status, ie the
right to obtain political asylum, in the
case of persecution on the grounds of

governments of

sexual orientation.

Soviet cops thwart
Italian gay's protest
MOSCOW — Vinccnzo Francone failed
in his attempt to chain himself to a pole
outside St Basil's Cathedral July 21.

The

—

SAO PAULO More than one thousand people marched through Brazil's
largest city June 1 3 protesting a wave of
police violence against transvestites,
prostitutes

and unemployed people

the city centre.

action was to protest the Soviet

Penal Code which punishes homosexual
activity by up to five years' imprisonment.
Francone, a member of the Italian
gay organization FUORI, was arrested

homosexual prisoners. A number of
said they were tortured, and a
prostitute attempted suicide by leaping
from the window of the police station.
for

women

in

The demonstration was

Oppostion to the operation began to

organized by a coaUtion of gay, black
and feminist groups.
Thousands of hungry peasants and
unemployed people drift into Sao Paulo
every year searching for work. In April,
several conservative newspapers demanded a "cleanup" of "vagabonds, abnormal, degenerates and prostitutes"
in the city. "We need to get these pederasts, faggots and prostitutes out of our
streets," said Dr Jose Wilson Richetti,
who coordinated the extensive combined police /military operations.
More than 1,500 people were arrested
during the first week of the round-up,
and a special police station was reserved

build after a liberal newspaper pub-

before he could carry out his plan and
was seen being "pummeled and kicked
by police" as he was dragged away.
Several western newsmen who attempted to record the incident were also

party events would be women.
Jo Daly, a San Francisco police commissioner and one of two open gays on
the Rules Committee, told Boston's Gay

and film from their cameras
was destroyed by police.
The protest, originally approved by
the International Gay Association, was
to have included activists from several
European countries. When these plans
fell through, FUORI decided to go
ahead with the protest alone.
Last year, Francone was arrested in
front of the main prison in Tehran after
a one-man protest against the execution
of homosexuals in Iran.
The Italian activist was expelled from
the USSR the day following the

the sexual orientation

arrested,

protest.

D

lished a series of photos

Democrats promise
to end anti-gay bias
WASHINGTON, DC

— The

ment's Human Rights Commission. A
press conference held by gay, black and
feminist groups announced that legal
action was being taken against Richetti
to stop the police violence.

"Laws? Constitution? Rights?"

voted July 9 to amend the party's
charter and by-laws to prohibit anti-gay
discrimination and to increase the participation of women and minorities in
the party's affairs.

These measures followed closely a decision of the Democratic Platform
to include a lesbian

rights plank in

its

said

one prostitute. "Unless a person can
prove otherwise you're a suspect. But
they're right.
in the centre

It's

much more

'peaceful'

of Sao Paulo now. That's

because there's no one
cept gangs of cops."

Community News

in the streets ex-

that the passage of

amendment was
"a hfe-long dream come true for me. I
didn't think I would see it in my life, I
really didn't.

"D

case attacks
unconstitutional law
DUBLIN —
gays presented
Irish

their

Irish

case against the Repubhc's anti-gay laws

June

24.

Irish

law makes gay male sex a crimby life imprisonment

inal act punishable

hard labour.

David Norris, a lecturer at Dublin's
Trinity College, appeared before the nation's High Court, charging that the law
violates the individual's right to privacy

and freedom of association and expression guaranteed by the country's con-

Democratic Party's Rules Committee

Committee

showing police

agents beating several transvestites.
Complaints were laid before the govern-

at

gov-

rights.

The same day

groups protest attacks

and gay

party platform. Their

stitution.

Hearing of the case took
a ruling

is

six

days and

not expected until October.

Norris, a long-time gay activist and
former chairman of the Irish Gay Rights
Movement, is optimistic. "If we win in
the High Court, it may still go to the
Supreme Court which is ver>- conservative and may go against us. But in that

We

passage appears to be part of a strategy
to reach out to constituencies alienated
by the Republican Party's "new right"

case

approach

raised the consciousness of the public."

to social issues.

The Rules Committee

stated that sex-

we would take

it

to Strasbourg.

have had huge publicity. It has been a
massive propaganda victory for us and
Norris went on to say that the govern-

opposing

argued

ual orientation should not "prejudice"

ment,

a person's right to participate in the

that gays are in fact lucky their lot has

Democratic Party, adding it to a list including race, sex, age and national origin currently protected from discrimination. In addition, the committee passed
an amendment to the party's charter
which ensured that half of the delegates

improved since the days they were
burned at the stake or buried alive.

to national conventions

and other major

in

his challenge,

Organizers arc launching an appeal
meet legal bills which may
go as high as $75,000. Donations can be
for funds to

The Hirschfcld Foundation.
Fownes St, Dublin Eire.r

sent to
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on the knees, and such expressions as

"Falling

'Come

inside

me Lord' are essentially feminine

and induce homosexuality in men.
Eldridge Cleaver leaves the church.

Houston cops shoot gay activist
worldng on antt-brutality campaign
— A prominent Texan gay

HOUSTON
activist,

Fred Paez, was shot to death

on the

here by two
morning of June 28. Spokespersons for
police officers early

Houston's lesbian and gay communities
described the circumsttmces around the
shooting as extremely "suspicious."
At the time of his death Paez, 27, was
secretary of Houston's Gay Political
Caucus (GPC). He had been active in a
GPC effort to obtain a federal investigation into claims of persistent police
brutality against Houston's minority

communities.
Many of the 20,000 lesbians and gays
who joined in Houston's Gay Pride
March the following day wore black
armbands in memory of Paez.
A statement issued by the Houston
Police Homicide Division claims that
Paez was arrested by two off-duty pa-

S A Kane,
touched one of them
"between the legs." According to the
police statement, the shooting occurred
while Paez was being searched by McCoy, who held a .45-caliber service revolver on Paez while he conducted the

trol officers,

K F McCoy and

after he allegedly

search.

The

police statement alleges that "the

arrested subject reached back

and

Gay murder scandal
sparks

official

probe

HONG KONG — Responding to
continued local and international
pressure, the government here has
agreed to order an official inquiry into
the murder of British poHce officer

John MacLennan.
MacLennan was found dead with five
bullet wounds just before he was to be
charged with eight gay-related offences
by the Special Investigations Unit (SIU).

The unit is known as "The Bum
Squad" because it specializes in probing
allegations of "homosexual vice."
homosexual activity is still illegal
Hong Kong, but Governor Sir Mur-

All
in

has now called for
reform of the colony's anti-gay laws.
Hong Kong Councillor Elsie Elliot
has suggested a general amnesty for
homosexuals so that they can give evidence at the inquiry without fear of
reprisals. It is expected the investigation
ray

will

MacLemore

throw

light

on the methods and

motivations of the SIU, which could put
the careers of senior police personnel in
jeopardy.

D

Peimission needed
to read Ms: Board
MOUNT DIABLO, CA — The district
school board here has placed Ms, a US
feminist magazine, under partial censorship throughout its eight high schools.
Under the school board's new regulation, students must have written permission from both parents and teachers before they can obtain access to library
copies of Ms. The board narrowly de-

lerrHE

body

politic

tion to a

new gay group, and

cited Sec-

tion 221 as justification.

HOSI has

for this legislation

on gay groups

called

grabbed the gun, and after a short
struggle the pistol discharged, striking

ding law reform.

Hospital.

Preliminary Houston police investigations

have concluded that McCoy's gun

discharged accidently, but additional
evidence published in the Houston Post
suggests that the poUce may not have revealed all the facts of the case. Post reporter Barbara Canetti was told by unnamed sources "close to the police investigation" that

McCoy and Kane had

been drinking beer before the incident
and that "more than one blood-splattered beer can" was found at the scene.
In addition, an independent ballistics
expert employed by the Houston GPC
has criticized the use of a drawn gun in
a body search. Houston police department policy forbids the use of a drawn
weapon in a misdemeanor arrest.
The shooting is still under investiga-

by the Houston Police Homicide
Squad, the Police Internal Affairs Division, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. No charges have yet been
tion

filed against the

two

officers.

D

ban of the magazine,
sought by a 700-member coalition of
feated an outright

Christian fundamentalists

who judged

"obscene" its articles on abortion,
lesbianism and extra-marital sex.
F Bruce Packard, a leading Mormon
and president of the group seeking a
as

Three recent killings
spai1( Boston protest
BOSTON — An estimated 1,200 people
marched through the Fenway neighborhood of this city June 26 to protest increased violence in their community and
the June 22 slaying of Charles Kimball.
Kimball was the third gay man murdered in the Boston area in as many
had been slain June 5 and Leonard
Riendeau had died from an eissault June
8. In addition, a women's bar in the
Boston area had recently been attacked
by a gang of straight men.
The Fenway Lesbiem and Gay Alliance (FLAG A), a group which came together to organize the June 26 march,
has begun six-person patrols of Victory
Gardens, the scene of the Kimball murder and other assaults. FLAG A is also
preparing a range of activities to encourage community awareness and selfdefence skills.

D

and it could have gone on for years,"
The board's ruling may still end up

The Northern

in

California

chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) has announced its intention to fight the ban. The ACLU had a
similar ban against Ms reversed in a Vermont school district last year.

D

Austrians demand
penal code reform
VIENNA — Austrian gays have begun
a campaign to repeal sections of their
country's penal code that are being used
against homosexuals.
Section 220 of the Austrian Penal
Code prohibits the publication of any
material that maintains that it is "appropriate to urge acts of unchastity,"
and Section 221 bans any organization
which favours "homosexual unchastity

tion bid. Prior to this meeting. Carter

had delayed

his

endorsement for several

months.

The legislation in question is a measure introduced by Senator Alsm Cranston which would repeal certain sections
of the 1952 Immigration and Nationality Act. This law, known as the McCarran- Walter Act, bars homosexual aliens
from the US on grounds of "psychopathic personality" and "sexual deviation." It was passed at the height of the
cold war in an attempt to prevent aliens
considered "subversive" from entering
the US.
During the past year the US government has received severd strong protests over the act from European governments and organizations. D

Former Panther bites
'iaggy'' bom-agains
SAN FRANCISCO — One-time Black
Panther Party leader Eldridge Cleaver,
a more recent convert to right-wing
Christian fundamentalism, has broken
with his new found faith over "the very
faggoty

way born-agains

relate to

Jesus."

According to an interview published
San Francisco Chronicle, Cleaver

Anti-dyke policy

in the

starts disco boycott
one of the

Guardians of the Sperm, which will seek
to protect men from "lesbian ideologues" who thwart the male sperm
from its "sacred mission" of sexual

discos.

intercourse.

is

MELBOURNE — Local gays continue
to boycott Ashley's, formerly
city's

The

most popular mid-week

disco

is

straight except for

day nights when
gay

Wednes-

caters to a mainly

it

clientele.

The boycott was

ship a victory. "If they had banned it
totally, there would have been lawsuits

Raymond Kindred

weeks. Previously,

total ban, declared the pEirtial censor-

the courts.

D

the upper portion

of the rear of his head on the left side."
Paez died approximately 50 minutes
later, after being rushed to Ben Taub

was a precondition

for winning gay support to his re-elec-

around the world to write letters of protest to the Austrian government and to
gather signatures for a petition deman-

the arrested subject in

bluntly told that presidential support

initiated

when pro-

moter Clinton Walsh decided to refuse
entry to lesbians unless they were accompanied by a gay male. Walsh
claimed women had damaged the washroom. He is reported to have called women "fucking cunts" over the disco PA
system and said "gay ladies are nothing
but trouble."
More than 100
eted the disco

men and women pickMay 21. A second dem-

week later was marred by
when thugs hired by the man-

now

building his

own

church.

book of the late
Cleaver defended his
acts of rape as "insurrectionary" and
castigated black gay author James Baldwin as a "traitor" to his race.
Cleaver's statements have been
In his best-selling

1960s, Sou!

on

Ice,

strongly criticized by progressive blacks.
Nationally syndicated black columnist.
Manning Marable, argues that Cleaver
"deliberately accepts the sexist reasoning of the old master himself. By the act
of rape and by extension any systematic
pattern of violence against women.
Cleaver negates his human potential and

onstration a

'surrenders' to the white, male

violence

world." D

agement attacked

picketers.

However,

business at Ashley's last gay night had
dropped from the usual 400 people to

about 50, and the boycott committee is
now extending the campaign to heterosexual patrons.

The

D

Sc(H^ dump gay ban
LONDON — Homosexual acts are now
legal in Scotland. In

a surprise move

July 22, the British House of Commons
voted 203 to 80 to add to the Scottish

Carter endorses

Bill an amendment permitting homosexual acts between consenting adults in Scotland.

Criminal Justic

bill

end border ban
WASHINGTON, DC — In an apparent
to

reversal of administration poUcy, Presi-

The free vote, led by Robin Cook,
Labour MP for Edinburgh Central,
brings Scottish laws on homosexuality
in line with those of England and

and offends common decency."
The Austrian minister of justice previously had promised gay groups that
the anti-gay laws would never be enforced. However, Homosexuelle Initiative Wien (HOSI) began its campaign to
get the laws off the books after poUce
closed down the organization's booth at
the Vienna Festival May 28. In Salz-

dent Carter formally endorsed a measure which would permit lesbians and
gays to enter the US without restriction.
Carter's endorsement, made in a June

and gay Democratic leaders met with White House officials and demanded action on the bill

Association Bulletin, Dublin; The Blade, Washington DC:
Gay News, London; Lampiao, Rio de Janeiro; Cay Community News, Boston; The Sentinel, San Francisco; Big

burg, authorities also refused recogni-

currently pending. Carter's aides were

Mama Rag,

20

letter

from the

Justice

Department to

the Senate's Judiciary Committee,

came

shortly after lesbian

Wales.

It is

understood that the govern-

ment

will not

when

the

bill

oppose the amendment
goes to the House of

j,Lords.D
News Credits
Gay Community News. Melbourne;
Inlnnational

International

Gay

Denver; Cay Life. Chicago.
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SolslburGraiidmother
by Jane Rule

We spent
to win

Reflections
At

new novel is about to
always more aware of

the time a

come

out,

I

am

there

who

is

women

are murder-

than not, they see in my fiction a series
of bad jokes on that old theme, "Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the fair-

a perception of the character of Lady
Macbeth that her name becomes synon-

of them all?" out of which my own
voice comes, "not you, pale face."
In fact, there are probably too many
handsome characters in my novels to be
politically correct, but I am more apt to
feel sorry about the trouble beauty
causes people than to celebrate it, and I
try to spare no one real life.

lessness

Any

another.

who tries to please
doomed to failure,

writer

such an audience is
because within the gay community there
are not only different but morally and
politically conflicting tastes. Celibates,

monogamous

couples, cruisers, sado-

masochists, lovers of children, separatists,

men and women cannot
at once. And sexuality

bisexuals,

be pleased
itself is only one of dozens of tags by
which we identify ourselves. Our religion or lack of it, our politics, our family backgrounds, our jobs, our landscapes, our handicaps and avocations
are all important to us. Create a badtempered social worker and alienate a
whole profession of readers. Make a
rich man moral and start a Marxist
all

parade.

And

so

on and on.

A good writer is not in the business of
propaganda, because the nature of art is
not to generalize but to reach the
universal by way of the particular. And
Jane Rule

(r)

and

friend: "I will bring

all

all

They spent $138,043,00
to defeat gay rights.

ously ambitious for their husbands is
distorting the intention of the play.

What should happen

ymous with

instead

is

so clear

that kind of female ruth-

whenever

it is

met.

gay people, as for
other minorities, is that we have so long
been either ignored or portrayed in negative stereotypes that it is hard not to be
a defensive audience even for our own
artists, directing them to leave deformdifficulty for

ity, loneliness,

suicide to the
I do understand the appetite in the
gay community for art which can celebrate, but too often that desire gets
translated into a need for narrowly
correct propaganda for one lifestyle or

vanity, insanity

and

homophobes who already

relish any negative image available. Give
us instead the fairest of us all, the gifted, the wise, the kind and the beautiful.
People, whether they should or not, do

generalize

from

literature,

and we need

heros and heroines.
The heterosexual community got just
that in the popular literature of the 40s
and 50s, but those shining stars and
Hollywood endings frightened and depressed adolescents more than inspired
them, and fed a deadly cynicism in
those who were already living happily
ever after. No matter how wholesome
the lie, it is part of the sickness, not of
the cure.
I will not apologize for us, nor will I
dress us up as the silverware ads of the
80s. I will not even give us my exclusive
attention. I will bring to us, as I do to
each of my characters, all the tender-

and humour I can comshow us making our various

ness, severity,

mand

rights.

Anyone
Macbeth and comes away with

the notion that

The

gay

a crucial difference.

sees

those inevitably disappointed people
who want literature to be not only a
mirror, but a flattering mirror of themselves and their way of life. More often

est

$7,315,11

to

The Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) spent $7.315. 11 for the year
ending March 31, 1980. The so-called "Christian" anti-gay lobby Renaissance
International, headed by Ken Campbell, spent $138,043.00 for the year ending
December 31, 1978, according to their Public Information Return, Form
T3010, from Revenue Canada.

CGRO has been

working for five years to have the Ontario

Human

Rights

Code amended to protect lesbians and gay men. CGRO lobbies Queen 's Park
and provides a constant stream of gay-positive information to every one of the
125 MPPS. CGRO obtains support from religious, political, labour and other
organizations and associations in Ontario. CGRO's Grassroots Organizer
Robin Hardy works throughout the province helping lesbians and gay men to
organize themselves.

CGRO engages in extensive public education.

Are you a member? Have you contributed?
Frank, a

CGRO member writes:

"I have donated $205.00 altogether to the
Ontario to help get 'sexual orientation included in
the Human Rights Code. ... I am 57 years old and not very far from retirement.
I made a fairly big donation because to me it is a moral issue, based on my
owm personal experiences of being a helpless victim to the mental cruelties
inflicted by an anti-gay society many years ago.
Coalition for

Gay Rights

in

'

Make a contribution as
part of

CGRO

's

growing membership.

contacts with the world. My mirror is
never a bad joke. In it, if you will look
with compassion, amusement, and

hope, you will find that your image
fair.D

the tenderness, severity and

humour

I

is

Let^s

make it a fair fight

f

i

can command.

UEnrol me as a member of CGRO

($10)

_ Enrol me as a member of the Families

HI have enclosed a cheque or money order
"/ wish to charge the

and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(FFLAG){$2)

G/

to Visa or

my charge information is

given below.

per month

Charge iny contribution

months

for
I

Mastercharge;

wish 10 contribute S

1 1 wish to pledge S

above membership

and contribution amounts

wish to volunteer my lime to the

-

to:

^.Mastercharge

yisa

campaign.
card number

ni am not able to contribute financially
at present, but you can put my name on
the mailing list of D CGRO D FFLA
You may
You may not
use my name with my member of the
(I

Ontario

Expiry date

'

Signature

_

legislature.

Naive
Address

Postal

itv

(

Code

.

Telephone
Signature
(

heques should be made payable to

for

III
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Kights in Ontariii.

^fCranlJv

Street.

Box

CGRO or FFI..AC.

S22. Station

i

Mail to: The Coalition
Toronto, Ontario >/<(» tG.1. or to

Toronto. Ontario \f<« IHH.
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by Mariana Valverde

Faces of sisterhood
I arrived in London on a Monday, for a
six-week period of library research. After the initial confusion was over and I
was no longer stupidly waiting for buses
on the wrong side of the street, I set out
on Friday
to meet some women.
So I bought Time Out, a wonderful
what's-on-in-the-city publication which
gives details on demonstrations and
meetings as well as movies, and decided
that a "Women Against ImperiaUsm"
benefit dance was my first choice for the

Over 5,000

—

—

Balding Men Love
Marcella Ferens

loud) or dance with someone (when

it

was).
Alas.

The new

lesbian feminism pre-

women

dance in fives,
seldom in twos
and I just wasn't suave enough to be
able to ask four women at once to
dance with me. FUrting was of course
scribes that

shall

—

threes, or ones, but

out of the question in this pure
environment.

Anyway, I wandered back and forth
between the dance floor and the Ubrarycum-nursery, attempted to make conversation or even eye contact, and finally gave up and danced with everyone
and no one. Needless to say I left early.
Walking home I had to pass an unashamedly apohtical women's disco,
which I had been told was held on certain evenings in the upstairs of an otherwise ordinary pub. Although back home
in Toronto I seldom go to discos, after
the reception I had just got from my
presumably like-minded sisters, the
prospect of warm bodies emd cold ale
was too good to pass up. (To add insult
to injury, the

Women's Arts

not Ucenced, and

Alliance

is

stranger in a strange

I,

had neglected to bring my own.)
threw caution to the wind and went

land,

So

I

in.
I

had not even taken

my jacket off

when three friendly women came up to
me, made small talk, got me a half pint,
and proceeded to make me feel very
much at home. They gave me info on
where to go on what nights, who ran

was staring at
monumental neo-classical

"As
the

I

complex, wondering what

unknown

lesbian feminists

with over 25 years of experience believes that the scalp's
ability to produce hair never dies. And she supports this

examples from over 5,000

belief with

Now.

.

.

satisfied clients.

using entirely natural ingredients, without

there's
change in your lifestyle.
lot more than just hope for your hair.
Find out why thousands of once skeptical men and

pain, special diets or a
a

women

.

are smiling again. Visit or call the

Ferens Hair Care Centre recently opened

new
in

.

Marcella

Toronto to

arrange a free consultation.

HAIR CARE CENTRE

^

of Joan Armatrading told

me I was not lost.

ISATHE
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Marcella Ferens

"

support detector" was registering a high
concentration of sisterly waves.
Out on the sidewalk, as I stood for a
minute trying to figure out the quickest
and safest way home, a rather drunk
woman in a tattered dress approached
me. I was going to turn my back on her,

remembering the evening's events,
did not avoid her pleading eyes. "Oh,
I was going to ask you to dance, but I
thought you were with someone.
you're so good-looking... Where are all
but,

The dance w£is to be held at the
Women's Arts AlUance, which turned

evening.

out to be a combination bookstore/
cafd/ drop-in centre in a run-down
building, oddly located just behind a
series of stately white buildings with
life-sized Greek statues guarding marble
staircases.

As

I

was

staring at the

monu-

mental neo-classical complex (which
faces the impeccable Regent's Park) and
wondering what unknown lesbian feminists might be lurking behind the Rolls
Royces, the unmistakable sound of
Joan Armatrading told me I was not
lost. I followed the sound down an
alleyway and soon found myself surrounded by neat young dykes. Sigh of
relief.

The women's punk /new- wave bands
were great; the

I

—

and when closing time
me
came around my "feminist emotional

Rolls Royces, the unmistakable

sound

had not yet made inroads among this
crowd. A great time was had by all,
especially

might be lurking behind the

The phenomenal success of Marcella Ferens in helping
people to retain and regain their hair has been reported
by CHUM'S "In Toronto Show," in The Globe and Mail,
by NBC and many other media.
This internationally renown hair regrowth researcher

what, and other essentials, all sprinkled
with jokes, pats on the back, and
smiles. I cautiously asked one of the
women to dance and was relieved to discover that the critique of couple-ism

politics

ably right on; the

—

were unquestionlooked lovely

women

—

I

.

the other

women going?... Can we go

for a coffee someplace?...
I've
I

been a lesbian

all

You know,

my life."

interrupted her stream of conscious-

ness.

"No, thanks, I'm going home."

She then gave

me a

look of desperation,

the exact opposite of the self-confident

independence of the lesbians I'm used
Her despair was so profound, so
childlike
I was torn between disgust
and motherly concern. She was clearly
discouraged by what she saw on my
face, and said, "Good night, then,"
kissing me as if I were the last woman
on earth. I put my hands on her shoulto.

—

ders and kindly but firmly put her literally at arm's length. I smiled: "Good

I hate to admit it
and lively. But
no one talked to me. At first I happily
leaned against the wall and took in the

night, then."

scene, as they say, but as the evening
wore on I naturally tried to talk with

at the sad gaudiness

someone (when the music wasn't too

sisterhood.

Making my way home down Totten-

ham Court Road,
displays,

I

involuntarily looking

of sex-shop window

wondered about

D
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Can gay business,
gay activism and an entire
imperial court eind happiness
in canada 's fastest growing city?
AN ARTICLE BY GERALD HANNON,
WITH INTERVIE WS BY CHRIS BEARCHELL
AND RICK BEBOUT
^^•^^

^

dUGARY:

Growing pains
good gay
waiter, who like
JFhe
waiters had been attractive,
all

friendly and attentive, had suddenly become ever so slightly deferential
as well. The owner, he said, would like
to buy us a drink.
The drink arrived, but the owner of
the Parkside Continental didn't join us
until our second. Vance Campbell was
clearly busy that afternoon
he was in
a meeting when Rick B^bout and I

—

arrived,

and was

called to the

phone

"I'm buying an
apartment building," he explained.
Which is, I expect, not an unlikely way
to make money in a city that has to
accommodate more thsm 1,800 new residents every month, a city that could be,
by the first decades of the 21st century,
as large as Toronto is now. And making
money in boomtown, in Calgary, seems
almost a civic responsibility.
It is a responsibility Campbell takes
seriously. (His detractors claim he is an
unrepentant bankrupt; Campbell cheerfully admits he lost about a quarter
million on gay clubs in Vancouver and
"came out here to hide.") He seems
quite at ease talking about the possibility of getting as much out of his tenants
as possible
"that's pure business"
but seems equally forthright about not
wanting to make a lot of money from
several times thereafter.

g

—

—

ing only a city block square. But

gay businesses (besides the Parkside
Continental, he is part owner of a disco,
Myrt's, and an after hours club. The
his

it is

prime cruising area, and also happens to
be hustler row. Its reputation, of
course, has attracted the less gentle.

Gay men have been savaged

there,

deep

Back Lot). He has his gay dues to pay,
he says, and much of the money goes

into a night of cruising.

back into the clubs. Some of it has even
gone to Gay Information and Resources
Calgary, the city's gay activist group,
though that was before the community
spUt over whether or not to hold a gay

recently renovated Carnegie Foundation

though admirers of Canada's
contribution to various war efforts can
meditate on the eternal flame at the
west end. Even the newspapers have

march during the national conferGIRC proposed it, Campbell and
the MCC opposed it, and after a rancorous public meeting on the question,

discovered Central Park
the Herald
did a feature April 7 on the late night
commodity exchange, complete with a
pic of two men near a lamp post stand-

GIRC gave

ing suspiciously close together.

pride
ence.

in.

We didn't get

to see Myrt's or the

Back Lot, but the Parkside

is

certainly a

pleasant space. U-shaped, it makes provision for both a satisfyingly noisy
dance floor and a quieter area with

The food is good. It seems to
welcome both men and women, and the
night we were there the crowd seemed
tables.

high-spirited enough, encouraging

evening of good
hopping.

humour and

an

table-

It is called the Parkside, presumably,
because it is beside Central Park. Perhaps the park was central once, though
it

isn't

any longer, and

it

By day,

the major attraction

is

a

library,

—

Calgary straddles the Bow River; the
Parkside, Myrt's, the baths and all the
other gay spots are on the south side,
and pretty much within walking distance of one another. Our first night in
Calgary, though, didn't take us to any

of them.

Harold Gershuny met us at the airHe was wearing a baseball hat and
a very large Richard Nixon election button (not an ideological stance, he just
collects buttons) and on the way home
he suddenly said "Oh why not" and
drove us along a few dark residential
port.

streets that

nudging up against the south side of the
Bow. Harold, who is a very good
emcee, seems to feel that life is
something of a ceremony and might
profit from a little patter and a razzmatazz introduction. He seemed rather
proud of his skyline.
The view from the north is deceptive
though
the skyscrapers are like one
row of teeth in a lower jaw amd the Bow
curls around them like a pouting lower
lip. Behind the towers, Calgary falls

—

away rather quickly to a grid of threeand four-storey buildings and frame
houses. Rather like Ottawa, some say,
but without even Ottawa's modest sense
of presentation of

its

Houses

in this city

seemed almost an

trusion

upon

shopping mall or tower or indoor
They appeared pretentious and
quaintly domestic when there was so
much that was tall, metallic and
twentieth-century looming on a very
near horizon. Not everyone wants that
like a

park.

:?>*'

«^«*^-

in-

the claims that private

made. There were houses
abandoned and boarded up on Harold's
street: they seemed to be waiting to
become something new and gleaming

certainly

_-^: a;; V

^^^oa^:->

public space.

enterprise has

doesn't remind you of Manhattan, be-

'*:••!!'

suddenly opened onto a

hilltop with a view of the skyline

-<#

M

>

had been
formed the year before came along.
Before that, some people had banded

Street Society. The Society
I

together and had a club
somewhere downtown

in

basement

a

— not a very

—

conservationist Gerry Forseth talks of
the fight being waged to save one of the

whatever was upstairs
with the plumbing and
continually flooded the club.
In 1970 they decided to become a society in the hope of being better protected.
Under the Societies Act, that meant being
voted on by the provincial legislature. A
fairly prestigious law firm was retained,
and it was rushed right through. They
stated their aims and objectives were to
promote cultural activities, recreation, a
public forum, that kind of thing for their
members. Nowhere did it state that their

older neighbourhoods, Hillhurst-

members were homosexuals

Sunnyside, from being split by an
above-ground, Ught rail public transportation system planned to run smack
through its heart. So far, it is a losing
battle. Losing, too, are Calgary's phys-

would never have gotten the law firm they
did, let alone getting passed through the

pleasant place

Growing

had a problem

PAINS IN

BOOMTOWN
intrusion to continue. Architect and

legislature,
ly

if

they had said

— they

who

they real-

were.

From the basement club we went to a
huge new location above a furniture
store. At our peak, which would have
been about 1975, we had 600 cardcarrying members. Ivlost of these people
are still around Calgary, but they've
dropped out of the gay scene. They aren't
willing to be political, for one thing.
The Imperial Court of the Chinook Arch

handicapped. Although the total
on the system has been set at
more than $146 million, city council
refused to authorize the spending of
another three or four million which
would have made the system accessible
ically

price tag

to wheelchairs.

a daughter society of Scarth Street. It
got started when I was vicepresident. A bunch of our members were
proposing it, but I could never get a clear
idea of what the purpose of the organization was to be. I was the only board member to vote against the formation of the
ICCA. Then a friend of mine said she was
is

"Calgary's not a poUtical city, as
much as it could be
as much as it
should be," Harold Gershuny told us.
He said, however, that we were meeting
only political types, since the conference
tended to keep us in orbit around GIRC.
Therefore, he said, I am going to have a
party, and there will not be anyone

—

from GIRC

there,

seems we were to
gay person.

first

running for Empress and asked

It

T^ didn't,
We

r r

of course, encounter

expensive at $20 a
couldn't.

and
rather overpoweringly blond young
man, recently of the Calgary zoo; two
did meet a

tall,

quiet

good

is an archetype. The generous
would call him effeminate, though he
would probably answer to raging queen.

wears fabrics to which Fleecy has

made

a significant contribution. The
not so much combed as coiffed,
and is patted significantly into place to
is

He

is

both hugely entertaining and occasionally tiresome
like any performer, he
is always "on," but he is not always
good. He has his own standards of commitment and courage
he does not
approve the proposed gay rights march,
but he has collected signatures on a petition for gay rights. His profession has
taken him frequently to small northern
communities that many more "butch"
and he
gay men would have shunned
has survived, sense of humour intact.
In many ways, Peter seems a survivor
from an earlier social scene in Calgary,
one that continues in the Scarth Street
Society. Gjde Comin, who talks about
the scene in the early seventies, has fond
memories of the early attempt at the
social organization of gay people.
Scarth Street seems to have done what,

—

—

—

its

time,

was a highly pohtical

act:

it

provided a place and opportunity for
gay people to socialize, to escape a
bleak, lonely, straight existence.

had a

lot

like that.

"They

of hay rides, ski parties, things

Every week there was some-

thing you could

The group

do with Scarth Street."

provides that kind of
support, and though Comin and others
like her give some of their time to other

20/THE

still
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I

said

I

went and had a
I

now

hell of a

never learned anything.

I

the

—

Peter.

signal a particularly arch remark.

so

campaign to stop Proposition 13 happened in Seattle, the ICCA was
the only group in Calgary that wanted to
support them
which they did to the
tune of. ..well a lot of money. It was a real
shock to the community here because
they donated this money and never said

—

—

And

I

ticket,

said, "Here's a ticket,

time, but

When

wicked ways to use clear fingernail
polish and Kraft miniature marshmallows; a man whose age and appearance somehow suggested he would back
the controversial march
though he
did not.
Peter

She

you come. "

men who did not stay long; a straight
woman who had not only invented her
own country, but had devised myriad

for

for

said, "I

more than that." She said come to the
and see, but their balls are really

M^Xihat probably mythical beast.

hair

I

ball

"WW

He

me

can 't give you any support, you guys don't do anything, except
have parties, and gay people have to do
support.

and you will come.
meet your ordinary

O OAilN

IS A PHOTOGRAPHER AND JOURNALIST, A
\jA.LE
COLLECTOR OF LESBIANA AND OLD BOOKS, A TYPESETTER, A READER
OF SCIENCE FICTION AND A LESBIAN HISTORY ENTHUSIAST WITH A
SPECIAL INTEREST IN SAPPHO. WE TALKED ABOUT HER TEN YEARS AS
AN OPEN LESBIAN IN CALGARY OVER MUGS OF COFFEE AT HER
KITCHEN TABLE, IN AN OLD HOUSE IN THE NORTHWEST OF THE CITY.

know a gay man who is a hairdresser in
Lethbridge. He has a lot of customers
but this gay
he mai<es a fortune
woman I l^now wouldn't go to him in case
someone would somehow find out. I don't

I

—

—

know how she expected someone
that.

Some gay people

to

do

think all straight

people are psychic.
Anywhere you go there are gay people.
It's finding them. I would never have
dreamed there were any in Canmore but
me. Canmore is a mining town and it's
very, very redneck. You do like everybody
else does. An effeminate man, for instance, can be practically run out of town
even though he was born and raised
there. And God only knows if he's even

gay or

not.

my younger brother before
anyone else in the family. We were
I

told

drinking beer behind a barn in

I

told

out
northern

I said, "You know, Barry, there's
I'm a lessomething I've got to tell you
bian." He always called me Gay, and he
said, "I know. Gay, " and patted my arm.
"There's always been something funny
about you." And that was it. I told my
family six or seven years ago at
Christmas dinner. Very bad timing, but I
thought should tell them before my
older brothers had a chance to. It was ac-

Alberta.

—

I

tually received very well.
I

We

can remember telling my best friend.
were in the middle of a game of

shuffleboard, a strange time for a heartto-heart,

it

was my shot and she

"That's really nice,

said,

now shoot."

There's no Safeway in High River,
there's no Wooico in Cochrane. Rural gay

people come to Calgary to do their shopping when they're kids, and this is the
first place they come when they leave
home. When I came out in Calgary, in
1971, it was easy for me. I got pissed off

one of my sociology classes. I still
hadn't had any contact with anyone yet,
except a couple of women who'd been
my lovers in Canmore, but I knew what I
was since I was 13. The class was talking
about homosexuality and I said, "You've
got it all wrong. I'm a lesbian and I think
you're really off. " Afterwards, one of my
classmates, who was quite a good friend,
in

Gale, why
came up to me and
don't you come to the bar tonight with
Carol and me?" It was just the perfect
all women and a lot of
kind of bar
said,

—

"funny looking
cious.
until

She

women" —

didn't

we were

"Gee

tell

sitting

me

very suspi-

was a gay bar
there. It was the
it

Cecil Hotel which has been sort of a
women's bar since the forties, from what

understand.
I met two other women that night at
the Cecil, and they invited me to "the
club" the next Friday night. It was Club
Carousel, which was run by the Scarth
I

it just sort of came
anything about it
out by accident. Then I found out that
they had donated a television to a gay
man who's a parapalegic in one of those
hospitals you never get out of. I thought,

a much-maligned group.
the Prince Consort in the ICCA.
They wanted me to be the Princess Consort but I said, "I'm sorry, I'm here solely
to support the Empress. I'll be the Prince
Consort or I will be nothing. " It is a much
sought after position, and usually everybody who has it dresses in lovely black
leather and looks vicious. But now they're
stuck with this clown.
The whole purpose of the courts is to
it works
meet people. And it works
bloody well. When we were at the ball in
Denver there were, I think, a thousand
people there from all over North America
and a lot of them wanted to talk to each
other about the situation in their city and
how their rights movements were moving.
The people who are involved with the
court will tell you again and again, "Our
purpose is to have fun and meet people.
But this meeting of people is a great
"This

is

Now I'm

—

thing.

There have been good people
into Calgary

the people

come

— good gay organizers,

who

like

started GIRC. They stole

me

from Scarth Street. Doug Young came
a presentation to a board
meeting, and afterwards I sat and talked
with him over a beer I realized that the
social stuff was very nice, but politically
speaking I would be much more useful
to

make

with GIRC.
I've travelled around a lot and I think
people are more closeted here than anyplace else I've ever been. If we got 20
more people in Calgary to come out, we'd
double our numbers, it's that bad. Every-

body believes that this is the Bible Belt
and also that it will never
and it is
if you push, n
change. Which it will

—

—

—
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pursuits ("all the social stuff
nice, but politically speaking

GIRC"), the real social focus
Calgary seems to be a "daughter so-

useful
in

was very
was more

I

in*

act as if they're being forced to talk

about a

custom they

tribal

really

wish

the anthropologists hadn't discovered.

The ICCA, however, with

its

connec-

ciety" of Scarth Street: the Imperial

tions to similar royal families in British

Court of the Chinook Arch.
The court system seems to be purely a
western phenomenon, and rather bizarre to most

Columbia and the western

VANCE CAMPBELL

easterners.

Most gay
activists,

even western ones,

seem slightly embarrassed by
the whole
thing and
tend to re-

states, simply
throws the biggest gay parties Calgary
gets to see, and the intrigue behind

who

gets elected

Emperor and Empress

probably makes a run at the Calgary
mayoralty seeni rather tame. Even if
you lose in your bid for the Big E,
you might still end up a prince or
princess. In a nice gender twist. Gale
Comin is Prince Consort
"I wear my

—

court pin on

my cowboy

hat. It's

beautiful."

The court

in

Calgary

is

rather closely

associated with the Campbell complex

of bars and discos, but then the

man

is

simply being a good entrepreneur. He
bought the Parkside Continental seven
years ago when it was a family restaurant and the only gay places in town
were the Marquis, an after-hours club,
and the Palliser Hotel's basement tavern, the King's Arms. (Affectionately
known as The Pit, it is still semi-gay,
and closes each evening at the immensely proper hour of 7:30). The Parkside
went from family to faggot shortly after
Campbell switched the entertainment
policy to drag shows featuring the occasional rather torrid strip routine.

Campbell

is

drink with Campbell,

The

we

discuss the

MCC minister,

Lloyd Greenway, is also opposed, and the local press
have been breathlessly following the
whole squabble.
TBP had entered the fray with an
editorial critical of Campbell. He would
have a right to be more suspicious of us
than he is
he is a big, open-faced
man with the easy geniality I always
think of as uniquely American, though
he isn't. "He was, of course, charming," I was to note later. "We were, of
course, charming. He isn't, of course, a
monster
just a businessman with
some nice homophile ideas that mostly
involve leaving boats unrocked."
"Sure," he grinned when we asked if
he felt Calgary's mayor should have
responded to a request to proclaim Gay
issue.

—

—

now one of the power

brokers in the gay community, and feels
confident enough of his position to
write to the mayor and counter GIRC's
claim that Calgary could face a gay
rights march. While we are having our

know

that I'm allergic to

bananas and detest broccoli and have a passion
for hollandaise sauce.

These aren't things that
they have to know. But
the people in the office,
on the other hand, are
perfectly aware of what's
going on. I just started
talking

about

It,

and now

they're starting to

about

me

tell

their uncle, their

cousin, their sister-in-law
who's a lesbian and
drives a motorcycle or

who's a spin-

their brother

ny faggot
ing in a

in Victoria,

house with

liv-

lots of

leaded glass windows.

And antiques.
have nothing to lose.
competent at
what do, so It doesn't
matter If I was incompetent? Well, being gay and
competent is alright; being gay and incompetent
is not so good. The big
I

I'm quite
I

thing in Calgary is to produce. If you produce, fine
but if you're marginal,
and you're gay, and they
don't like gay people

—

—

they'll fire you.

ON THE TH FLOOR OF THE SHELL
OUT OF
Harold
Gershuny
WHEREHE WORKS AS A PERSONNEL RECRUITER — A "HEADHUNTER." "YOU ARE NOW," HE ANNOUNCES A STAGE
HIS OFFICE

STRIDES

But

CENTRE,
IN

25

Here we are m a business restaurant. You
people are the only people in bluejeans
here, bluejeans and T-shirts. Everybody
else has on a shirt and tie. I'm kind of
comfortable in places like this, with
people talking business and doing business. I'm not sure why.

—

I came to Calgary moving away
from wonderful Winnipeg
not really

—

moving to. I didn't know what this town
would be all about. only knew one person here.
I got here on a Wednesday, my birthday. I timed It that way. By Friday night
had found out where the bars were,
walked into the Pit
total shock. All
these people, I don't know any of them,
I

I

—

they're looking at me. Oh my god. Me In
my red velvet pants with a purse over my

shoulder and long hair. Just wonderful.
What am I doing here?
I turned around, walked outside, leaned
against the wall and said, "OK, you're
here.

What do you do? How do you make

friends?" And you just go for it: three
people walked out the door, I stopped

them, said "Hi! My name is... and I'm new
town. Take me somewhere. " And they
took me somewhere. I ended up meeting
somebody who I stayed with for the next
eight or nine months.
Because of all the energy here, all the
things that are going on. people are a little more approachable. A lot of them have
only been here for a short time themselves
they know how it feels. I think I
know maybe four native Calgarians.
in

—
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Right now the place is growing at, I've
heard, 1,800 people a month. Walking

downtown is sheer madness
madness! The economy here

— sheer
— $200

bil-

worth of heavy oil projects in the next
decade. There's always something happening, and that feeds me, that's really
lion

important.
A lot of people don't like Calgary because it's brash, it's abrasive at times.
It's a boomtown, caught up in a boomtown mentality. Disposable income is absolute madness. There are also big social
problems
Calgary has the highest
suicide rate in the country, the highest
divorce rate. So there's a lot of stress involved in being in a boomtown.
For gay people, because we're more
family than a straight person moving in
we can at least go to a bar and use our
beauty to attract people, or our wit or our
wisdom or whatever else it is you use
it works. It's a lot easier for someone gay
to move out here because it's almost an
automatic support system
all of us
cruising all the time. Maybe that's an
overstatement, but if you've got something to offer while someone is sizing you
up sexually, at least you're meeting

—

—

—

—

somebody — now. let's go home and
fuck and then we'll be friends.
As for the social scene in Calgary —
well.
don't know how typical it is for a
I

town of nearly 600.000 people There are
very few places to go and they all cater to
the same market
the ones who spend
the money are between 18 and 25. 27

—

maybe. The people who run the bars
seem to do it well enough. I guess that if
a business is run, it's run to make a prof-

and I'm sure they make a profit.
There's no such thing as a gay businessman
that's a garbage term. You're a
businessman, OK? And the idea of a busit,

—

inessman is to maximize profits and minimize overhead. The idea is to turn dollars.
But there's no place for anybody with
divergent tastes to go. Somebody walked
into the Continental about a year ago in
with the mirrored sunglasses,
the cap. the whole thing. And the man
was a freak.
I emcee'd the Imperial Court of the
full leather,

Chinook Arch Ball two years ago, and I
started off in full leather
sunglasses,
leather pants, leather jacket
fully
dressed. Took off the jacket, had a leather
tank top on. Took off the pants and had
leather shorts on. Took off the shorts and
had a G-strIng on. took off the top and
had a harness on. put on a muir cap
all
over a period of time as I came out to introduce acts. It was a way of saying, let's
play, let's have a good time. Well, I was
amazed at the number of people who
came on to me. Oh, I was astounded' It
was wonderful' "Oh my god. " said a
friend of mine, "another Jewish boy working out his neuroses!" After this whole
thing I went and put on my suit again

—

—

—

—

and was
I

invisible.

I'm very obviously out at work.

ents are not

—

aware

—

that

I

am

99%

My cli-

of them are not
gay They also don't

well.

you're
do.

good at

you can

af-

ford to get fired here. You
could walk across the

WHISPER, "IN ONE OF THE BASTIONS OF CAPITALISM. I LOVE IT." HAROLD SAVOURS THE IRONY OF THAT CONFESSION
HE GREW UP IN WINNIPEG 'S RADICAL NORTH END, WHERE HIS PARENT WERE MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNIST
HIS FAVOURITE MIDDAY SPOT.
PARTY. WE TALKED WITH HIM OVER PIMM'S AND VEAL AT ZORBA
'S,

if

what you

street and land another
job in twenty minules.
There's a certain immunity in that, a confidence. A lack of
fear And in some ways, the more open
you are, the greater that immunity is.
There's a poster or a wall-hanging I saw
somewhere, and the line on it was: "Only
the naked can live in the sun. " If you're
up there and showing what you've got
and what you can do, the worst thing
people can do is laugh. They can't attack

you.

The trouble here, though is that people
are too comfortable. I'm too comfortable.
I see that I have certain obligations

because

I'm lucky; I'm

more successful

—
—

ever thought I would be
/ have
some rent to pay. If I can help out. I'll do
it. But for the mass of people
they do
their jobs and maybe a couple of coworkers know they're gay but it's mostly
hush-hush. Until the issue smacks them
right in the face like a wet mackerel
a shovel across the
just ka-bang'
bridge of the nose
why bother doing
anything'' That's the way it feels here. I
think more than in other places
Now, if gay people were., pink for the
boys and blue for the girls, then it would
be different At that table across the way
from us. there are 30 people, the accoun-

than

I

—

—

ting

—

department of a ma/or

oil

company,

out for lunch. There are three gay
people there
that I know of I'm sure
It's not discussed. I'm sure nobody else
there knows Three gay people. If they
were pink I guess they wouldn't be sitall

—

ting there.

Thev'd be at this table' Hi

girls'
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that have been gentrified to the point that
there are only doctors and lawyers and
architects living in them.

—

The new Light Rail Transit system
which may be outmoded before it's finished
is trying to put on-the-ground
tracks right through the middle of the
neighbourhood, tearing down a whole

^CaLGARY:

—

Growing
PAINSIN

houses and threatening the
small businesses on 10th Street, the local
shopping area. The community association has been trying to get the LRTput
underground, where it belongs. But in a
street of

THE BURNS BUILDING

BOOMTOWN

city like this, everything

comes down

to

economics; even though the spending
Pride Day, "but only if hets get a day
too."
"I'm a very conservative gay
person," he told us. "But I cm a very
gay person." By that he certainly
doesn't mean femmy. I guess he means
that every now and then he gets to be
outrageous. Once, he and some of his
butch buddies rafted down the Bow
River just having a gay old time and
screaming their tits off and it didn't
matter, he said, who was watching.

it's still the same vocaSo when they decide it's going to
cost $20 million more to go underground,

talked several times
the pastor of

even though it will destroy one of the few
communities that hasn't been destroyed
already if they don't... it looks like it will
stay on the ground.
We're not the only people concerned
about things like this. There is a group
called SPARC
the Society for the Preservation of Architectural Resources, Calgary
that first got going in the early
seventies. They didn't really pick up any
momentum until 1975, when they advertised walking tours downtown among all
the old sandstone buildings. They
thought they might get 50 or 60 people
and they had 400 show up one Sunday afternoon. I think that was the first time
anyone realized that there really was a
way to counter all this tearing-down.
There were people from all over the city
they even came from the suburbs
people who you'd think wouldn't have

—

—

on the phone.

MCC, he completes

the

—

and political power
that includes GIRC, the court, and the
commercial scene. The public posture
he adopts could, I guess, be most chardiagram of

social

itably described as "careful." He does
gremt himself a weakness though: "I'm
not a political person. I don't like the

But I know I should be
involved in political things."
politics.

cared about it.
The big issue right now is the Burns
Building, a wonderful old thing downtown
being threatened by the Calgary Centre
for the Performing Arts. It's become a
very hot Issue. SPARC has managed to get
enough support in City Council to save
the building
providing it doesn't cost
the city any money.

He feels that might be easier if, as he
put it, "the heirarchy of GIRC weren't
so anti-church. They aren't openminded about it. They should be more
accepting. Many gay people need the

—

church."

and

for

many

gays,

GIRC means Bob

"He

appears near breakdown,"
my notes record of that evening. "He
resigned as president of GIRC two weeks
ago, but is clearly still some kind of
focus. Scene: there are about half a
dozen of us sitting around. Harris is sitting in the centre on a stack of the
group's paper, Gay Horizons. Frail,
always in a sports jacket, prematurely
gray hair, very 'intense,' very compact
someone had joked earlier that a picture of him in the Herald was 'almost
Harris.

—

life-size.'

Apropos of nothing much,

Harris begins reading snatches of articles

from Gay Horizons to

them

are signed

Bob

Harris, or

stacks of

R

us.

Most of

Harris, or Robert

Harris. There are great

them about the

office that

should have been mailed, but no one
has had the time. Harris seems like an
ego in collapse, finding some kind of
authenticity in the simple fact of those
papers, those stories with his byline on

them."
Those notes were made shortly

we

arrived in Calgary,

looked as

if

others had

when

after

it still

the conference Harris

worked so desperately

and
to

organize might be heading for disaster.
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—

more

GIRC, since it began in 1976, has
been the focus for gay liberation in the
city, and with its dances and other socieil
events, provides what is popularly
known as "the alternative" to the commercial scene. It lives, along with
several other social action groups, in an
old building that once housed the first
chapter of the YMCA in Alberta. GIRC
has the run of five rooms opening off a
long, narrow hallway. The evening we
were there, Richard Kinsman was doing
phone counselling in one of them, a
group of women were chatting in
another. Doug Young and Henry Berg,
two key people in the conference planning team, were grappling with some
logistical problem.
For most straiight people in Calgary,

quite free,

bulary.

never met Lloyd Greenway, though

I

we
As

seems

Most of the big towers downtown are
designed by Toronto and New York firms.
A friend of mine has developed this image of a gigantic sausage machine that
moves across the country spitting out
these forms that get cut off at some aryou know, a Toronto
bitrary height
Dominion Bank in Vancouver, a TD
Square in Calgary, a TD Center in Toronto, a TD something in Winnipeg. When
you're downtown, it's possible to feel that
you're anywhere: it could be Dallas or
Boston or St Louis. If you're from

—

GREW UP IN THE SMALL. NORTHGerryForseth
EDUCATED AS AN ARCHITECT IN
TOWN
PEACE
ERN ALBERTA
OF
RIVER.

TORONTO, HENOWHASA PRACTICE IN CALGARY, WHERE HE LIVES IN
A RIVERSIDE NEIGHBOURHOOD OVERSHADOWED, LITERALLY AND
FIGURATIVELY, BY THE CITY'S LOOMING SKYLINE. WE TALKED AT JIM'S
PIZZA, WHICH, DESPITE ITS NAME, SERVES EXCELLENT GREEK FOOD.
You know, three years ago, we used to
have restaurants like this all over the
place. We were just beginning to have a

up with here

kind of ethnic thing
small places with
authentic food, about $2.50 or $3.00
maximum
the kind bigger cities are full
of. But they're all gone, or almost. This is
one of the few that has maintained any
kind of., well, that has survived. The rest
have been torn down, kicked out,
squeezed out by high rents when somebody wanted to do an interior job and the
prices went way up. The choice now is
between fast food and places where it
costs $20 for a meal.
In a way, it all fits the myth of Calgary
a city full of money-hungry people willing to give up everything for "progress.
From where I live, I can look across the
Bow River to a great view of the skyline;
sometimes, at night, through the trees, it
can be very pretty. But a city has to be
more than that
what's the skyline without a good transit system? Without decent public health services? The stories I
could tell you about health service fund-

it's

—

—

—

—

ing in this city are incredible. What are all
those buildings without things like that?
Who are they for?
It's

amazing what we ask people

to

put

for the sake of that view
the construction mess, the noise. It's
well,

it

not

may seem

strange to say

—
—

— but

fair.

There's something to the myth, of
course, or it wouldn't exist. But the city
can't really be full of people like that.
Sunnyside, where I live, and Hillhurst just
west of it make up one of the oldest
neighbourhoods in the city. It's a nice mix
artists, professionals, gay people, a lot
of senior citizens. And families with kids
most of the new highrises in Calgary

—
—

don't allow any tenants under 25.
These are people who are threatened
by the myth, by the growth. HillhurstSunnyside isn't a neighbourhood that
people have moved into and renovated,

but one that's been maintained because
the people there got together to protect it.

A

lot of the older people there still live in
the houses that they first built on the site.
It has a sense of continuity.
It's not a secure community, though.
Every time you turn around there's some

thing, some new pressure trying to
destroy what it is. But so far, relative to
the rest of the city, it has managed to re-

new

an identity that you can't find anywhere else, except in neighbourhoods

tain

somewhere else and you're hired to come
out here and build something, you could
care less about the effect of what you do
or whether it fits a certain type of climate
or community.
But I suppose once you're into the

scale of those downtown towers it
doesn't really matter much. The imagery,
everything, doesn't have anything to do
with Calgary in particular But it's the
community buildings that make a differpark and recreational structures,
ence
apartments, cultural facilities. When
people here stop designing those for
themselves, that's when the city loses its
character and becomes interesting only
because... it's got Banff Or the oil industry. It has nothing to do with the people
anymore, it has to do with the system.
But we're learning that here. A lot of
people who would have left ten years ago
are
designers, architects, artists
staying now and doing good work, a lot
of it as good as you'll find anywhere.
They still need support to make it really
happen, though. People from outside Alberta have this perception that we're all
rolling in dough, all living on our goldpaved streets, and that funding organizations like the Canada Council should cut
off artists here because they must be do-

—

—

—

ing

all right. It's really silly. Artists,

no

matter where they live, even in Alberta,
are underpaid, overworked, the whole
thing. But they're staying here, finally,
and trying to develop some sense of what
being here is really all about.
Talk about growing pains... But I do
love

it

here.

It's

home,

to stay that way.

really.

And I want

it

D
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from Calgary

Some days

when

seemed clear
things would work, he was more himself
still intense, but dryly and rather
quietly witty, most often seen huddling
later,

—

LJPN

with a journalist or being filmed for the
evening news.
GIRC has one of the highest media
profiles of any gay group in the country, and most of that is due to Harris's
adroit handling of the men and women
of the press. It's a trade-off though.
GiRC is well-known in Calgary, and
but
much of the coverage is good
Harris seems to move in that cocoon of

iRadiblOeO

which the media wrap about

the chosen. At crucial moments he can
be quite literally lifted from his own
community in order to interpret events
for the good burghers of the city.
Isolated by the tight httle circle of

really

to others in the

—

community

M.

infighting

rather

"^^

mH H
f?^^

not
invisible, at least peripheral. As in other
cities, the commercial scene exercises a
far more regular claim on the attentions
of most gay men.

There are two baths.
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We went to

Jay's Relaxation Centre

— precisely my

m^t,.

*v

kind of bath. Small and very basement,
with a little black whirlpool (4'x4') that

you had to switch on before you got
didn't try the other, the Dip 'n

vided with bunk beds.

met that

one was from Toronto,
from Vancouver, and both
Calgary because the money was
night,

the other

were in
good. Some of the conversation that
night in the TV room was about the conference and the on-again, off -again
march. No one spoke in favour of it.
"It's too soon for Calgary." "That
kind of thing was fine in places like San
Francisco." "There's bound to be a
backlash."
There were a few older men in that
discussion, which is not unusual, but it
did remind me that I hadn't seen many
older people about in Calgary. Or
blacks, or Asians or native people for
that matter. The streets seemed full of
pretty, white

young men

in shorts, or

young tigers in business suits hustling
back from lunch. There are a lot of
Americans in Calgary
more than in
any other city in the world outside the
and that probably explains much
US
of the white teeth, clear skin and rangy,
blond self-confidence. The medium becoming the (commercial) message.

—

—

When

I

first

arrived in Calgary,

I

was going to hate the city. An
early incident, though it could have
happened anywhere, was not an endearing introduction. In one of the endless
decided

I

we were startled by a pretty,
young teenager yelling "faggot" after a
retreating and very self-consciously nonmalls,
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about it. As president of GIRC, I was responsible for dealing with the press, so it
was always "Bob Harris, president of
GIRC, " or "Bob Harris, a spokesperson for
the gay community, " which I never asked
to be called. The Herald did a fairly large
article, almost a whole page, on my personal experiences. I discussed it with the
board at GiRC before I did it, and I tried to
give information that would have universal application, as universal as possible.
The motivation was that it might make
things a little easier for someone else, because, as we all know, part of the great
difficulty of coming out is the feeling of
aloneness.

not the sort of thing one ordindoes with one's personal life. For
conservative elements in the gay commu-

nity,

I

me

arily

in.

Of the two men

to

Still, it's

?

(We

Dash. I enjoy quickie sex as much as
anyone, but the suggested pace seemed
a little too accelerated.) Jay's also had a
largish orgy room thoughtfully pro-

it,

But with the way the press works, the
individual tends to become the big thing

the political

MCC is,

be

not because we were after coverage for
its own sake, but because we were interested in getting a point across, in bringing to light some of what we thought
were injustices. That was the important
thing, and not the individual speaking.

among GIRC and

Campbell and the

to

I don't enjoy publicity about my own
sexuality at all. My sexuality is my own
business and no one else's, but from time
to time our society tends to make it its
business. GiRC developed pretty good
press contacts over the past two years,

—

7or most gay people,

meant

anyway.

ticular gripe.

#y

it

ing gay, but the essence of

than to the press
Vance Campbell
said that what he most resented about
the whole thing was reading about it in
the papers before he heard about it anywhere else. That may just be a rationalization
Campbell might well have opposed pubhc action anyway
but it's
significant that he settled on that par-

—

understood what

gay. It was seeing that march and realizing that this is, well, not all there is to be-

camera, microphone and journalist,
slightly hunched, always articulate, he is
carrying more of the burden than any
one person should be asked to carry.
Conversely, he is much more "your
representative gay person" than any one
person should be allowed to be. Perhaps
even the great fuss over the march might
have been avoided if Harris had- turned
first

and I remember react-

weeks.
You can get into terrible arguments
about the process by which gay consciousness is raised. In my case, it
wasn't an educational process at all. It
was... osmosis, it was going to that conference, it was being around people who

—

isolation

there,

ing to a workshop being given on some
legal matter, saying to this new-found
friend from Calgary, "Why does everything have to be so political?"
There was a march during the conference, but I wasn't comfortable at the time
with the idea of being in it. This friend
and I followed it around in a cab driven by
a lesbian he knew. Watching that march
did some very strange things to me. It
just left me kind of thunderstruck, and
the effect of that lasted for quite a few

it

1

i:

""^^^

Bob
Harris WANDERS INTO THE LATE AFTERNOON
LIGHT OF THE KING ARMS WITH A BUNDLE OF GA Y HORIZONS
'S

TUCKED UNDER THE ARM OF THE SPORTS JACKET HE NEVER SEEMS TO
BE WITHOUT. BORN IN MEDICINE HAT AND RAISED IN SUBURBAN
CALGARY. HE HAS BECOME PERHAPS THE MOST PUBLICLY VISIBLE
GAY PERSON IN THE CITY. WE SETTLE AT A CORNER TABLE TO TALK.
Well,

I

suppose I should begin at the bewhen he wrote

ginning: Dylan Thomas did
Under Milk Wood....

Anyway,

I

came out about

half years ago, at the tender

four and a
age of 22. It

was

the day after Valentine's Day, in fact,
For the first year or so, I went
through a very gradual social adjustment
to being gay that involved going down to
the local disco, the Parkside Continental
and, for at least the first few times, being
absolutely in awe of what I saw. There
are definite social graces you have to acquire to survive in these places, and it
took me a while. I would go down and
leave, happily or unhappily, or become

in 1976.

unhappy
again.

after

I

and vow never to go
of months
and I would go again
left,

And of course a couple

would pass
anyway.

by,

By the fall I was beginning to get more
interested in gay culture than my by then
five or six trips to the Continental could
really satisfy. A friend had a subscription
to The Advocate, which, in 1976 and at
my stage of development as a gay person
with some kind of gay consciousness,
was quite a radical magazine. And so I
would read this thing, read stories about
what thought were remarkable goingson. about gay people not cringing around
but instead standing up lor what they beI

I'm a Grade-A troublemaker,

I

sup-

pose because they've never considered
doing this sort of thing and can't under-

—
—

in, for
as we now say time and
time again
their rights.
And then I stumbled across this curious little bimonthly publication called
The Body Politic and, in the first issue I
read, there was a story about a fellow, an
artist, who OD'd after being beaten by a
gang of kids in Hamilton. I only have a
vague recollection of the details, except
that it was alleged that the police tended
to disappear when this gang decided to
beat up people for no more than walking
out of the local gay bar And this sort of
sparked a little outrage in me. I started
getting angry, and started realizing that
there were probably things I might be
able to do. I'd heard of the gay group
here, Gay Information and Resources
Calgary, but I was just afraid to go.
In the spring of '77, ads started appearing in The Body Politic for the national
gay conference in Saskatoon, and I
thought, wow, so close, and that I'd never
forgive myself If I let the opportunity go

lieved

So went.
As it turned out, only went to
and last days of the conference
by.

I

the

I

feel

I

first

didn't

any particularly strong commitment,

and it was my summer holiday — and I'd
met this charming fellow there and spen}
most of the time with him But did go to
some at the workshops and met a fellow
I

stand the motivation of someone who
would.

I've

been called a glory-seeker But

there's very

little

personal benefit

in

hav-

name spread across the newspapers — as a gay person. My mother
ing your

says, "Robert,

you?

why does it have to be
someone else?"

Isn't there

—

No, there aren't any benefits at all
not personal ones, not immediate personal ones
only the benefits that accrue
to everyone from having the subject of
homosexuality discussed. Until two years
ago, it wasn't in this city.
I think gay people legitimately have
certain fears in everyday living in this society. It's sometimes a very sensible
thing: it can keep you out of trouble. But I

—

think

it

has

to

be dealt with constructive-

and

that if we're using it as a signal to
run off all the time, then that's nothing
ly,

more than cowardliness, and that's not
going to change anything for gay people
it never has.
I find myself constantly having to battle the tendency to live comfortably
again, because one can. But being gay
has to be more than knowing other gay
people, more than having a good time
with other gay people, although that's a
very important part of anyone's life Being
gay means certain very important things
in this society, one of which is that you
have to be constantly on your guard not
to give in to the pressure to disappear
Because that is the primary intent of the
pressure put on gay people in our society.
There's tremendous pressure on all individuals to conform to some arbitrary standard of behaviour
It's not our standard: we have to resist
it
We have to be visible

—
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women know to call them and then they
get referred to the Collective. There
hasn't been any real leadership or determination in the lesbian community to become vocal and visible enough to make a

„C4LGARY:

difference to women trying to come out.
Now we're hoping to change that.

Growing

The Calgary Womyn's Collective has so

PAJNSIN

much potential. There are many talented
women who have a real concern for new
people coming into the community. We've
gone from 12 to 42 members in the last
little while. We want to become better
known outside of the city so that women
coming in know that there's a place for
them. Our first actual, active involvement

BOOMTOWN
chalant young man. The fellow escaping
looked very much as if he'd just been

caught cruising

He had an

in things was at the national gay conference. We see ourselves being a real voice
in the gay community. But we don't want
to be exclusive on the basis of sexual
orientation
we want to be open to all

— but the pretty one?

earring in one ear

eminently available.

and looked

He went back

to a

—

smirking group of compatriots: it had
the feel of regular afternoon sport.
"This is where capitalism will go
when it's ready to die," my notes read
after the first day. "The tombstones are
already up: all the office towers and
squares are named after oil companies
and the rest looks Hke a miniature
Toronto. There's even a First Canadian

women.
As it is, we represent a
section. Everything from

bank manager to bus drivers, secretaries,
women who work for oil companies, jourtradeswomen. Calgary Is actually
women who want to get
into the trades. I know women in automotlves, printing, industrial mechanics, a
sign painting, horse training, welding.
Some of us are more out than others, but
that doesn't mean that if you're not completely out you can't do good work.
nalists,

a good place for

Place. How many First Canadian Places
can you have?"
It is the suddenly big trying to
become the suddenly bigger. That sudden bigness is more than just the con-

Another group that meets very

torn-up streets and urban vistas that
lead residents to joke that Calgary's
is

the crane.

It is

a

much more modest

—

partly the

sense of having very recently

left

behind

sense of stature,

of having been quite recently, in fact,
something of a small town.
Strangers smile at you on the streets.
Children say hello as they walk by. City
councillors seem unused to dealing with
"big city" issues like homosexuality and
gay rights, and haven't mastered the
glib evasions Ontario politicians use
when they're up against a direct question. "I just don't think it's proper or
in

—

"Excuse me, is
bar?" She said,

most

alderwoman Ann Blough told
an interview. Alderman Pat Ryan

"You're trying to push a Httle too
It seems significant somehow that
the mayor's executive assistant is from
Toronto and is precisely the fast-talking,
dapper glad-hander you'd expect.
Mayor Ross Alger, on the other hand,

much

— but just a

There's
no denying the excitement in it, even as
you stand appalled at its heartlessness,
at its vulgarity, at the sheer ugliness of
much of what is being so hastily con-

as a bit

bit.

structed.

Cathy Vail

TRAINED AS A BROADCASTER. HAS

IS

WORKING AT SEVERAL PART TIME JOBS. SHE LIVES WITH HER LOVER
IN A HOUSE IN NORTHEAST CALGARY WHICH THEY SHARE WITH A
STRAIGHT COUPLE AND A DOG. SHE TOLD ME THE STORY OF HER TREK
TO ALBERTA DURING AFTERNOON TEA IN A FRIEND'S LIVING ROOM.
was involved in Planned Parenthood on
Prince Edward Island. I was also a student in journalism, and a bunch of us decided to do an opinion poll. We wanted to
go into the high schools with a video
camera and ask the students how they
I

about being taught birth control information. They wouldn't let us near the
school, let alone in it. So we did the taping in a shopping centre. We stopped all
the kids; it was amazing; 85% were in favour of birth control being taught. A
friend of mine was brought in to a school
to do a talk on birth control and general
sex education stuff. He'd obviously been
felt

A parent nailed him, and that was
for talking about
He was turfed out
sex in a school. He couldn't believe
It was such a departure to come from
set up.

—

it.

it.

mores on PEl do
not allow one to say calmly and quietly, "I
am a lesbian. " It's very religious and very
conservative. At

For the most up-to-date information on
where to go in Calgary, phone GIRC at
(403) 264-3911. For other movement
organizations, see page 40. The addresses of some of the places mentioned
in this article: Dip 'n Dash, 501-18th
Ave S W; Jay 's Relaxation Centre,
308- 1 7th AveS W; The King 's A rms in
the Palliser Hotel, 135-9th AveS W;
Parkside Continental, 1302-4th St
and Afyrt 's, 808-9th Ave SW.
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women

—
—

town.

MANAGED A MARKET RESEARCH FIRM AND IS. AT THE MOMENT.

there to here. The social

ADDRESSES

a gay bar or a straight
of the men are gay;
are straight
I'm

"ft/lost

Sharon said, "Listen, I just
wanted to ask you a question
I didn't
want to go to bed with you, " and walked
away. The girl just stood there with her
mouth hanging open. Not exactly an amiable atmosphere for someone from out of

fast."

city bureaucracy, about how friendly
and approachable they are compared to
Vancouver, about how some licencing
commissioner is more than likely going
to ask you in to sit dowri and chat when
you turn up on a business matter.
The impression everyone takes away
of Calgary is one of rawness, of newness. And, of course, of money. A
friend of Harold's going through $400 a
week just to play around is thought of

of the

this

straight."

said,

would look perfectly at home in a string
tie and a Stetson, though he isn't usually seen in that particular getup. Vance
Campbell talked about dealing with the

—

—

My friend went up and asked this woman,

right,"

me

differ-

ent needs is Camp 181. It's a social, not a
political, group. It works really well for
lesbians who don't want to socialize only
with women or who don't want to socialize in bars. A bit expensive perhaps
they have planned what they are calling a
"stampede stomp" party and a champagne brunch; tickets are $15 and $10
respectively. But I'm sure they'll be fun. I
really think they're a good alternative.
During my last visit to Toronto, things
happened to me that would have never
happened here. I walked Into a bar
Katrina's
with a friend. Surprise, surprise
the women looked very straight.

struction (1980 building permit values
are expected to exceed $1.5 bilUon), the

civic bird

real cross-

an assistant

family.

home I'm

my

not out to

So here I am, 3,000 miles away.

The distance is hard, but I feel I've gotten
away from a smalt-town mentality that I
found difficult to deal with. When I was
last home I walked Into this bar I used to
a straight bar, there is no other
go to
kind. I sat down and looked around.
swear the only thing those people had
done since I was there last was get up to
go to the can. Here, when you go to a
club, you always see people you've never
you may never see them
seen before

—

I

—

again.

A

lot

who come here get disThey came out here thinking

of people

illusioned.

they could do anything, and they find
themselves wandering. It's such a transient city, people just come and go all the
time. I have hardly met any Calgarians
they all seem to have moved to Vancouver Nearly everybody I've met comes
it's like we've all
from another province

—

—

just
I

met here.

very strange.
think this plays a big part in keeping
It's

the Calgary community so tight-knit and
insular There is so much coming and going that you have to keep what you have,
to hold onto it. All the organizations function quite well, but they function with the
I think we could be
I'm just not sure
reaching more people
how. The gay community as a whole is
largely because the big
not very vocal
gay businessmen are so busy kissing

same personnel.

—

—

straight asses. They are too

busy making

money and

worrying about their licences
and police relations. In most cases they
use their power as a block to gay community organizing rather than for gay people
the fuss that was made over the conference, for instance. Every now and then
they take it into their heads to bar women
from the clubs, that sort of thing. So it's

—

up

to

groups

Collective to
people.

GIRO

GiRC and the Womyn's
reach out and support
like

is certainly visible

enough

that

But when first arrived in Calgary, I
was immediately made to feel like belonged. When someone comes Into a
place, you know if she's a stranger Most
people I know will ask someone tike that
I

I

to join their table, buy them a drink,
things like that. That's the way It's done
on the Island, too. People from central
Canada find a real difference when they
in
or when they go east
come here
the attitude of the people. I think it's real-

—

—

important to do those tittle things. It's
even on a bar
level. You have to start somewhere. It's
important that new people know that they
are not In a totally alien world.
ly

part of reaching out

—

One night I was sitting in the Parkside,
and someone shot a bullet through the
window. I didn't know what the hell was
just looked up and I was
going on

—

/

covered with broken glass. Shortly after I
came out here, a friend of a friend had
her car stall in front of one of the clubs.
The police came along and rather than
saying "Can we help you?" they assumed
she was gay and beat her up. People's
fears can be justified. I've never had any
problem being out, but then, I just... don't
stand still for anything, either If I'm
and I don't even
pushed, I'll push back
care if I have to do it myself.
I've come to the point now, in my life,
where I figure that if my kind of life is
worth living, it's worth fighting for
There's no point in me saying to anybody,
"I'm gay, and I'll support you because

—

and then trying to do it
standing in my closet. That doesn't work
the door has to be open. Looking out
at things through a peep hole just isn't
you're gay, "

—

effective,

n
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friends, including some of the more radical people in Calgary at that time. Myra

—

—

My, she was about 17 then
Upton
and Windi Earthworm had come out of
the old People's Liberation Front. I used
to meet Windi down in the King's Arms.
thought he was a bit strange; he'd go out
this
downtown in long bluejean skirts
and he once chained himwas in 75
I

—

—

THE OLD Y

Pallister Hotel to protest

some

confer-

ence going on there. can't really recall
what the issue was; I'm not sure the issue
ever got mentioned in the newspapers
I

—

but the chains

did.

I didn't always like their tactics,
agreed with what they were trying to

people.
I

achieve.

But anyway, since they seemed to be
out of it, decided to get involved. went
down, and the people there thought that I
was crazy, but we managed to work together. That's when GIRC became a physI

I

gay organizing or with the issues

in-

But being there, watching people
/ have a few friends now who
and
first came out by calling GIRC then
watching myself evolve, I saw that I did
have something to offer, that I had experience I could apply.
We've grown a lot since then and have
involved a whole new group of people,
but in some ways the needs are the
same. We're getting a lot of publicity now
even negative reporting works as publicity
and every time there is something in the papers, there is a dramatic increase in the number of people who convolved.

evolve

—

—

—

—

number of phone
receive in a night will double.
I've been really interested in lobbying
the Alberta and Canadian Human Rights
Commissions over the past year It's
tact GIRC. Often, the

calls

we

I thought we should have been
doing for a long time, though again, I

something

don't think

when

I

had any particular skill

in

it

But I think it should be
done, so I'm going to do it.
I'd like to see our rural outreach workI

started.

ACTIVE IN GA Y INFORMA TION
S
ing a lot better, too. Bob Harris and are
SINCE THE GROUP BEGAN IN 1976.
RESOURCES
RAISED IN MEDICINE HAT. HE WENT TO SCHOOL IN CALGARY. BUT LEFT both from Medicine Hat. We sit down and
talk about
sometimes, and remember
"TO SEE MORE LIBERAL PARTS OF THE WORLD — MONTREAL. OTTA WA how much hated the place and realize
AND TORONTO" BEFORE DECIDING TO RETURN AND SETTLE IN THE
that there must be thousands of people
CITY. HE WAS INTERVIEWED AT PEPPE'S. ON 17TH AVENUE S W.
there and in other places like
who feel
I

it

I

I

it

the same, but they're trapped there.

coming out in the early
seventies, I sort of had this attitude that
there were a lot of queens around, a lot of
fairies, and if they had problems or they
were being harassed, they were inviting it.
I was sure I'd never have those problems

because didn 't fit the stereotype.
But what happened was that went to
a Gays of Ottawa dance one night with
this friend of mine who had these fantasies about doing a sort of Alice Cooper
trip. It was his birthday, and he'd kept telling me about wanting to do this, so
went out and bought him some make-up.
He'd put it all on that night
he looked
terrible. Anyway, we were going outside
to have a joint and ran into a group of
I

I

I

—

about 20 kids who noticed the make-up,
needless to say, and started harassing
us. I tried to talk to them, but they were
only interested in hassling
These kids lived in my neighbourhood,
and after that I was constantly harassed
by them. I couldn't go in or out of my
house without being called names, and
they always followed me around
always a large group of them. I'd tell them
that I knew who they were, knew the licence numbers of their bikes
that they
couldn't intimidate me But they did.

—

—
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Up

any

to that point, I'd never felt

real,

overt oppression. I never thought I'd get
into a situation where I would. But for the
three months that I continued to live
there, it was like a living hell. After that I
had to look at some of the tacky drag

queens
know,

I'd

it's

been seeing and

really

not

all

you

say,

that different.

came back to Calgary in '74, and the
city suddenly seemed very liberal. The
Parkside was there and had windows out
it was really quite imonto the street
pressive, and I thought that whoever was
responsible really had done a fantastic

—

job.

So

I

tried to

go one night

— and they

wouldn't let me in. I hardly knew anyone
in Calgary anymore, and for months I
couldn't get into the Parkside until I met
somebody at a party who worked there
and who finally got me in.
At that time, there was very little organized in this city. My background was in
social agencies
/ was a mental health
worker then
and I thought, well, there
should be an information line, there
should be a counselling service. But I
didn't really see myself as somebody who

—

should do that

—

—

I

just

wanted

it

to

particularly

keep

be

there
I started talking about this with a few

good

that a teacher, or blue

had best

his or her private life private.

jS

yW

story which

think

I

is

uniquely

manner

in which
combines private wealth and
public courage is the story of Mel
Tonken.

^

M.

Calgary

in the

it

He is a slightly lugubrious Jewish
man in his 40s, a recent come-out after
years of painful and demeaning therapy
aimed at making him into a normal citizen.

It

did not work, of course.

never

It

We've been out to Medicine Hat, and to
Red Deer and Lethbridge; there are
people there who will do things, but they

need a lot of support. In Red Deer, I think
all the people
we were too successful
who did come out and get involved ended
up moving to Calgary! Which isn really

—

aware of Mel's little sexual secret, he
would have appeared very much a
model citizen. Well-connected, as they

He is Calgary's leading veterinarwealthy in his own right, has a
reputation as a fabulous cook and is a
ian,

familiar face

A

cuit.

the

idea...

time. It involved everybody, one way or
another. I disagreed with a lot of the com-

ments made by Lloyd Greenway and
Vance Campbell, but in a sense we forced
them to react. We said, if you don't think
we should be the voice of the gay community, well, the only reason we've been
seen to be is because we've been filling a
void. If you disagree, then you've got a
responsibility to come out and comment
yourself. And they're starting to do that I
don't always like their opinions, but part

coming out of the community is
having those opinions represented
Eventually, it's going to be a good
thing. We're going to grow There's still a
lot to do. and I plan to be around for it
of the

—

have a vacation.
Want another beer''

art

and theatre

cir-

Loose Moose, has played to rave
is expected in Toronto this
for a satirical duel with Second

called

reviews and
fall

City.

A

rather enviable position,

all in all,

except that for periods before he

came

out he sometimes felt as if he were
quietly going mad.
It could have been just another poor
little rich boy story, the pain of it all being reduced periodically by anonymous
nights to New York, or Key West, or

North Africa. That solution seems by
far the common one, but it would not
do for Mel. He went through the Advocate Experience, which made him feel
very good about himself, told all his
friends that he was gay, got involved
with GIRC, picketed city hall with
everyone else, and is currently polishing a very funny drag routine for
public consumption.
Such changes, of course, had effects
that others were bound to notice, and
not so long ago Mel was being scolded
by his rabbi for having stopped his
donations to the United Jewish Appeal.
Mel replied that he had done so to protest the Israeli government's attitude to
gays.

Mel made it clearer that he no longer
into the scheme of things in quite the
manner that he used to. He reminded
his rabbi of the eulogy the latter had
fit

given at the funeral of Mel's Uncle
Jack. Among Uncle Jack's sterling
qualities,

it

seems, was a deep and

lifelong devotion to his family,

The controversy we've been through
here over the conference and the march
will, I think, have a really positive effect in

after

on the

performing group he organized,

't

I

full

say.

with

first

is

of implied and expressed conditionals,
and it's probably clear even to those
Calgarians who think gay people have it

and the phone line operated out of there,
and we started the newsletter that eventually grew into Gay Horizons.

—

Up to that time, I'd always thought of
myself as a closet case. I didn't see myself as having any particular familiarity

I

you're needed, sexual orientation may
be temporarily shelved Eunong the irrel-

does, and anyway, to most people un-

set
in the

—

When was

you're smart

enough and work hard and produce and

up an office in doback of Myrt's
we
nated space
lost it about eight months later and
moved to the Old Y, but we had it then

We

ical reality.

HA BEEN
Young
Doug
AND
CALGARY ALMOST

in this article point out, if

collar worker, or civil servant

A phone line did get going in '76, but
Windi and My didn't end up being involved. The other people who helped set
it up thought they were crazies, and pretty much squeezed them out. To me, Windi
and My didn't seem like such crazy
but

do gay people fit in all of this?
some ways, fitting can be made easier
by that newness. As a number of voices

evancies. That thought, though,

self to the pillars in the lobby of the

RICHARD KINSMAN AND HENRY BERG OF CIRC

How

In

and said

noble trait was expatiated on during the
obsequies.
"Do you remember saying that?"
Mel asked. The rabbi did.
"Well," said Mel, "gay people are

my
I

family

now."

like to think that

pens more easily

in

such a story hap-

Calgary. People can

find their money new enough to free
them from convention as much as bind
ihem to loyalties of privilege and class.
The general community is large enough
to make a gay community possible, but
still small enough (o make it a humane
option for people who, elsewhere, might

simply have turned inward.

The

virtues of a frontier town,

I

guess, but one lodged firmly in the final

I

1

decades of our ccntury.D
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*'I

know you:

you take photographs of light, says

Y

99

.H^'^s-^

A short story by Gay Bell:

hCREC IS Y: AUTONOMIE
Photographs and poems by Rejeanne

A

fter

Zm
•^

peau

-*•

back,

a bath our skin
est

my

fish,

Apres un

coming up.

legs are froggy,

Her
swim

soft.

bain, la

douce. Both of us are slithery.

underneath

floating.

is

my

heels closed,

finger, then two, are in

I,

the

On my
my clitoris

Pisces.

my

vagina and

me.
Finning together on the sheet, Pisceans. Les polls,
the pubic hairs, when rubbing against our hands, are
the scales on fish bodies. She swims aside me and lying
the fish

inside

on her stomach, ventre a plein, splayed out, pushing
against her hand, she explores the coral reefs. Her
back humped with accumulated energy, waved
explosion released in her head, she breaks on the
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of you in

Montreal! Est-ce la premiere fois que tufais I'amour
avec unefemme a Montreal? N^e ici, majolie
quib^coise, c'est la premiere fois que tu es lesbienne
ici,

n 'est-ce pas?

— Non, dit Autonomie. J'ai d^jdfait I'amour
avec unefemme. Avec

Nous rions;

I-grec et

mon

ici

amante, Anthere.

A utonomie, deuxfemmes

contentes d'etre en positions favourites, nous serrant

dans
dans

—

les bras, visages ouverts,

les
1

yeux, calmes.

look at the reOect

of seeing
in the refiect

beach.

26/THE

— Montreal, Autonomie! Nous sommes a

animus.

Nous regardant

—

Autonomie.
I know you: you take photographs of light, says
Y. To describe you I'd say you're small, red-brown
and tipped with black, she nuzzled.
Comme un petit renard, les fesses en I 'air? me
demanda Autonomie, sticking her bum out.
Like a little fox, your nose and tail in the air. Me,
I'm tall and lanky, often mistaken for a man, or an
light

dit

—
—

alley cat.

My

voice

is

hoarse.

— Don't say you're like a man, says Autonomie.
«Your name's

like a

woman. Do you know

"I-grec," which stands for the letter
the symbol of

— "I-grec"

"Y"

that

in French,

is

women?»
is

the French pronunciation of Y,

I
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me demande pourquoi. I'm
De toutefagon, je vewc rien

"Y", parce'queje

said.

always asking myself Y.

envers chacun et chacune. So good not to have to

accepter dans la soci^te de notre monde. Par exemple,

to hide our sexuality in front of

me demande pourquoi sortir des draps de cette
maison de chambres de Montreal. On pourrait
absorber tout le bonheur d'etre a Montreal, ici, dans

friendship au lieu de nos culs.

sur sole

notre

regarder,

je

lit!

Nor

struggle with the heterosexual imperative.

men who enjoy our

— Oui, moi aussi, dit Auto. J'ai trouve
si belles

pour

I

to have

les

peintures

que, desfois, je ne pouvais pas les
'en vie d'etre artiste

moi-meme.

—

En preparation Autonomie

met sa robe de chambre

antique. Sa robe bleue peint

/flashed onto Auto's bedroom

where the
red, hunter green, yellow and orange acrylic of
separate shapes on the point of merging hung in

ma robe de sole chinoise; fleurs brodees

du centre dos. Nos
corps se melent. Ses seins sont plus bas que les miens:
sa taille est plus petite. La sole des robes nous entoure.
de

la

poi trine

et

testimony of her

artistic

quest long neglected:

woman

downstairs, the mature

wall

sitting in

speaker cabinet, waiting, waiting

— Can a woman continue to be an
into pohtics?

outside the rooming house: les

buveurs jouent aufrisbee.
'Member up at the farm when a bunch of us had

—

our tops off and we played "lesbee."
What's that? distracted question as she watched

—

comically scolded.
perfect,

"You

Un desjoueurs s

think everything lesbian

arret e a

'

is

prendre une swig de sa

le soleil

couchant.

the sexual orientation clause got into the

Code

here,»

say, «It's so

I

«No wonder
Human

much more bloody

relaxed than in Ontario. This is the first place in North
America where we're not legally discriminated against.
Nevertheless, remember us kissing in that fancy bar in
the downtown English p£U"t of town? It was
humiliating when that cocky bartender said: Pas ici,
mesdames.»
The anti-discrimination clause does give me more
confidence, though, said Auto.
We did a little amazon cheer and Auto put her arm
around my waist. I stumbled, delighted with feeling
cherished in a public place. I gathered myself and
walked slowly and carefully so's not to jiggle her grip.
I put my left arm across her back and held her ribcage.

—

The
arm

bones against the inside of

ripple of her angel
is

my

a very intimate sensation.

We walk down St

Denis.

No

Some

hassles.

surprised

from women. Beautiful bright
clear women acknowledging us.
Blood red afghani blouse, shoulders strong and long
low avocado breasts. Grins back and forth. Watching
the woman, I said, «Looks Uke a good restaurant in
here.» Autonomie nodded, trying not to laugh.
Mouths watering we followed the woman into Le
Commensal.
The tables are homemade and the wood welcomes
looks. Lots of nods

our lively eyes. Maybe they're not
homosexuals but they're pleased to see us being cozy
together. Sweet potatoes, millet satisfy us. « Lovely
lesbian lettuce, » I intone, writing up a food column

us. Vegetarians dig

for

my home

newspaper. Honey just a

than the varnished

me

wood pouring

into

little

my

darker

tea reminds

of Autonomie not long previous.

— Time to meet Jules et David?
— Bientdt, dit Autonomie. Faut prendre

The club

is

downtown

— A pity,

We had

I

le char.

in the English part.

thought.

to stand in line to get into the club which

was called AJ's. It was chilly by then and, assuming it
was a gay bar, I put my arms around Autonomie to
make a httic tent. The lineup, mostly guys, glanced
sidelong at us and snorted giggles, but was enchanted
by the tent which had taken shape. My eyes were
zipped into Auto's black mane on my rust coloured
I

jacket: they were sprawled like the paint in MarieClaire's silk lampshades.

— Last night, ma belle Auto, quand nous ^fions
chez Marie-Claire avec Jules el David, j'ai aim^

Y'A vait des femmes
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et

des

she goes

Auto?

— What about being a full-time lesbian, too?
— Giggles.
— mean you'd need a wife to serve your meals and
I

do your washing and take care of your children if you
were going to carry on in politics.
Auto stifled a barf... «Some artist I'd be if I
needed a wife to do my dirty work...»
But Auto, we spend our lives trying to keep the
lesbian,
separate bits from flying apart
francophone, community, children, town, country
we're going to go mad if we can't integrate.
Sommes'pas loin d'ld maintenant, pense mon

—

and

said.

I

gross Mol, expose par

Rights

lips

eh?"

— Umm,

think.

hommes ensembles,

fo.'

tendres

—

—

—

my

— Imagines-toi,
personnes

dis-je,

gates, celles et

reconstruction de la vie sociale et celle

du

life

where she or he could be an

artisan, whatever. I'd pick every

summer

in

—

la

artist,

do

at the top

what chance has the planet,

let

plus three

running things,

alone lesbians, got to

bottom of the stairs.
The cigarette smoke is stifling me. Whenever I let my
eyes wander into the bodies around I think, «Som'a
these guys'd smash my face in. What'm I doing here?»
Y braced herself with an exhalation, and muttered
«Prepare for random violence. This is supposed to be
ago^bar. Pouff!»
She checked out the women in the slow moving
survive? I'm scared here at the

women in 2 pairs. All were
men and laughing nervously. No

queue. There were 4
chattering with the

help there.

The queue loosened and I-grec started to jog up the
when a lump on downs on his way downstairs

stairs

crashed right by her as

if

I

gonna

get

too.
all

on

women, too, retorted Autonomie. You're in an
unknown space. Psyche it out before you make a
the

it's anti-woman. But
knocking out a guy and leaving is not gonna help.
I'm miserable.

point. Sure, you're right,

—
— Reste avec moi, dit
— can't stay here.
— You do not really love me, said Autonomie.
— do, with my whole soul, said Y. Remember us
elle.

ici,

I

womyn's music

festival.

We were sweet with

Y

leaving

all

«When

more prominent to aim right between
bone and the muscle. Hurts just enough to wake a
person up to my point.
It took this guy a full minute to turn around because
he was gunning down the world in front of him and
didn't notice the wasp at his elbow. A man behind the
champion blockhead was begging me to split:
Autonomie, my sister, was begging me to keep going.
She leaned over from two steps above me and wrapped
her arm around my head. She pulled my face to her
breast which, even in the scuffle, was soft and round.
Over my shoulder she said, «Fais done pas mal. Fais
done pas mal.» So The Lump stumbled off
finger knuckle

I

herself,

Autonomie
am with Anthere, we build a

back corner

in the

in the dark,

protective wall around ourselves to exclude the

to us

is

and trying to pick us up. All

being together.

— But no...,

I

We see each

said as she lead

men

that matters

other's auras.

me by

hand

the

across the drinking floor while hundreds of men, none

whom

What

—

I

were touching each other, stared

at us...

we women who hold hands and cry?
live a creative life. I want to make

beings are

want to

paintings, write stories, play games,

when I'm

softness

resting

I

from work.

want colour and

Goddam

this

want my
lover to cuddle me and build things with me, not take
me out to places de tensions boulevers^es.
And now, good evening, ladies and gentlemen.
continual buzz of enervating distraction.

I

—

mesdames

Bonsoir,

et messieurs.

His voice crashed by.

— We have some beautiful "ladies" for you
New

from

tonight,

York, the whole show from

New

York. Adrenaline, you're gonna need your adrenaline
tonight, folks, so hold onto your ah, seats, and you'll
see some beautiful sights.

— En frangais, chalice! Sommes 'frangais

icit,

tabarnak!
I

felt

my

adrenaline.

shouted, en lesbienne

ici,

I

cheered up inside.

I

hostie de criss!

were numbed. Men from
small towns, coming for the first dose of city life.
They're running too scared to be political. They speak
every language. Montreal's a port.

The crowd

learned in school with the second

the

stared; they

While the fox and the cat eyed each other, a
voice was singing on tape in the background.
We watched a performer mouth the words. He wore

woman's

a purple satin evening coat with ostrich feather collar.

Underneath, he sported a dress, bathroom-pink and
rib-cage tight. He had on nylons and heels and Y
looked around for the pekinese.
It's

not that he dresses like a

herself.

Men

to parties

woman. Y grumbled

to

can be vulnerable and femmy. I've been

where men wore dresses, long black

velvet

numbers with jewellery around their d^ol^t^. High

downstairs.

— But he bumped into me as

if

I

wasn't there,

I

heels,

pbh! They make your

bum

high

— at the

expense of ruined internal organs, balance and

said.

— know. know.
— Autonomie looked shaken as we entered the red
1

dungeon

I

called AJ's.

I,

however, was

with outrage. By the time

I

still

swaggering

reached the centre of the

was haughty under the armpits.
Out of the packed drinking floor rose a

club,

it

— Then

she wasn't there.

So I'm gonna take it out on this pig, I-grec thought
and acted fast. Pow right in the arm with one of those
old louies that

could've asked him to excuse

— Yeah, you'll see a few black eyes in here —

of

men

«You

didn't have to hit him. You're

him for all the women who get walked on
we fight back, other women'll see it and

hit

staring at us

thinking, Oh-my-god-if-not-now-it-will-bethese

I

explained:

each

yet, she said.

With

lot.

surrounded by women.
After a long stint of glaring at the bar by

— Calmes-toi, minou. People are not ready for us
too-late.

rejected her friends.

every day. If

days off every weekend.

And I'm

Y

hurt.»

each other

travail.

Yeah, then we'd have regular periods of time

Nobody

I

les

dans

It's

here to meet Jules and David, said Auto.

You

himself.

at the

politique, itant respectes, pourraient participer

person's

came

I

I

shoulder to

un nouveau monde ou
ceux avec un penchant

ones too.

a commercial establishment where

— Well, like them too, a
— Auto's eyes got really big but she squinted

—

amante, resting her temple against
convey her thoughts to me.

It's

quickly and said:
artist if

"Gay"

a lot of male bars.

It's like

touches each other. They just cruise.

never, for

—

the players.

— Frisbee with that tender touch!
— Phbh. Phbh. She blew out with her

What do you

Lump.

gays pay high prices to be together. Lookit!

bronze on the

maybe

'til

says, looking over her shoulder for

She must've thought

her creator to return.

Summer park

Auto

not really gay.

Eventually we go out.

les lieux sacr^s,

—

avengers of the

dis-je.

sur

—

got here.

— Mais j'aifaim, dit mon amie.
— J'aifemme aussi,
des roses sur

dancecube on which teetered twenty bodies.
This is a plastic meatmarket, I said, thinking of
the clubs where males oogle women like cats watching
porno movies of canaries.
How do you know it's a meatmarket? We just

1

tiny crystal

strength.

Y was making

a speech to herself,

and

starting to feel stronger.

— Chiffon, lipstick and nylons, said Y. Of
qualities of

women

to choose to imitate!

all

the

Looking

around, she added: the rest of the guys in here arc
dressed like motorcycle cops or Franco's bodyguards.
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A prisoner — that's what
the entertainment business.

feel like:

I

I

— Your friend needn't be so paranoid. She

is

almost catatonic, he said to Autonomie while

Y

a prisoner of

go out for some

amusement and what do I get? Torture.
The final act Y watched still trembling and blotchy
from crying. In the last glimmer of Ught, the song,
«ril Do It My Way» played out on tape while a man

right into his eyeballs.

took off his transvesties in front of an imaginary
mirror audience. He revealed himself as a man and not

response.

a

woman

after

knew

some of our

head

positive

OK

If

a

man was

how

to

wives.

misery. IVIen

along with

Y

lover, a

I still

woman,

can't even get

finally, after all

sat in

smoking hash
to ask

why

clumsy anger, a

man who had been

in a small pipe in the

she was crying. This

is

corner

came over

the final outrage,

thought Y. «None of your business, » she said.

Autonomie, however, had been looking for a sane
person all evening and fixed onto this gentleman with

said

Y
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colours off us.

I

forced

it

with

and yellow

to say you're making a scene over

poured our honeyed

The mirror

lights

pelvic

who

don't

It's still

know

wise old

It's still

him and us

my hand and

nudging

my

shoulder with her
as «J'ai faim.))

I

me

stood

—

I

rhythmically moving thighs as

-* -»

didn't press back but

pressed.

I

me

didn't smile coz

we danced. I
when she

stayed there
I

said, «It's

it,

little

shy. «I wrote

grateful that the

it

about

m4lo hadn't washed

A flower shining up
in the intricacy

of sunlight

The

either.))

need you here, she said, her head down as
if she were ashamed.
I came here for knowledge, she continued,
holding me with her wrists under my armpits and her

line

immense
floating

I

palms fiat on my angel bones. «I just wanted to see
what it was like here. I wanted to meet Jules emd
David. I wanted to dance with you and have a nice
time and not fight.))
Yes, we don't see each other very often as it is,

We shouldn't

fight during the little time

pulled, flying

In the circle
it's

own

self existence

shining
the radiant belief.
'

—

agreed Y.

—

us up on the rocks for good:

my

wasn't ready.

accepted

thirty-odd years to learn people are not the

same. We're not the same

— But

I

I

bums

like a rabbit.

making love with you today.

pressed against

We

playing again.

each other and

Our neighbour dancers were staring.
Autonomie flipped her wrist towards me and on the
palm of her hand was a sheet of paper. «I have a poem
for you,)) she said, a

held hands to the dance floor.

mount

at

only
She lifted the hat
was hiding under another top hat

I

we

er pubic

eyes.

me

herself top hatted.

to uncover,

up, always mollified by Autonomie's care for me, and

y 2p
M—m

Blue

Vaudeville /mime she snazzyed across the stage. She

and looking

Same tone of voice

to see

my mouth.

high.

silly

nothing. Well, he can fuck

people are in Quebec.

forehead.

spasms out

came out my

danced with our tongues out

a

selves into

back wall flashed
up my spine and

eilong the

pulled electricity

little

Autonomie was glad

have together.

interest.

28n"HE

life!))

shook her

—

these years.

As Y

my

just

We unfolded and
the disco beat.

mimicked

taken

thought, masochistic in her

are so fucked up and

my own

«Get out of

— Let's go and dance, she said, smoothing the back

—

Beat me, beat me,

if

five-year couple

— He's only being friendly, said Autonomie. That's

I

more Uke battered

moved out of a

off!

collectively instead of

thoughts again:

Y as

lesbians

want to dress up as a woman then I'd say
fine dress up in something like jeans and cotton shirt
or an ordinary dress or skirt. Act like a woman for
awhile and see how you are turned out of places,
spoken patronizingly to, ignored, expected to cook
and clean and make coffee. See if it's so dramatic and
exciting. Women's lives are not all feather boas
say

just

male/ female thing.

of

own

I

— He's trying to pick you up, gritted Y.

competitively?

sank into her

you don't love each other, you might

if

nothing.

compassion, our abihty to think clearly and with

Y

at

was Y's

Elle me donna un baiser qui chassa toute autre
pens^e de ma tele bien que j'aie toujours senti les
larmes seches dans mes yeux. Elle me donna sa langue
toute courte; petite langue qui me la fait ch^rir. En
^change je lui donnai la mienne; j'entrai dans elle
comme sij'itais devenue petite pour entrer dans une
tulipe.

— Because

feminist aspects, our endurance, our tenderness, our

and how we can work

he were

business,))

way out of control. But Autonomie

it

imitate us for our read value,

feeling,

«None of your fucking

catechism.

relationship myself and...

was a man, said Y dryly.
Christ! the next thing will
to
Autonomie:
She said
be a pregnant drag show, a bunch of guys dressed up
with pillows in their stomachs pretending they too
have the power to have children!
Y continued, a Uttle hotter: So why don't they
I

if

Jesus Christ resurrected asking his faithful their first

as well not try.

all.

Great shouts of applause!

—

— Do you love each other? he asked as

—

glared

we

"I-grec

is

Y:

Autonomie"

also appears in

Common Ground

— Stories by Women, a collection of twelve short stories by
Canadian women, published by Press Gang Publishers, 603
Powell Street, Vancouver, BC V6A 1H2.
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A

vivid

commentary charts

the aesthetic accomplishments

of
women, but remains silent about the
reality of lesbian lives.

V T
r^

work of Adrienne Rich or May Sarton
show the pride they have forged from
coming out; instead. May Sarton is represented by excerpts from her Journal
of a Solitude, which deal above all with

or centuries women's art has
been almost invisible, like a
M.
landscape shrouded in a manmade fog with only the tallest trees
rising above it. It is one of the achievements of the women's movement to
have blown away this fog with a great,
life-giving wind and to have revealed the
marvels of the landscape. Elaine Hedges

and Ingrid Wendt are among the

to

the problems of a married friend (the
"K" of the "crazies"), and by the auth-

women

reveal-

but their book, In Her Own Image,
does more than show us the prodigality
of women's art. It shows, too, the
ers,

anatomy of

persistence, the triumphs

against the odds built into every

woman's

history,

life

odds which

still

exist despite all claims to the contrary.

There are the obvious odds of the
demands of wifehood and motherhood,
the lack of time, the fact of exhaustion,

and those of humiliation, poverty, the
demoralization of solitude or of belonging to a racial minority, and the destructive expectations of a patrieuchal
society.

For a long time a woman was as physfrom enjoying the freedom necessary to be an artist as an animal in a cage. That women were artists
in spite of all these restraints and frusically restrained

evidence of the imperious will
human being. If they
could not leave the house, they would
in the spaces
create in the house

trations

"Only

recently have some
acknowledged, as May
Sarton has done, that for themselves
'the muse is... she.' " Since muses have
always been she's, we have to read between the lines to know exactly what
Hedges and Wendt mean.
Adrienne Rich, too, is discussed with
a certain ambiguity. "How much art by
women will be lost to us," say the authors on p 85, in connection with Rich's
poem Prospective Immigrants Please
Note, "if women artists do not pass
through the door and become truly
themselves?" Passing through the door
for Rich was the acceptance of herself
as a lesbian, and this acceptance made it
possible to write the poem on p 299,
Your Small Hands, a love-poem to another woman and a celebration of women's power to transform a violent
world. Wendt and Hedges speak of
Rich's recent poems focussing on
"women and their relationships to each
other as mothers, daughters, sisters,
lovers and friends," but this sentence
seems to emphasize the multiphcity of
or's words,

is

to create in every

—

artists

women's

around their household tasks, or they
would make art out of household tasks.
Hedges and Wendt refuse to accept
man-made boundaries and definitions
for art; their aim is "to suggest the evolution of all art out of our daily lives and
our physical and emotional needs."
Thus art includes quilt-making (and
what masterpieces of design and color

relationships

and

the central importance of

to diminish

women

as lov-

while in the rest of the book they
underscore the heterosexual reality of a
majority of the artists they have chosen
ers,

with information about their husbands

and children: "mothering her son,
David," "married and the mother of six
children," "she has one daughter," etc,

those old quilts are!), pottery, weaving,

etc.

lace-making and embroidery. Many
contemporary artists have stretched the
possibilities of the old "feminine" arts
to the point where they have become
"art" in its more limited sense, that of

Perhaps Hedges and Wendt take the
point of view that being lesbian in our
society is no longer a problem and need
not be talked about. Unfortunately this
point of view coincides with that of all
those who think it should not be talked
about, so that the conspiracy of silence
is shared in even by well-meaning peo-

galleries

Two

Pupils, 1785; Lett: Betty Saar:

The

Marge

Piercy, Diane Wakoski,

Judy Chicago and others with the great
craftswomen of the psist, Muriel Rukeyser with Kathe KoUwitz, Martha
Graham and Linda Paston with Emily
Dickinson. Sometimes an individual
seems to have accomplished this fusion
in her own hfe; a striking example is
Lucy Larcom (1824-1893), whose life as
a weaver in a spinning-mill becomes the
warp and woof of her poem Weaving,
and the act of weaving becomes a powerful metaphor for the lives of the slave

women who

persistence and the

power to transform
become

artists in spite

of the obstruc-

Becoming an Artist explores the practical and
psychological difficulties of making the
decision to become an artist and then
sticking with it. The lives of some artists
tions in their paths.

The

section

(the daughters of painters, for instance,

Larcom is one of many artists in the
book who show that compassion and

or the wives of supportive husbands)
have been made easier by circumstance;

identification with suffering are part of

others, hke Kathe

women's heritage.
This book as a whole

is

like

a piece of

weaving or music in which themes are
stated and then reassert themselves, or
artists arc introduced and appear later
is

In

another context. A recurrent leitmotif
"in spite of;" all these women have
Her

Aunt Jemima, 1972.

WoMEN'sArT:

toiled as cotton-pickers.

in

Liberation of

and museums.

This book shows well the flowing of
one art into another, so that women artists seem to touch hands over the centuries:

Top: Barbara Morgan: Martha Graham, Letter to the World, 1940; Right: Adelaide Labille-Gulard: Portrait of
the Artist with

Own

Image:

Women Working

In

the

Hedges and Ingrid Wendt.
The Feminist Press, 1980. $7,50.

Arts by Elaine
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KoUwitz or Emily
Dickinson, were fuelled by their own
genius. All of them have been blessed

with the courage that may falter but
never gives up. Hedges and Wendt have
included artists from minority groups:
black, Chicana, Indian, Chinese, etc,
who along with their struggles as women

have had to deal with racism and its relentless prejudices. The book embraces
every kind of women's art: private, political, and group art, and the authors

introduce each aspect of women's striving with a lucid analysis.
Missing in the book is the lesbian reality, the multiple fact of lesbian artists'

coming out which enabled those who
had always been silent to be writers and
poets, and those who were already writers to turn their work in the direction
of their truest lives. Lesbians have been
the spearhead for "all the crazies out
there in the Women's Liberation," as

them in a letter to May
Sarton. The fact that a book about
women artists includes only one piece of
writing with the words "lesbian" and
"gay" in it and no mention that any of

"K"

calls

the artists

is

lesbian,

many women,

is

proof to

mc

including feminists,

that
still

believe in practising the fatal discretion

of silence. One would think that something might have tjeen chosen from the

ple.

This book was written for an audience of teachers and students, and its
publication

made

possible by grants

from corporations (Ford and the Rockefeller Family Fund, among others). The
authors' laudable intent was "to provide alternatives to the sexist texts used
in

schools."

It

was

inevitable, therefore,

that unpalatable ideas be introduced as

circumspectly as possible and that the

book be, in general, family-oriented.
The authors themselves arc familyoriented, as they undcrhnc in their

acknowledgement of gratitude to their
husbands and children. One of the chief
messages of the book is that it is possible to become an artist in a family

The authors should perhaps be
congratulated, considering their sponcontext.
sors

and

their audience, for

gested that a few

women

(readers are allowed to

having sug-

artists

draw

may
own

their

conclusions) be lesbians, for it is evidently too dangerous still to risk telling
the truth

—

that

many women

artists,

including the greatest, have been and
are lesbians.

Mar) Mrtgsri
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FILM

or parallel screening rooms,

Gay cinema: best
It is

always a major event to be able to

them

see 25 gay films all at once, half of

features. This was the menu offered by
Montreal's Semaine du cinema gai last
June. But it is a major poliikal event in
the year that brought us Cruising, Windows, and 45 sauna arrests in fast succession, and saw La Cage auxfolies
enter its second year doing for gays
what blackface minstrel-shows and
Stepin Fetchit did for blacks.
This unprecedented chance to see
how far we've got on the screen was
somewhat soured however, by a serious
gap, namely the exclusion of lesbians
from the planning and from the screen.
The group of gay businessmen who organized the festival, Sortir, Inc, apparently did not invite lesbian input nor
even consult the gay community at large
in advance.
,

The one film that did refiect lesbian
input. Word is Out (Enghsh version),
was cancelled half way through its
scheduled screenings, leaving high and
dry the few non-boycotting
arrived to see

it

later on.

women who

The only

re-

maining film "about lesbians," Fassbinder's The Bitter Tears of Petra von
Kant, is generally considered by lesbian critics to belong to the "freakshow genre" of men's films about lesbians. The phallocentric nature of the
entire week should not have been a surprise to anyone who saw the image used
on posters and programmes: a Sovietstyle sculpture showing two very squareshouldered male harvesters looking
butchly into each other's eyes.
Apart from this gigantic step backwards for the Quebec gay community,
there's also good news: the movie lineup

was indeed a feast. The Sortir
organizers' major coup was to import
four major new French films
Philippe Vallois's Johan and Nous
^tions un seule homme, Jean-Fran?ois
Garsi's Milan bleu, and Lionel Soukaz's
Race d'Ep, a compendium of a century

—

of images of homosexuality" (see
TBP, February 1980). Quebec lesbians
and gay men have always been shortchanged in terms of French-language
versions of gay films, so these premieres
were met with great excitement.
One important result may be that the
situation will

public

is

clearly visible.

The

smaller

wake

— the Cinema Parallele couldn't

Uneups they got for
Jean Genet's Chant d'Amour and for
German filmmaker Werner Schroeter's
believe the huge

camp

from the Co-op des cin^astes
independents, 3682 Boulevard St-Laurent, Montreal) was also shown during
the Week and was without a doubt the
of the whole affair. Chant d'amour

(Song of Love) seemed to compress into
20 minutes everything a gay
male cinema can be or should be. The
images are somewhat cloudy because of
thirty years of underground reproduction. But the famous prisoners-in-heat
glow through the blur like a cave-painting that suddenly reveals through layers
of smoke a whole new era of human
its silent

Fireworks and Scorpio Rising, and the
French films. Race d'Ep, Milan bleu,
and Johan. Yet many of the most promising gay independent films were passed
over, in my view
films I would describe as belonging to a more miUtant
political current than the above "artistic," "avant-garde" and "Ufestyle"

—

films.

The

closest the

Week

mihtant current was Rosa von Praunheim's feature documentary. Army of
Lovers, Revolt of the Perverts, a film
whose overall bent is more journalistic
than subversive (see TBP November
1979).

say that Chant d'amour is a prototype for the gay cinema, not in spite of
its marginal, shoestring mode of production, but perhaps because of it. Like
many of the best films in the festival,
Chant is rough and cheap, but its painful
tenderness and energy are all the more

Not surprisingly, much of the independent cinema at the Week ran into
some audience resistance, in some cases,
boos and walkouts. Both film programmers and filmmakers would have been
better off to meet audiences' Hollywood-trained movie-going habits and
expectations at least heilfway
by pro-

compelling for

may

this reason.

Such films

and the narrative roundness of the
mainstream films, but they make up for
it in their closeness to the roots of our
experience, their emotional and artistic
authenticity, and their political astutestars,

ness. Genet, a veteran of countless or-

phanages and prisons, is like our best
filmmakers in having to look no further
for a subject than his own experience.
But the film is not only about physical
and sexual confinement; it also shows
characters resisting their confinement,
struggling against

it

to establish the

most tenuous of human and erotic contact among themselves
contraband
flowers swung through window bars,
cigarette smoke blown through a chink
from one solitary cell to another. The

—

prisoners also resist through auto-erotic
rituals

and

fantasies that are childlike in

and lyricism. One even
ends up feeling pity for the voyeuristic
guard who cannot squelch the prisoners'
resistance and who cannot himself
break through his own prison of sadtheir simplicity

ism, guilt

and repression.

As I've said, the best films of the
Week were marginal or independent

—

—

gramming

lack the technical slickness, the

like

Genet's
notably A Bigger Splash,
Jack Hazan's dramatization of painter
David Hockney's life and loves, or
Kenneth Anger's underground classics

shorts with features, for ex-

ample, or by making films that exploit
existing film conventions rather than acting as if they didn't exist.

maker who

One

film-

away with
American lesbian

successfully gets

the latter strategy

is

Jan Oxenburg, the

festival's most conspicuous non-invitee, who wittily and
deftly overturns traditional iconography
of lesbians and sexual roles. As for the
best (and only?) example of Quebec
miUtant filmmaking, Harry Sutherland's Truxx, the Enghsh version was
not invited and the French version, ac-

cording to reports, is still in hock at the
lab because the filmmakers are broke.
Any gay businessmen around who like
movies?
Compared to these omissions, other
snags were only what could have been
expected in a first attempt at such an
event. Organizers learned that weekdayafternoon screenings don't draw
crowds, that straight filmgoers care Utile

for gay cinema,

expect Dolby stereo and John Travolta,
and the Week's most conclusive insight
that significant gay filmmakers will
not be working with either of these

is

ingredients for

some

time.

got to the

history.
I

tendency for spectators to be supportive
of filmmakers still struggUng only halfsuccessfuUy to find the language and
images that have always been denied us.
For $3.50, the temptation is always to

and that the

straight

would give only token coverage.
While many film-goers found the
$3.50 price too steep, reports have it
that the investors lost moqey. Five thousand paid admissions, however, indicate
press

Jr

he telephoto image of a

Paris pissoir, black-and-white,

grainy and blurred, revealing

beneath its blank partition a whole procession of male feet, shuffling and hesitating, grouping together in fours and
sixes. A pair of pant cuffs bounce up
and down in an unmistakable rhythm, a
pair of jeans suddenly drop to ankle
level, a pair of legs sprawl out from
beneath the partition in a moment of

subUme double-jointed recklessness
when nothing else matters...
Another image is sunny, sharp, and
Eastmancolour. A bare-chested soldier
named Rolf, a cross between Marlene
Dietrich and Gary Cooper, wrestles in a
bright forest clearing with another man,
Guy, lithe and dark. It is the ritual of
macho combat that functions as a kind
of surrogate fuck or pre-seduction

warm-up
straight

for straight

and not-so-

men.

These very different images are from
two recent French features, Johan
(1976) and Nous 4tions un seule homme
{We Were One Man, 1979) respectively.
Their director, a 32-year-old gay man,
Philippe Vallois, was a steu- attraction,
with his films, at Montreal's Semaine du
cinema gai in June. The two films seem
to epitomize,

if

the offerings of the

week were any guide, two of the main
directions the gay cinema is taking as it
moves into the eighties.
Johan,

like the pissoir scene,

is

the re-

creation of lived experience in an authentic setting, rambunctious

loose

and

fresh,

and low-budget.

The

a market. Future festivals should consider a more modest scale as well as the

not really about Johan, a
never see because
he's in jail. Instead, it's about a group
of filmmakers and their friends who are
making a film portrait of Johan in his
absence, piecing together evidence and
fantasies of the absent figure. Is Johan

use of state-subsidized cinematheques

the narcissistic youth caressing his pec-

gay

film

is

man whom we

improve now that a gay

screening rooms are beginning to

up

films not sliclc but real

for rental

hit

all of which
seem open to gay programming.
The other advantage to a non-commercial arrangement would be a greater

Milan Bleu: The mel-

ancholy lovers (below)

and Jean Fran-

cois Garsi (right,

in

costume) directing a
scene.

operatic epics during the spring,

and are

certain to follow these successes

Genet's classic (now finally available
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1980

torals in the sauna, rejecting suitor after

All the same,

Johan

is

a fine model of

suitor with the explanation that he only

the kind of personsd, low-budget film-

makes love with his twin brother? Or
Johan the charmingly voluble sadist

making outside of the industry that lesbians and gays would do well to explore

is

with the earring, or the spacy drag
queen who can't keep her ballet slippers
stiff, or perhaps the director himself,
obsessed with his need for selfexpression?
It doesn't really matter, since it's all a
pretext for a head-over-heels series of
sketches and vignettes from the
ghetto subculture it focuses on

lively

— brief

but perceptive glimpses of terrains and
personalities, moments of absurdity,
ahenation, and community. Curiously,
it was one of only three or four films in
it is a
the Week that show the latter
film full of the laughter and the conversation of gay people being together.
We never really learn why Johan is in

—

prison.

The gap

is

maybe

significant. If

he's there because he's gay, it would be
the only hint in the film of the institutionalized

homophobia surrounding

this

miheu. Vallois and too many of the directors in the week avoid this subject far
too much. The characters in Johan,
Saturday Night at the Baths, Milan
Bleu, the contemporary episodes of
Race d'Ep, and even the two Fassbinder
films move about within their ghetto
stamping-grounds preoccupied with
their lusts and anxieties, completely oblivious of the hostile political environment around them. You would never
know from the French films, for example, of the particular set of circumstances which allowed fascist thugs to
send another guest to the festival, director Lionel Soukaz (Race d'Ep), to the
hospital for a few months during the
Paris gay film festival several years ago.
There is no sense that Johan's chic
young men are in any way threatened by
violence or by housing discrimination,
or that coming out exists for them as a
real pohtical problem. As for oppression on the job, there's not even the
suggestion that any of them have or
need jobs, and even less acknowledgement that most lesbians and gay men
can't stay up all night because they have
to work the next morning. This is a far
cry from the social sharpsightedness

and

responsibility of other gay films we've

had, like Nighthawks,

Fox and his

Naked Civil Servant, and
Word is Out, where characters'

Friends, The

even

sexual identities are always situated in
relation to
vival.

economic and

political sur-

further.

however, was not content to
stay marginal after Johan and after his
Vallois,

succeeding feature failed to find a distributor.

Nois ^tions un seule

homme

cannot extricate himself

right. Vallois

from this trap.
The Occupation backdrop

the

is another
element of the film which is potentially
very suggestive: Jean Genet made unforgettable use of this backdrop in
Funeral Rites, his novel of the forbidden play of eroticism and power between victor and vanquished. Vallois,
however, doesn't really go beyond using

represents a step clearly beyond the Umited audience of a film like Johan and

the political backdrop as a distant mahgn destiny which we know will finally

into the mainstream. As the sunny
wrestUng scene suggests, this most recent film aims for traditional star power
and a commercial discourse of romance

close in

and myth (disguised

as psychological

and destroy the

idyllic forest

In

lovers in their

hideout after 90 minutes.

Nous ^tions un seule homme, there is
much of the eirbitrariness of the old

too

"dead-queer" formula ending for the

with you are those misty

be fully satisfying.
But it's a good try. Vallois' film is encouraging in that it is close enough to
the ideal of a film which deals authentically with gay love and at the same
time one that can survive in the market-

the two characters fight and

place. If Vallois

pout and pant, kiss
gay people at large are going to keep demanding their myths as much as any
public, I'll take Guy and Rolf over
Luke Skywalker and Princess Lena any

kers in the festival with the

"realism" of course), and strong audience identification.
Though the film is set in the very concrete historical reality of occupied
France in 1943, what you take away

moments when
make up,
and die. Assuming

final disaster to

persist

(and

and the other filmmasame goal

listen to their

we may just end up with
is

genuinely popular and gay at the same

and Rubyfruit Jungle

There are also the tedious entanglements by which Vallois thickens the plot
and delays the gratification of the final
namely two standard triangles,
fuck
one involving a dog the German takes a

big breakthroughs

(if

and the other involving

Janine, a young village woman whom
Guy has sex with now and again. Janine

functions largely as a plot mechanism:
two lovers, as a voyeur,
and finally as an unwitting trigger of
disaster when she leads in the
as a foil for the

It's not really very much of
a novelty for a straight woman to find
herself on the outside corner of a movie

Gestapo....

Uke this, though it*s usually the
lesbian or gay man who gets that role
{Fame, The Rose, Happy Birthday
Gemini). Wherever a straight woman
does end up as the excluded one, the
misogynous overtones of the pattern
triangle

always disturb me (Heartbeat, Dog Day
Afternoon, Lonesome Cowboys, Saturday Night at the Baths, A Very Natural
Thing, Scarecrow, Montreal Main). The
woman always seems to be a sounding
boEU'd for the male to develop his
sexuality on, to discover he's gay or to
prove he's straight to himself or to the
audience; or the source of barriers to
the course of true love. She is seldom
developed as a character in her own

will be the first
they can ever raise

the money).

•y

onely nights pining after
someone you love in another city.
-^ If only you had more time to talk,
and make love, to allow the relationship
to grow. Sound familiar?

m
*

It's fairly

conmion

for gay

men

suffer the long distance blues.

to

Milan

Bleu is a beautiful sentimental
20-minute film about one of these love
and one of the rare weekends
affairs

—

together.
It

begins, the

airport.

scene:

titles say, at

an urban

A male voice describes the

"You

are there;

we

kiss, the

two

of us surprised and mad with joy..."
But what we see is a young man arriving, with no one there to greet him; he
goes to make a phone call and then
catches a taxi, alone. But the voice
presumably of the same young man
talks about another taxi, another time:

—
—

"In the

taxi

and of

lover in an apartment in Milan,
his departure.

The film is composed of a series of
scenes of brief mements from beginning
to end of the weekend, usually of the

two lovers together. Each scene is introduced by titles giving its precise place
and time such as The Airport 15:30,
The Bedroom 18:20, The Kitchen 21:00
etc....

And

so the scenes function as

"time snapshots" of the lovers' weekend, completely divorced from the outside world of their daily lives.
In the colours of the apartment and
the city, and in the close-up textures and
simple motions of the men's bodies, the
images of this weekend add tothe narrated melancholy memory of the tenderness and sadness of the time they have
already had together. In the present
weekend the tensions and inevitable
feelings of rejection in any relationship
are perfectly expressed in a simple,
ing scene where the younger

man

mov-

kisses

man. The latter
up and walks away. Then we feel
the younger man's pain as he lies on the
bed with tears in his eyes.
the back of the older

gets

Jean-Franfois Garsi, the director,

Thomas WaughD

—

liking to,

gay pubhc),

a cinema that

time. Perhaps the film versions of Bent

day.

a description of a later weekend from
same young man's perspective, of
his arrival, of the weekend with his

is

I

caress

you

discreetly for

considers Milan Bleu to be a purely

emotional film, which he hopes does
not restrict itself to a gay audience. Indeed, in many ways the film could be
concerned with a middle-class straight
couple as easily as a gay one, and this, I
think, is the film's major drawback. For
we know nothing whatsoever about the

men's

lives

except their social class and

each other.
too bad that the non-gay spectators Garsi may have in mind will learn
little about us from a film that portrays
our problems as purely emotional ones,
created only by distance, and by the tentheir relationship with
It's

sions which arise in

all

relationships.

Naturally the misconception

is

rein-

forced that gay men all have chic apartments, and that we are all wealthy

enough to fly from city to city without
any apparent concern for money.
Milan Bleu is a sumptuous feast of
muted colours and pretty pictures about
an affair between two men, but it is a
film in which our sexual and love Hves
seem to be oppressed only by distance.

watching us, surprised."
Throughout the film, phis is the only
voice we hear, of the young man commenting on a previous time in the rela-

and touching description of any long-

tionship with his sHghtly older Italian

distance relationship.

the driver

is

lover. Visually

It is

simply, an aesthetically pleasing

Mark

however, the entire film

Leslie

D

A guard rams his gun
down a prisoner's
Chant

throat in Genet's

d'amour

(left):

ing scene in
left);

a cruis-

Johan

and Guy and

(below)

in

Nous

(far

Rolf

6tions

un seule homme.
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Lesbianism: giggies and outrage
The Lesbian Community by Deborah
Goleman Wolf. University of California
Press, 1977. $15.45 (cloth).
Lesbians, Women and Society by E M Ettorre. Routledge and Kegan Paul (Oxford in
Canada), $13.95 (paper).
Sunday's Women: A Report on Lesbian Life
Today by Sasha Gregory Lewis. Beacon
Press (Fitzhenry and Whiteside in Canada),
1979. $14.25 (cloth).

One way of knowing

that a culture of-

an ethnographer is
sent out to chart the quaint ways and
ficially exists is that

itemize the sacred relics. Deborah
Goleman Wolf has done just that for
the San Francisco lesbian community.

To summarize

the argument: Lesbians are aberrant and oppressed in

bian journalist Sasha Lewis chronicle

and vitality of
and culture in the

the growth, development
last

twenty-five years.

Wolf's book must have had a mixed
reception in the community it purports
to have studied. As someone trained in
the ethnographic tradition, at last I
know what it might feel like to be a person of X society reading what the
foreign expert has to say about one's
thoughts and activities. The experience
was one of alternating fits of giggles and
outrage. The giggles come from her
making the commonplace and trivial appear exotic, as when in a lengthy description of a coffee house and book-

box"

store she explains the "free

in the

of the ethnographer explEiining the relics of the
ancestors. And what can you do with a
hall in a tone reminiscent

caption under a photograph of the interior of a bookstore which instructs the
reader to note the "Super Dyke" shirt?
Some of the other photograph captions
I found more offensive than silly. A

photo of two women kissing has the
caption "Lesbian Couple Showing Affection."
nia Press

Who at

University of Califor-

responsible for this National

is

Geographic treatment?
But the problem is less that Wolf

is

a

heterosexual looking in on the lesbian
world than that she is making her observations from the framework of one of
the most bankrupt of anthropological
traditions, that of American cultural anthropology. Such a framework tends to
give a picture of a

ized by the sometimes reinforcing,
sometimes conflicting power structures
of sex (patriarchy) and economics
(capitalism).

Her book, together with those of lesbian sociologist Betsy Ettorre and les-

lesbian communities

consciousness and practice, and the effects of these on the position of women
in society. She spends much of her time
on what she terms the pre-political consciousness of social lesbians and asserts
(with a Uttle false consciousness and a
lot of debate along the way) the almost
inevitable emergence of a lesbianfeminist consciousness. All this is set in
the framework of a model of society
which is more than a set of cultural
traits. In general terms, Ettorre sees
society as a power structure. Contemporary society, she argues, is character-

terms of both the sexual aitd economic
roles assigned to women in society. Sexually, lesbians are non-procreative, and
economically, lesbians "identify their
interests with their jobs in a more concrete way than many women." In my
opinion, her first argument is the
stronger one, since there are at present a
large number of women unattached (or
even attached) to men who certainly see
their own interests concretely in their
jobs. Ettorre goes on to argue that
resistence to society's view that sexuality
is private, as well as procreative, impels

strong desire not to be subservient to
men. These attitudes and the resulting
collective action of lesbians challenge
the power structure of society directly.
Indirectly too, the growing visibility of
lesbianism gnaws away at the logic of
the sexual division of labour, which
assigns women to reproduction and men
to production.

But lesbian consciousness does not
stop with making the personal life
political, for in confronting her own opis exposed to the
oppression of others. Thus, Ettorre
argues, lesbianism is ultimately a threat
to all the foundations of the social
order. This is a point more stated than
proved.
To see the revolutionary potential of
lesbianism is not, however, to assert a
lesbian chauvinism
something

pression the lesbian

—

tionnaires of lesbians

gay

cian outstrips Ettorre as social scientist

teresting fashion than in the other

and she

books. This book also
lesbians and the law which should be
read by every lesbian.
The greatest strength of this book is
that it allows lesbians with very different voices and of different generations to speak across a page. The story
that has stuck in my mind is that of a

starts to enter the debate in
terms of what she thinks it should be instead of where it currently rests. Less
than half of the 261 women on her questionnaire felt that there was a close rela-

tionship between the lesbian issue and

the

is

issue.

What

Ettorre

mod-

terms " seed theory of lesbianism
relates to other theories of power

and sexuality" is wisely relegated to an
afterword. Although I found this section tedious and not very convincing, it

it

lesbians, effectively buttressing her description with the data from

her

own

interviews

Take a large measure of Virginia Woolf's writing, add a generous pinch of Edna
O'Brien 's spice, get Maggie Smith to give it a stir, et voila! Stratford's latest dish
for hungry Bloomsbury ophites. And a delightful treat it is, too. Smith 's
performance is satisfyingly rounded, reminding us that mad, brilliant and tortured
though she may have been Virginia Woolf was also hot stuff at parties. Unfortunately, Patricia Connolly plays Vita Sackville- West with all the panache of a store
mannequin with a dislocated hip and a headache. This somewhat hinders our full
appreciation of Woolf's and West's relationship. On reflection, however, this
strikes me as not as great a loss as I first thought. The production helps to confirm
what I have often suspected: increasing one's stock of knowledge about Bloomsbury does not appreciably affect one's knowledge about the rest of the world. The
people of Bloomsbury may be homocelebrities, but they are scarcely gay liberation
ones. In their tight little world, they may not have needed to be. Woolf/Smith
admits to having known there were buggers in ancient Greece, but is rather
surprised to find them in her own drawing room. Would that mere surprise were
always the reaction we evoked.
Gerry Oxford D
,

coming

lovers),

men

are

all

woman who,

out,

and

attitudes to

more intwo
has a chapter on

dealt with in a

in the

McCarthy

listen to the Tallulah

Bankhead radio

eat pot-luck.

It

them extended families) continue to
form the basis of a lesbian community.
This same womem who has "lived all my
life in a closet and I'm going to stay
there" is also a testimony to Ettorre's
"inevitably developing lesbian consciousness." What convinced her to do
the interview with Lewis was the appearance of Anita Bryant and a new
McCarthyism on the horizon. "If you
get a McCarthy in there, even a closet
won't help you."
Ultimately, the lack of social theory

makes Sunday's Women disappointing.
If lesbianism forms a threat to society,
which Lewis says it does, it is only for

threat.

— hardly a

For Lewis, unlike

Ettorre, the

Women's

ment

one of several elements

just

is

Liberation

Move-

And

in the

end we are

The trend of the

eighties appears to be
toward a greater separation between rich
and poor, and diminuation in the size
and status of the middle class as it is
driven closer to the ranks of poverty by
inflation. It is the type of socioeconomic
trend that is least sympathetic toward

ideology), she does not have the resour-

minorities. In view of these realities,

ces to explain such a transformation

difficult to foresee

might be heading. When
she does touch on the subject of what
lesbians do for a living, it is only to conclude that many lesbians choose to live

culture will develop during the near

it

Such

glib

statements ignore the harsh economic

most

women

our society
and the particular economic position of
women who do not have access to the
salaries of husbands and male mates.
Ettorre's book, Lesbians,
E
realities for

in

M

Women and Society,

does, as

its title

suggests, put forward a theory for the

understanding of a developing lesbian
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left

with a question to which Lewis has no
answer:

and

oriented (constructing new values of self
and society within a liberation

at a subsistence level.

in

the transformation of a lesbian con-

economic underpinnings of social formation jmd change. So although Wolf
documents the change in lesbian consciousness from norm-oriented (reacting
to already existing norms) to value-

and where

me

reminded

that networks of friends (Lewis calls

fundamental

and

era,

stopped going to bars but gathered with
30-40 friends every Sunday evening to

sciousness.
also misses the material

—

her as a contending lifestyle

hence misses the dynamic of society.
It

and two major ques-

the 1969-70
study by the Kinsey Institute and
Marilyn Fleener's 1976 study. Such
topics as the importance of friendship
and networks of friends (including ex-

show and

a tradtition that

overgeneralizes, minimizes conflict,

women's

estly

homogenous and

fairly static society. It

it.

Unlike the other two authors, Sasha
Gregory Lewis is not trying to turn the
sow's ear of a PhD thesis into what the
publisher hopes will be the silk purse of
a book with a wide appeal. She writes
well and accessibly about contemporary

cerned all women, and will continue to.
Indeed, a society that understands lesbians as a social category separate from
women (a non-female, non-male gender
identity) is one able to contain and
derail the radicalness of lesbianism.
Here, fortunately, Ettorre as theoreti-

as

cording to Ettorre's interview and questionnaire data, lesbians also have a

to

American

from the personal

Ac-

tempts in this direction are to be
applauded.
In spite of the author's intentions,
Lesbians, Women, and Society is a book
for a feminist who is not impatient with
theory. What I have found fascinating,
others might find rarified to the point of
being annoying. Ettorre does give one
case study of a squatter community of
lesbians in London, England, but you
have to wait for the last chapter to get

Ettorre explicity criticizes and rejects.
Lesbian chauvinism forgets that the
history of the lesbian struggle has con-

the lesbian inevitably to cross the gap
to the political.

nevertheless on the frontier of
feminist theorizing about the relationship between sex and class. Any atis

1P5»^

how

it is

the lesbian sub-

future.

I'm either a grumpy academic or a
I would rather

feminist optimist, but

stick with the theoretical revolutionary

vision of Ettorre than the uncertainty of

Lewis.

I

would recommend

give Sunday's

Women

(after reading the chapter

you
mother

that

to your

"Lesbians

and the Law"), keep Lesbians, Women
and Society, and give The Lesbian

Community

to your least favourite

ethnographer.

Maureen

Fitzgerald
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Aspects of so-^'^o
a fiction
Contemporary Gay Art: An International Symposium. A performance by
John Greyson. Presented as part of an exhibition of contemporary art by A Space and
Aspects

of

the art gallery at Harbourfront

in

it

a 9^

o
ave

^

X^oK^

,Hq^^

conjunction

with Art Toronto 80. July 3-13, 1980.

Many

lacks a political framework.

women remember an

incident of sexual

abuse from their childhood, but the
simple telling of it is no longer all that is
necessary. What of the sexist social con-

What

ditions that created the seducer?

of the political climate of the courtroom
where the child is at the mercy of a
(probably) male coterie of judge, lawyers, and poUcemen? While a short
monologue cannot provide an elaborate
analysis, surely the sketch could suggest
some purpose more complex than a simple retelling.

On Sunday

dropped into Harbourfront's Warehouse 22 to see an exhibit of contemporary art and found:
Aspects of Contemporary Gay Art: An
International Symposium. The printed
programme indicates that Adrienne
Rich is reading poetry at 3 pm, Kenneth
Anger's "Scorpio Rising" is being
screened at 9, and Lou Reed is giving a
July 6

concert tomorrow night. The Village
People, Rainer Werner Fassbinder,
John Giomo, Pat Bond, Marie-Claire

Michel Ttemblay,
Edmund White, Judy Grahn, Craig
Russell, Havelock EUis, David Bowie,
Brian Eno, Gary Numan and Rita Mae
Blais, Allen Ginsberg,

Brown

— they're

all

reading, talking,

performing something. They're all supposed to actually be here? Why didn't I
know about this before? Wait a minute.
A news report interrupts the background music. John Greyson of CGAY
(a new gay Toronto radio station?) reports that Edmund White has been
turned back from the border for wearing an Aspects of Contemporary Gay
Art button, the Ontario Censor Board
has stepped in and appears to be trying
to stop the screening of Kenneth
Anger's film tonight and a group of socalled Christians called "Preserve the
Light" are outside the building protesting the

symposium on

hysterical/

moral grounds. IVhat the hell is going
on here anyway?
Throughout the afternoon the detailed

programme

for the

symposium

continues to be updated with

CELLED stamps

CAN-

for specific events.

Greyson continues to interrupt the
music with reports of increasing public
hostility to the whole programme, and
Harbourfront officials are trying to
have it stopped, moved out and forgotHarbourfront,

seems, is a place
for family entertainment, and our symposium offends.

ten.

it

Aside from my surprise that all this
has been organized and that there is so
much controversy, there is the added
difficulty of actually fmding any of the
events described in the programme or

commented on

in the

news reports.

it dawns. The detailed programme, the music, the contentious
news reports from CGAY and the symposium itself are actually a fiction, a

Eventually

clever piece of performance art that

hoped

sweep the crowd into a debate,
a gesture of support for or perhaps even
against the idea of the symposium. Interestingly enough, the part about Harto

bourfront's attempt to cancel the work
was not completely a fiction. Their real
attempt to censor the piece l>ecause of
its gay content was only put off by the
outrage of many of the other artists
whose work was being exhibited at the
same time. If Greyson's work went, so
did theirs.
Clever it was, but did it work? Not
nearly so well as my introduction may
have suggested. The concept of the performance was designed for a flea market setting where hundreds of ordinary
people wandered in and milled around
the space where the density of a large

crowd would have added

SEPTEMBER

The third monologue depicts a telephone conversation between two teenaged girls. Kelly makes the jump from

I

1980

to the confu-

childhood to adolescence convincingly.
Her accent is resonant with the extremes
and stereotypes of adolescence
with a

—

New York
CGAY's John Greyson provides on-the-spot news

and the fervor of audience

sion

reac-

'^^

reports.

mance

"*••

^*//

to explore the question of honjio-

and the draft

tion/participation. Harbourfront 's

sexuality

Warehouse 222

ennale in October.

is a grand cavernous
space well-suited to such a concept. Un-

fortunately the

many

at the Paris Bi-

Stephen

MacDonaldD

crowd was sparse and
were already in the
almost impossible to

in attendance

know, making it
build up the excitement and reaction
that Greyson's work needed.
Another problem was the contrast of
quality between the two props of the
work. The printed programme represented an excellent control of the medium.
It was impressive and on the surface, at
least, quite

^'9^e „^*''-

/>.

a convincing

compendium

of many of the major figures in contemporary gay art. Unfortunately it overshadowed the audio aspect of the piece.
There was much less control of the technology that provided the CGAY music
and news reports. They were very difficult to hear unless you stood directly
xmder one of the several speakers. The
result was that the minor prop (the progrjunme) became the statement while
the original intention (an exploration of
media manipulation of the crowd)
drifted off in indistinct audio signals.
A man of some sure talent and
thoughtful ideas about experimental art,
let's hope that Greyson has a larger audience and somewhat better control of
his technology when he uses perfor-

The world of school,
marks, friends and lengthy telephone
upbringing.

conversations that adults see, is juxtaposed with the real world of passions
and catastrophes that the young women
inhabit.

The

27th, 1980.

and

is

lyrical.

Pat Kelly's persona in the first two
sketches is that of a child. In "Courtroom Scene" the child has been sexually abused by a neighbour and is narrating the incident before a judge. She
tells her story in the unembarrassed,
straightforward manner of childhood.
The characterization is skillful and credible,

capturing the cadences, the non
and the unexpected emphases

sequiturs,

of a child's speech. The unfolding of
the graphic details of the rape becomes
all

the

more

horrible

when

set against

the gullibility and powerlessness of the

Though

child.

the

ability shines as she depicts the

and the

the narration

monologue

is

is

effective,

bravado

terror of street Ufe. Sexual ster-

eotypes are reversed as the activity of
"girl

an evening
of "choreographed poetry," of poetry
not read but performed. The combination of poetry and acting fits Pat Kelly
easily, and her performance is natural,
fluid,

comes
"In and Out

of the Fast Lane" Pat Kelly's acting

An Evening with Pat Kelly. The Pauline
McGibbon Cultural Centre, Toronto, June

Kelly

highlight of the evening

after the intermission. In

LitUe challenge

An Evening with Pat

and a Catholic school

style,

ing."

watching" becomes "cock watchThe sketch is exhilarating and

very funny.
Finally there is a series of poems
about love and self-expression. The poems are moving and eloquent and derive
much of their intensity from the poet's
effective presentation.

Pat Kelly

a good poet and an ap-

is

pealing performer.

Her method of comis successful and

bining the two talents

My dissatisfaction with the
evening stems from the fact that there is
little in the performance to disturb or
challenge the largely middle-class audience at the Pauline McGibbon Cultural
Centre. The subjects of the sketches
rape, feminism, alienation, love between women
require such a challenge. Pat Kelly is good enough to make
more demands of herself and her audioriginal.

—

—

ence.

Jean KowalewskiD

unsatisfactory in that

Hvju^H^i^H;

i.
•As part of their coverage of the Toronto Board of Education's debate over a
Uaison with the gay community, CBCTV did a very short overview of some
aspects of the city's gay conmiuntiy,
centering on Toronto's Lambda

Business Council. Aired for the evening
news on Friday August 1 , it treated the

growing and increasingly organized gay
business community as a regular news
item in a relatively positive way.
•CBC-^TV is also in the process of filming its first drama with obvious gay content. The story concerns a middle-aged
school teacher, married with a growing
family,

who

gay sex

in

begins to experiment with
an attempt to deal with a
previously repressed aspect of his personality. A crisis occurs when he finds
himself unable to help a tormented gay
student. The drama is scheduled for the
air early in 1981

work more

and

7"fiP will give the

detailed coverage at that

•Samois, a lesbian /feminist S/M support group, is currently seeking material
for a second edition of their book,
fVhat Color is Your Handkerchief: A

Lesbian S/M Sexuality Reader. They're
looking for short stories, fantasies,
journal excerpts, drawings, photos or
any such material. Contributors are
asked to send material with a self-addressed envelope to Samois, PO Box
3264, Berkeley, California, 94702,

•Q107 and The Green Thumb Players
will present a

— straight and gay — of young people.

The

script uses the actual

tre at the University

sues to
chives,
to,

women's isThe Women's Movement ArPO Box 928. Station Q, Toronrelate to

Ontario, Canada.

words of the

teenagers and promises a lively evening
for anyone interested in the issues of
youth.

•The

any materials that

— SMD

area teenagers, this musical deals with
the wishes, hopes, fears, and sexuality

time.

notes, letters, papers, images or

JUVE

production called

Lawrence Center in Toronto,
August 13-23. Based on the lives and
comments of three hundred Vancouver
at the St

•The Women's Movement Archives is
alive and growing. To accurately document the herstory of feminism and lesbianism, help is needed. Send old leaflets,

USA.

realistic and non-stereotypical images of
gay men and women. For further information write: Film Center (Production),
University of New South Wales, Box 1
Kensington, Australia, 2033.
•The city of Seattle, Washington, has
funded through its Summer Youth Employment Program the first Gay Youth
Summer Theatre Project. Sixten young
gay people calling themselves the It's
Just a Phase Players were hired to explore their experiences of being young
and gay and to transform these experiences into a theatrical production
called Lavender Horizons which will
run in Seattle from August 21-24.

Tertiary Education Research Cen-

of

New South

Wales has developed a series of very
short open-ended films, "triggers" designed to promote debate and discussion
about gay issues. Useful for any group
doing human relations training for the
helping professions, these short films

may

be a minor landmark

tional film genre.

in the

They present

educa-

valid.

Our contributors
Maureen Fitzgerald
thropologist

and writing

who
in

KowalewsM

tive of

is

Mart

member

Leslie

Briscoe,

A

in

is

Montreal

Sell Portrait"

recently in Exile

<s

a film

ol the collec-

Mary Meigs

writer living

at

Jean

a librarian in East

Androgyny bookstore

treal

IS

an an-

is

currently living

Vancouver.

York, Toronto

student and

IS

an

in

Mon-

artist

and

Her "Lily

appeared

Tom Waugh

director of the film

programme

Concordia University

m

Montreal
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ThelvoryTunnel
Gay Small Press by

&

Farewell to Fish

this column (and I
you're out there) will remember
that no Ivory Tunnel appeared last

know

been

England for three
lover, living in a house

in

months with my
full

of gay people, eating a

and

chips, investigating prehistoric

lot

of fish

stone circles and generally exploring.
News of the small presses has been but a

dim memory. We're back now, having
left

the benign English

summer

for the

pan of New York
books are here de-

hot, greasy frying

and several
manding attention.
City,

Young

Chips

Devoted fans of

issue. I've

Ian

Homogenic Love was published in 1895.
The trial of Oscar Wilde in the same
year led to the suppression of two of
Carpenter's other books by their publisher Fisher Unwin; Homogenic Love

had a limited

itself

circulation.

a

It is

general introduction to the whole question of homosexuality, and (in spite of
its

concession to contemporary preju-

Vacation
for the rest
of your life
for only

dice in trying to minimize the occur-

rence of the ultimate Victorian sin,
sodomy) still reads fairly well today.
Edward Hartley's Edward Carpenter
is a survey of Carpenter's Hfe and
career, published by the Sheffield City
Libraries. It is especially valuable for

per year

the photos of Carpenter and his col-

and lovers. It can be had for
$1 .50 from Gay's the Word, 66 Marchmont St, London, WCl, England.
Three new publications on children's

(for

leagues

sexuality:

both London Gay Activists

Alliance Submission to Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure ($2 from
Gay's the Word) and Corrupting Children are polemical pamphlets detailing
continuing oppression of both "mi-

nors" and gays

in Britain.

No

Sun
Sun

up to 4 people)

BAHAMAS

in

the

in

FLORIDA

Ski or Golf in
Golf
Ocean
Ski in

NEW HAMPSHIRE

&
in MYRTLE BEACH
COLORADO

address

or price are given for Corrupting Chil-

>^
Vacation pic: writer Ian Young and friend

Dan Diamond's poetry
columns, always enthusiastically. His latest pubUcation, a 50<t
pamphlet available from him at 208
88 St (Apt lA), New York, NY, was inspired by a book my own Catalyst Press
recently copublished, Dennis Cooper's
I've reviewed

in previous

W

Idols. Idols deals with the teenager as

and includes several poems to rock stars and young actors. Dan's book is called Idylls and
devotes itself with wit and affection to
erotic fantasy figure

six diverse

"older idols"

— Jesse

Owens, Jacques Cousteau, Alistair
Cooke, William F Buckley, Luciano
Pavarotti and Marlon Perkins:

me below deck
into his cabin. He removes my wetsuit
and dries me off with a towel.
He makes me drink a glass of brandy
and get into his bed. He covers me,
kisses my forehead, sits on the edge
Jacques leads

of the bed, opens a copy of 'Swann 's

Way'
to sleep.

Though naturalists are doubtful
about the Vicuna's future,
is

assured, thanks to

Marlon

and Mutual of Omaha.
Walter Perrie's By Moon and Sun
Canongate PubHshing, 17 Jeffrey
St, Edingburgh, Scotland) is a long
poem combining mythical allusions,

($9,

Scottish history,

Though

Marxism and love

a few passages have

little

Denneny was never

available to discuss

the project with me. Repeated queries

went unanswered.
Finally, six

months

later,

I

received a

not from Denneny himself but
assistant

who

said,

"Could we
think we

have your address please? I
have some material to return to you."
The initial "enthusiasm" had apparently dwindled away to this rude indifference. Accordingly, I went to publisher
number two. Crossing Press, which had
published my gay anthology, The Male
Muse. They accepted the book without
delay and are now typesetting it. Ention,

On The Line: The New Gay Ficwill appear early next year. An

announcement of the book and

icate eyelids

York gay magazine
Christopher Street announced that it
would be publishing an anthology of
short stories
to appear in October,
several months before mine. Michael
Denneny, the St Martins editor, who
held up publication of On The Line for
so long while his enthusiasm waned,
also just happens to be Associate Editor

/

offer to sleep

/

blue-

one of the best.
essayist and poet Edward
Carpenter (1844-1929) is one of the
great pioneers of gay liberation. Two
new booklets by or about him arc available. His own Homogenic Love is back
in print at $2 from Redundancy Press,
c/o Le Moal House, Stepney Way, London, England). First given as a lecture,
veined..."

is

The English

Call

222-0673
for details.

No obligation.

LOW-COST MINI-VACATIONS
qualify, you can check the resort of your choice
person through our subsidized Mini- Vacations. Check
these prices!
If

you

in

Examples
From 3 days/2 nights to 8 days/7 nights
Some

include air fare, accomodation £f transfers.
include food, golf, tennis, rental cars, saunas, etc.
All Mini- Vacations

$149.00 per person
$1 49.00 per person
$1 49.00 per jjerson
$349.00 per person
$300.00 credit on

Freeport
Myrtle Beacfi

New Hampshire
Colorado
Florida
'

plus annual
price based

membership fee.
on High Season In

New

double
double
double
double
air

Hampshire Other resorts are even

fare

less

Join before September 30th and
your Mini- Vacation could be
absolutely free!

it

power, overall it fails to make an impression. The opening passage of "Passionelle to Jonathan" beginning "Del-

tents

and the escalating
cost of hotel rooms-

inflation

through interval ownership.

anecdote on the ethics
of publishing. Some time ago I planned
to publish £m anthology of male gay
short stories. Michael Denneny, an
editor at St Martin's Press in New York,
claimed to be very enthusiastic about
pubUshing the book. I submitted a
selection of stories. And waited. And
waited. Though I've been a long-time
critic of the convention that one must
submit a manuscript to only one publisher at a time, I played by the rules. I
thought it seemed curious that Mr

titled

Find out how you can beat

City 10027.

Finally, a

from an

and

lyrics.

New York

call,

and reads me

my future

dren but details are available from E
Eagle, 27 Davenant Rd, Upper Holloway, London, England. Semiotext(e)
Special is given over to a forum on
man /boy love, with David Thorstad,
Kate Millett and Guy Hocquenghem
among the participants. It's $1 from 522
Philosophy Hall, Columbia University,

appeared recently

in

its

con-

GPU News.

Shortly after the announcement was
printed, the

New

—

of Christopher Street]

VACATIOISI ^^a^

\\

RESORTS %-.^

UNLIMITED
4 Finch

Avenue West,

^ffi^

Suite 20, Willowdale, Ontario
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Classifieds

TORONTO'S DISTINCTIVE NEW DOWNTOWN FILM CENTRE

• •*••

honest, meticulous, clean, gentle, deeply affectionate, sensitive, sincere. Interests include
opera, ballet, theatre, classical music, graphic

FRIENDS Jk
International

12

MERCER

ST.,

MAIN FLOOR, TORONTO, CANADA

A friendly,

LESBIAN FEMINIST S&M support group
has published 45-page booklet including articles on theory and politics, personal experience, reading list. $3.00 plain wrapper.
Samois No 2, PO Box 2364, Berkeley, Ca,
94702. Free hanky color code card for lesbians
i ncluded.

366-9777

• (416)

JJpstaic

Mississauga, Ont
ROMANTIC YOUNG GAY

relaxed, fully-licenced

sincere,

—

drinks and munchies. Upstairs
at the

Fare Exchange.

Toronto
31,

"^

female seeks
feminine-

slim,

sensitive,

YOUNG WOMAN

recently arrived

from

Europe, young and nice looking, slim, very
well educated, wishes to meet fine young

Canada

woman,

intelligent, sensitive for affectionate

Drawer C017.

THE
HOTEL

relationship.

VITH

love to play 'tour guide' to sights and bars.

T

lbs, fair skin,

soon?

I

ftirrcRCNCC

.

the city. Male, 33, 6'3",

much

red hair, affectionate,

would like to live in country. WiUing
work hard for room board Box 1 84, Stn F,
/

Toronto, Ont, Can

>•

.

M4Y

ITO.

LAUBERGE

SAUNA

T. v.-

SHOWERS

SAUNA

•1070 MacKaySt.lManlreaLPOH3G2Hi
514 878 9393

POxJC

^

.

L'ANDROGYNE

to publish

We
of

having

in

ad, but having the calls ring

Quebec

your

•866-2131

home

your

from

blocks

Trans-Canada.

just

Take

4

well-

deserved rest. I prefer well-proportioned men.
Phone Richard (403) 247-4461.

in

ARE YOU A REAL MAN:

invited.

self-assertive, in-

teUigent, masculine, extroverted, optimistic,

28-42?

Send

Drawer B965.

TRUCKERS AND TRAVELLERS:

or office.

Your enquiries are

50, 5'8", 170 lbs,

seeks friendship with man of 35 to 55 in
Alta or east BC. I am clean, honest, nonsmoker, no drugs, seek friend for permanent
Discretion assured, also exrelationship.
pectgd.

offer our clients the service

for a free flyer

I

am

30, 5'8", 140 lbs, well-endowed,

Looking for companion

energetic, sensitive.

and possible

Prefer a

lover.

WASP (however

not essential). Please have no personal hangups.

THE KEY CLAN
Canada's Leading
Swinger's Club
for adult couples and

Take it off.
let

Act nov/. Be ready for
the

summer

singles everywhere.
$3.00.

Details free.

The Key, Room 19,
PO Box 68, Station L,
Toronto, ON M6E 4Y4
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I'm very lonely

up

here.

VANCOUVER: YOUNG MALE, 24 yrs old,
5'7", 128 lbs, brown H and E, good job, serious

sun.

and

sincere, wishing to build a

Snap

ngful relation.

to

mean-

Drawer B995.

LOOKING FOR FRIENDS

a free consultation.

outdoor

You must have
temperament and compatible interests/attitudes.
Race, economic class,
schooling level, height, hair abundance /scarcity, 'endowment' are immaterial. Prefer age
elegantly simple lifestyle.

similar

Photo

ties.

Am

GAY MALE EUROPEAN

for discussion,

Own car and house. Phone
and photo appreciated. Drawer C(K)1.
ship and more.

39, 6'1",

I

en-

dling, sharing

4nd caring. If you share deOttawa area or would conplease get in touch. No prom-

sider visiting,

ises, just an opportunity to meet and give each other a
chance. Drawer C012.

Saskatchewan
REGINA: ATTRACTIVE,
age 35, would

like to

C020.

Southern Ontario
photography, working out, and is versatile
sexually, is looking for same or younger slim,

hunky stud for friendship, good sex
and good times. Send photo, phone and frank
letter stating preferences. Anywhere in Southern Ontario or Toronto OK. Drawer C002.
athletic,

ATTRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL
male, 35,

5'

10",

HAMILTON

smoker,

6',

50

lbs,

white

seeks young sensitive

— 26,

5' 10", 170 lbs, basically
needs to perform French,
receive Greek, please men. Please use me. I'm

passive,

loves,

also French passive, Greek active.

Brown

Be rough. Send
beard, hair, green eyes.
phone; discretion assured. Drawer B954.

28-YEAR-OLD,

6'3", 165

in music, hiking,

books, cycling, and open to

others, seeking friends in

with interests

lbs,

Hamilton region.

Drawer B977.
26, 6'3", slim,

brown

hair,

moustache, eyes blue, glasses, enjoys variety
of music, quiet evenings, some night life, antiques, plants, reading. Easygoing, super personality, honest, sincere, shy, wishes masculine, trim, sincere

replies

man

25-40 for possible relaassured,

Discretion

STUDENT, ATTRACTIVE,
moustache,

line,

all

serious

slim,

mascu-

answered. C015.

REFINED GAY MALE,

toronto«977-1868

1

and passive lover for lasting relationship.
Photos and letters returned. Drawer B943.

PAPA BEAR,

Drawer

well-hung

who loves travelling,

34, 6'2", 185,

swimmer,

tive,

professionally

discreet, nice guy
meet nice guys interested

in sports, cards, travel, literature, friendship.

electrolysis

and honesty.

attractive

scription, are in

Winnipeg, Manitoba

talking, outdoors, non-

In-

slim guy, 29, moustache, into soft touch, cud-

smoking, small
B998.

407

discreet.

squash. Anxious to

PROFESSIONAL MASCULINE

professional

St., suite

FRIENDLY,

meet other gays for fun times and hopefully
lasting friendship. Drawer B939.

,

siderate of others' needs for discretion.

tools,

origin, early 36,

seeks gay between 18 and 25 for sincere friend-

joy

happy people,

meeting on

First

Drawer C033.

Ottawa/Eastern Ontario

bruce

27 canton

possible.

if

neutral territory.'

tionship.

sharing fun and possible relationships, in
3 1 openly gay, but conKamloops area.
life,

gay community /culture

activities,

(not 'gay scene'), quiet times, orderly and

WELL-HUNG,

ious and sincere seeks friend, financially ser-

Established 1967.

Sample magazine

companionship.
Drawer B994.

i

Call for

Columbia

25-YR-OLD GAY male, new to Port Hardy,
BC, seeks gay men and women for

unwanted body hair
keep you in a shirt all summer.
Don't

Drawer C019.

British

Interests:

ATTRACTIVE, MASCULINE,

bi,

your private

using our telephone number

1217 Crescent

H3G2B1

Alberta
GRANDE PRAIRIE male,

telephone number.

Enfrangaisaussil

Montreal,

of not

—

Gay male, not
looking for a lover but sure is looking for fun
company.
Into music, camping, photoPhone Richard anytime at (403)
graphy.
668-3649 or write: 102 - 502 Wheeler,
Whitehorse, Yukon.

Have the convenience of placing
an ad with a telephone number
as well as the privacy

for children.

1980, like to write

with view to meet. Age no barrier. Me, EngDrawer
lish; you, Canadian, any colour.
B934.

WHITEHORSE, YUKON

BOOKSTORE
Gay, lesbian and
feminist literature
and non-sexist books

early 20's,

Yukon

Diplomat

LIBRARIE

Canada summer

visiting

JHi

humanist, politically left, non-traveller.
music (esp. classic, folk-rock),
movies, art, literature, human sciences,
religion, philosophy, 'current affairs,' some

tic,

terests: theatre, jogging,

non-camp, seeks same. Me: I-75M, 156 lbs,
auburn hair, green eyes. Into soccer, shorts,
denim, leather, music and freaky things. Re-

TELE.- DOUCHES

1070 Rue MacKdy^Monifsai
514 878 9393

playful, serious, pragmatic, romantic, theis-

MALE,

National
ATTRACTIVE WHITE MALE,

LAUBERGE

seeking friend(s)

and (if mutually desired) physical.
I'm 30, slim, not unattractive, healthy in mind
and body, social worker, gently masculine,

'

to give,
to

GWM

for sharing: emotional, intellectual, aesthetic,

detailed introduction, specifying our similari-

Call before you arrive. Dennis (703) 528-3947

170

Northern Ontario
MICHIGAN, SOO,

inexperienced, handicapped welcomed. Send

International
COMING TO WASHINGTON DC
HELP ME ESCAPE

Drawer C009.

20-40, small /average(/)muscular build. Shy,

aiiM;i'K

]{**•

preciation of the performing arts and to enjoy
quiet sensual times together.

spiritual

appearing female (16-20) for beautiful times
or possible relationship. Send phone, discretion assured. Drawer C032.

^w

lounge, perfect for after-show

honest,

arts, reading, travel, cooking, dining, fashion,
jogging, serious conversation. Seeks cultured
gay man as intense companion to share our ap-

under 30

in

5'

10",

Guelph

155,

area.

seeks friends

I'm

sincere,

generous, sensual, sexually flexible. Photo
appreciated. All replies answered. Drawer

COM.
34, well educated,

employed, moustache, non160

lbs,

attractive,

mature.

early 40's,

tall,

dark, attrac-

moustache. Very honest, sincere, under-

standing and discreet. Seeking: clean, shy,
slim, passive teddy bear, to cuddle and enjoy

out of town call collect

SEPTEMBER

1980

Enjoy quiet, romantic evenings, also
Must be sincere and
searching for a lasting relationship.
Your
photo gets mine. Drawer C029.
life

forward to our monthly sessions, each featurng a different wine. Drawer C028.

with.

the wild disco scene.

i

QUIET W/M, 32, 5'H", 158 lbs, average
looks and endowment. Enjoy movies, television, books, travel.
Seek slim, responsible
males for friendship and hopefully more.

Toronto
SHY INEXPERIENCED 28-YR-OLD

male,

6*0", 145 lbs, balding, bearded, blond hair.
Seeks well-hung muscular male with apart-

ment

for occasional

weekend encounters.

I

really dig guys who are into faded levis, western wear, construction boots or leather. Pa-

and instructionjjreferred. Discretion a
must. Send letter stating interests. Photo and
telephone number appreciated. Drawer B885
tience

.

DISCIPLINARIAN

ACCEPTING

applications from men needing old-fashioned,
'no-nonsense' strapping. Respectful letters
IS

from novices may be considered.
Stn K, Toronto, Ont. M4P 2V3.

Box

1014,

SEEKING YOUNG EDUCATED athletic top
man

(21-25), well-endowed,

to explore with

who knows how

RUBBER CLAD, DOMINANT,

muscular

Drawer B930.

DOCILE MAN, 40, is looking for strong man
(preferably older) to use the school strap on his
own strap!) Drawer B932

GOOD-LOOKING SLIM MALE

.

seeks

men
OK.

submissive

C027.

here anymore?

Sincere male, 32, 6', 185 lbs, self-employed
career conscious, yet romantic and

and

seeks mature companion
34-45 for friendship, outings and possibly

understanding,

Prefer sincere, honest
romantic, affectionate and
stable.
Physical features not important.
Discretion expected and assured.
Drawer
serious relationship.

who

person

is

C018.

SUBMISSIVE MASCULINE GWM,

24,

seeks athletic uniformed cop 25-40. Myself:
5'10", 165, BR/BR, 6 1/2" cut. Into handcuffs, boots, belts,

French passive and butch

Legitimate cops only, please.

Ab-

Photo, phone desired.

solute discretion.

male, 41, well-hung. Write if you crave rubbery leather, B/D, gags, boots, J/O, W/S,
Greek.
Limits respected.
Other rubber
dominants for sharing male and female slaves.

hands. (Victim has

DOESN'T ANYONE LOVE

buddies.

(416) 444-4032.

it.

NoS/M, B/D.

Discretion assured.

Drawer C016.

who

writers,

are

more

what lies between one's ears than
that which lies between the lower extremities?
Who are willing to let the physical aspect grow
out of a mutual need for nourishing and sharing, and even forego that intimacy if the
interested in

stimulation

is

simply intellectual? Who are
at creating a relationship?

work
Drawer COl 3.
willing to

over 21.
Bi, gay,
Novices welcome,
especially dig athletes and body builders, but
all answered. Discreet. Drawer B949.

ASIAN MASTER WANTED by a goodlooking W/M. You should be aggressive, into

MASCULINE MALE,

perience.

docile,

married

straight,

25, seeks honest

com-

panion, 23-30, for friendship. Discretion assured, expected. Definite cuddler. Loyal and
sincere.

Drawer

C(X)3.

ASIAN FRIEND
w/m,
Enjoy

sought by quiet, discreet

Not

35, 145 lbs.

into bars, disco, baths.

Looking for

theatre, art, home-life.

sincere, considerate individual to age

40 with

similar interests. Reply with address or

number.
Photo appreciated
Drawer C006.

phone

possible.

if

endowment

less

important than what's inside). W/M, 42,
young, 5'6", 140 lbs, masculine looking,
salt/pepper

hair/beard,

very

affectionate,

cuddly, sincere, great sense of humour, fun,

independent, love

N.Y.C., dining, quiet

arts,

times, have great friends but need your love/

Finished promiscuous rela-

affection /trust.

me from

tionship and need you to save

bar scene.

Let's try,

bath/

no obligation. Drawer

SENSUAL, SLIM, TANNED BLOND,
lbs,

young

letter /photo if possible.

phone and address.
Drawer coil.

full

fill

both

my

can use

my ends.

body.

One who

Prefer blacks 30 to

50, gay, bi, hetero, married.

Big, well-built

—

good, but looks not important
person is.
Other ages, races welcome. Mutual interests
will surface as we get to know each other. Pics,

phone numbers appreciated, reciprocated but
not immediately necessary. Drawer C005.

BLOND MALE,

40,

140

lbs,

seeks sincere

Asian or Filipino for meaningful relationship.
Age unimportant Not into bar or bath scene.
Phone and photo appreciated. Own car and
apt. Drawer B983.

DOCILE MAN,

40, 6 feet tall, medium build
needs occasional rugged strapping
and/or whipping. Prefer tall, older, well-built
man with private dungeon, but would aplbs),

preciate this necessary treatment

perienced master. Phone
requested.

from any ex-

number

respectfully

Drawer B990.

TRANSVESTITE,
Phone number

30's,

can pass as a woman.

preferred. D.S.,

A, Toronto, ON,

M5W

Box 873, Stn

1G3.

ART, MUSIC, THEATRE,

ideas,

quiet,

radical, intuitive, rational, Taurus, fall, trim,

tender, texture, complexity, career make me.
Now at that point in life where I recall the

poet's words:

'The force that through the
green fuse drives the flower, drives my green
age.'

You?

self to share

IF
ly

Replies to those

who

risk a little

something deeply. Drawer C03I

YOU ARE HOSPITABLE, convivial,

.

fair-

knowledgeable about wine, you are invited
group of gay men who meet monthly

to join a

homes of members. Wc all enjoy wine,
cheese and pleasant conversation and look
in

SEPTEMBER

1980

all

Send
with

Discretion assured.

WHITE MALE, 31, clean shaven, reasonably
well-built,

Would

Many

professional.

interests.

meet clean shaven, masculine
gays in late 20's.
Replies from nonCaucasians welcome. Drawer COIO.
like to

naturalist,

non-smoker, cuddly, brown-eyed, sexy little
bugger, into both night life and nature, wants
to exchange wit, touch and lodging with rural
friend, also like-minded urbans.

Jim,

Box

873, Stn A, Toronto.

MATURE MAN seeks companion for dining
out, going to concerts, plays

and movies, and

good conversation. Sex not the
553,

Don

Mills, Ontario,

WHITE MALE,
brown

object.

Box

M3C 2T6.

1
use

it.

What you say

up to you, but be positive about yourself rather than
negative about others. Phrases like "no fats or fems," or "no Blacks"

are insulting.

is

fSP does

Restrictions?

not print insults.

A few — not ours, but the Criminal Code's.

It

is illegal

anyone of the same sex under the age of 21, to have
sex with more than one person at a time regardless of their ages, or to
solicit for the purposes of prostitution. Word your ad accordingly
to have sex with

—

Answering? If you want replies directly, you'll have to put your address or phone number in your ad. If you want more privacy, we'll
assign your ad a drawer numt>er, collect the replies, and forward them
to you once a week. The charge for this forwarding service is two dollars per ad per issue.
Answering someone else's ad is easy too. Just put your reply in an
envelope, and address it as in
postage
the diagram at right. Office staff
txrt
do not open any mail with a
The Body Polltic/Classilieds
Box 7289. Station A
drawer number on the envelope.
Drawer.
Toronto. ON
Your unopened letter will be forM5W 1X9
warded within the week.
So start writing. The amount in the box when you reach the last word
of your ad is the amount you owe. Business ads cost more: see below.

s

^

1

S4

$*

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

U

$4

$4

$4

**

1

$4

$4

1

S4.20

$4.40

$4.60

$4.80

$500

J

$5.20

$5.40

$5 60

$5 80

$6 00

S

M.20

$6.40

$6,60

$6 80

S7.00

S7.20

$7.40

$7.60

$7 80

$8 00

B

t8 20

$8.40

$8.60

$8 80

$9 00

5

$9.20

$9.40

$9.60

$9.80

$1000

S

$10.20

$1040

$1060

SI080

$11 00

$11.20

$11 40

$11 60

$11 80

$1200

30, 5'10", with blue eyes,

hair, university educated, interested in
sensitive, interesting, at-

man of similar age

possibly to develop a closed relationship with.
Please, sincere men only need reply. Only re-

spectable photos appreciated. Drawer C025.

AM A STUDENT

moving to Toronto this
fall. 1 am 22, 75 kg/ 185 cm and enjoy: cycling,
John Klemmer, rain, Japanese cuisine, grey.
I

New York, walking. Roots, Commerce Court,
and

daffodils. I dislike: smokers, loud music,
bar queens, orange, humidity, french fries,
and hydrangea. I would like to hear from
others with similar passions. Hopefully this is
more than a sex ad. Photos appreciated.

Drawer C024.

.

(170

am docile.

I

Will answer

tentive, attractive yet lonely

Friendly, sincere,
Needs steady strong bull as

who

close friend

show you how if no ex-

6',

— late 30's.

quiet, discreet.

can

will

be exciting.

meeting a masculine,

C007.
150

S/M, W/S,
It will

we'll

Allix

CITY-BOUND (DOWNTOWN)

WANTED: MONOGAMOUS MASCULINE
aggressive lover (age, looks,

trying

Need a roommate? Looking for a sex partner? Got something to sell,
trade or exchange? Bored with your boa? TBP classifieds can find you
a new home, a hot night, a job, a house cleaner, a replacement for that
tedious reptile — just about anything. Use your imagination — if we
don't have the category to cover your needs, think up a new one and

we reserve the right to alter or refuse any ad.

ARE THERE ANY PAINTERS,
musicians, sculptors out there

IBPCUiBIIDS

1

AM TURNED ON and easily dominated by

husky, clean shaven guys, esp. blacks and
Asians. I'm interested in exploring B/D (but
not S/M) with right person. I'm white, early
30's. clean shaven. Drawer C023.

1

$12 20

$1240

$12 60

$12 80

$13 00

STUDENT WISHES OLDER

gentleman to

1

$1)20

$1)40

$1) 60

$13 80

$14 00

help financially as well as emotionally, college
in September.
Will help finance myself but
need extra support, place to live.
Drawer

2

>>4 20

$1440

$14 60

$14 80

$1500

C022.
lot

ii

$6

If

more tpacr

ii

n«rO

issues.

in

QUIET, FRIENDLY prof, male,

Id

38. wishes to

share furnished two-storey apt. in historic
south end with same. Must be honest, clean
and self-supporting. Serious inquiries only.
after

Total enclosed

1

6pm.

Deadlines: Next Issue

/

DCh eque/ money order enclosed

Namf

Char gcmy

I'M A SERIOUS STUDENT again, needing
accommodation in Sutton, sharing house or

Card no._

starling early Sept.
I'm 26. positive,
quiet, lithe, active, cleancut, not a neai freak.

H

City

.

)

— Septemt er 12: November Issue — October 10

Sutton. Ont
apt.

businru«s

ni. usT a

Halifax

Phone Bob 4227235

»
amounu
Minimum
5
tfciinn for
M Ad to run
n
m Drawer number required. (Ac $2 per ad per issue.
Bu«in«s ads. multiply above
of over $4) by chrer
cbarff
srpvaic »h«i and charge 20< »ord. 60c ^ord (or butinrun

HOMES

.

Codr

L

JVisa IJMastcrchargc

Expclate

THE BODY

POLITIC/37

after universal acceptance of the germ theory
of disease, it is appalling that every individual is still not being
taught the significance of the role of personal hygiene in the
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases.
Current attitudes (including group male-female and same-sex
activities) require that each participant wash away those acquired
and one's own germs and secretions, before and after sex contact,
in protection of one's self and of one's sex partner(s).
An important health factor is remembering the lower digestive
tract as a source of infectious germs including those which may
cause nongonococcal urethritis in the male and vaginitis in the
Here are some highlights from our widely acclaimed
female.
booklet (Available in Spanish; soon in Japanese)

Almost 100 years

—

THE NEW
VENEREAL DISEASE PREVENTION
FOR EVERYONE

2:

into urinary

opening.
Rinse.
sting).

the lower digestive
tract may be transmitted from the rectum during certain sex activities. Among the dangerous germs present may be the virus
which causes hepatitis, and parasites which cause gastrointestinal disorders if they enter the mouth (anal-oral route).
The mucous membranes of the genito-urlnary system are
highly susceptible to infection by some of these germs from the
rectum. For example: As a result of careless wiping from rectum
toward vagina by the female after toilet, germs are easily spread to
the vagina where they may cause infections, and from which they
may be transmitted during vaginal, as well as rectal, intercourse.
Therefore, females must not wipe In the direction of rectum to
vagina
Personal hygiene before and after sex can be greatly aided by
the bidet, a low bathroom fixture, designed to facilitate washing for
disease prevention and proper cleansing after toilet. Not everyone,
unfortunately, has been adequately informed as to the advantages
of the bidet; it is not found, for instance, in homes or hotels in the
United States, whereas in many parts of the world it is widely used
and significant to personal hygiene. Good hygiene requires careful
washing of genital and rectal areas before and after sex.
in

—

also about
The significance during treatment of no sex contact which may
spread the disease, and particularly during treatment for urethritis,
no alcohol which may irritate the GiU system, delaying cure. The importance of a follow-up visit to the physician to see if
ment is required. For the sexually active male
the commercially
available germicidal preparation (Sanitube* ) for use after intercourse to prevent gonorrhea and syphilis. For the sexually active
female
certain commercially available vaginal contraceptive
foams, creams, suppositories and jellies, which also have germicidal properties that may prevent VD.

—

further treat-

—

Send your tax-deductible [for U.S. citizens only] contribution
copy (quantities available.) Help us educate the public.

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE
PREVENTION OF VD, INC.
335

BROADWAY

NEW YORK, NY
38/THE

BODY -POLITIC

PO

Box

Oklahoma, 74501. Will
respond with anyone at anytime.

cor-

BROGIE,

10013

Box 45699,

151-589,

Lucasville, Ohio, 45699, age 25, Leo,

FEMALE STUDENT MOVING

Toronto
in the middle of August.
Will do light
housekeeping in exchange for room and
board. I have four years of caretaking and
cooking experience. B944.

DON MILLS-EGLINTON.

107128,

97, McAlester,

DAVE GOSLIN, No

Toronto
to

Middle-aged

has 3-bedroom apartment to
share with clean shaven companionable student or employed youijg male. Non-smoker.
professional

only please.

calls

Apach and
and

answer every

will

1/2
honest friends
with an open

Want

1/2 French.

letter

heart!

IM

AM 26, and

I also have a friend who is the
have both been in prison for
over a year and have not received very much
mail from the outside. It is a lonely feeling indeed to feel that you are alone in this world
with no one to care about you It does not matter what age or race, as we will correspond with

same

age.

We

anyone willing to write
149-314,

PO Box

Moore, No
London, Ohio 43140;

us. Stanley

69,

renovated older low-rise buildings, modern
kitchens, cable, laundry. Bachelors $245 /mo

Chester Roberts, No 154-119,
London, Ohio 43140.

PO Box

up, one-bedrooms $325 /mo up.

LONELY PRISONER SEEKS

outside cor-

ly

Church,

Carlton-

Wellesley-Sherbourne.

Days

923-GAY-O.

THREE MAD FAGS

respondents.
151-791,

with lease

end of

till

March

are looking for roommates to live cooperatively. Ryerson area, rent $165, food kitty, laundry, big house. Phone 977-4706

THIRD PERSON

to share three-bedroom
apartment. High Park near subway. Fully furnished except available bedroom October 1
We are one female and one male, both straight
platonic friends, who Hke gay people and have
gay friends. Looking for a mature responsible
third to be our friend and roommate. Call
766-2400 evenings
ask for Lorraine or

COSY TWO-BEDROOM

germs which are always found

Men and Women: Laarn

WAYNE

KIRK

PO

Rick

43216.

AM

1
AN INDIVIDUAL, 1 am myself and I
wear no mask. I wish to meet people who feel
they can comfortably smile and be themselves
in communicating with me. Write Olander
Hudson No 1 48- 1 63 PO Box 5 1 1 Columbus,
Ohio, USA 43216.
,

,

,

A FULL SERVICE
MEN'S BATH
OPEN 24 HRS. A DAY

^

for a

third floor flat to

share at $160 /month with an independent,
humorous, sharing person. Drawer

•LOCKERS •ROOMS
•STUDENT RATES
•DRY-WET STEAMS
•DISCO SOUND SYSTEM
•GIANT TV SCREEN

together,

C004.

APARTMENT TO SHARE
Clair

Own

69,

Weddell, No
Box 511, Columbus, Ohio, USA

Write

—

SOME ASPECTS OF PERSONAL
HYGIENE FOR MALE AND FEMALE

Infectious

Ed-

Peter.

Extended exposure or delay before washing diminishes the effectiveness of this preventive measure. Washing is doubly important since even in the absence of syphilis and gonorrhea, other sexually transmitted germs can cause infections such as NGU (nongonococcal urethritis) or NSU (non-specific urethritis).
If
lubricants are involved in the sex act, use watersoiuble
f>reparations that will wash away. Do not use an oil base that will
eave a film to trap the germs.
NOTE: The foreskin that covers the head of the penis may trap
germs which can cause infections. Therefore, special attention
should be given to washing the uncircumcised penis. When vaccines against gonorrhea and syphilis will have been developed, personal hygiene will remain necessary to prevent other sexually
transmitted diseases. For example: A gonorrhea vaccine will not
prevent approximately half of the reported cases of male urethritis
which are not gonorrhea.
3:

collect
St,

DOWNTOWN APARTMENTS — Tasteful-

WASH BEFORE SEX FOR HYGIENIC PURPOSES.
IMMEDIATELY AFTER INTERCOURSE:
a bit of soft mushy soap

A

1N8.

961-6896, evenings

Soap genitals working

95

-

Evenings, 429-0428.

Careful washing after sex will reduce the possiblity of catching
VD. The germs that cause syphilis and gonorrhea, as well as some
other sexually transmitted diseases, are sensitive to soap and
water.

PAGE

T5G

1220

.

THE SEXUALLY ACTIVE MALE

Repeat procedure.
Then urinate (which may

monton,

Phone Bob
1

Rent negotiable, serious

Personal Hygiene is Significant to VD PREVENTION and Good
Health. Not to teach washing before and after sex activitie^s to encourage the spread of sexually transmitted diseases.

PAGE

easygoing and amiable.
(403) 488-4906 or write

with man, St
and Yonge. Prefer professional person.
bedroom and bath. Share living, dining

rooms, library-study, kitchen

203AACgregorst.

(2 fridges, 2
Balcony, graciously furnished. Near
subway, park. $200/mo, share phone, parking extra. Call David, 962-0884, 7-8am or
10:30-midnight weekdays, or weekend mornngs until 10am, or write Drawer C030.

PRISONER, 28, 5' 10", 160 lbs, blue eyes,
Scorpio, seeks correspondents. Replies promised to all who take the trouble to help alleviate

DUFFERIN-ST CLAIR:

boredom and

ovens).

i

rent,

furnished

room

to

$40/wk, to gay male, good for student.

Use of kitchen. Call evenings 653-9471

Ph.

loneliness. Share a little sunshine with this gay brother locked in the loneliest place in the world. Roger D Stafford, No

Oklahoma

103767,

31-YR-OLD PROFESSIONAL male

seeks

same

586-7594

Box

97, McAlester,

to share luxurious 2-bedroom flat in
Rosedale. Rent includes: hydro, cable T.V.,

27-YEAR-OLD PRISONER,

own

guitar and loves to sing,

and basin, cleaning,

toilet

free use of

laundry facilities, air conditioning, automatic
dishwasher and broadloom throughout.
Phone: 922-4888.

MCGILL STREET, CENTRAL.

Woman

wanted to share large house with three women.
Renovated, air-conditioned. Parking, laundry facilities. $200/mo plus
977-0369.

Phone

utilities.

from outside. Verlin

Box

74501.
artist

shared accommodation with mature working
male. My place (Sheppard-Leslie) or yours?
Call 222-8045.

HOUSE TO SHARE with your own bedroom.

who plays

would welcome letters

Alsyst,

5500, Chillicoth, Ohio,

No

157-454,

PO

USA 45601.

LONELY MASCULINE prisoner also imprisoned in deep loneliness. Help to free this
gay individual. All sincere people write.
Possible lasting relationship. Bob Dennis, No
143-506, Box 69, London, Ohio 43140.

LONELY GAY PRISONER,

GAY DIVORCED MALE, 32, with son seeks

PO

State Penitentiary,

OK, USA

22 yrs old,

would appreciate hearing from a sincere and
open-minded person, with the possibility of
companionship upon my release.
Jack
Crawford, No 157-268, PO Box 69, London,
Ohio 43140.

S12S/mo available immediately. 2 minutes
away from bus stop in Scarborough. Call
298-461

1

before 3 or after

1 1

FOUR LEFT-WING GAYS
flfth

person

munal

who

is

looking for a

well-organized, into

com-

cooking, political
would enjoy living in a

responsibilities,

discussions,

downtown

and who

collective house. 921-6044.

ICCr Main Street

Vancouver
QUIET, FRIENDLY

comfortable, furnished one-bedroom apartment to share in Vancouver's West End, as of
September 1 Prefer non-smoking gay or les.

bian student. Rent $130/mo.
welcome. 687-3367 for details.

Non-whites

not and

if

A NOTE TO PRISONERS who wish

to have

pen pals — Metropolitan Community Church
offering a pen pal service to men and women
through the church's prison

prisoners
ministry.

Granby

The address

St.

Toronto

is

M5B

would

friends,

lift

like
this

E. Taylor,

Prison Ministry, 29

1H8.

without family or
hear from some

to

burden from

No

45699, Lucasville, Ohio,

you appreciate
If
the art of correspondence, let me hear from
you. Ernest Dupont, 11 IB Jefferson Ave.
Toronto, Ont M6K 3E4.

is

LONELY PRISONER,
Norman

SINCERITY, SIMPLICITY — are they merewords to you?

4S9«6t33

person(s) to

LETTERS
ly

Wlnnlpes

white male, 24, has

my

148-594,

heart.

PO

Box

USA 45699.

LONELY PRISONER soon to be released in
search of sincere, serious and honest companion.

All interested in a lasting relationship

Frank E. Specie,
London, Ohio 43140.

please write.

Box

69,

No

147-903,

IT IS QUITE LONELY and frustrating not
having any meaningful communication with
the outside world. I'm 25 yrs old, black hair,

brown eyes, 6'2", 175 lbs. Out in 11 months
but would appreciate letters: John D
Williams, No 156-948, PO Box 511, Columbus. Ohio 43216.

SEPTEMBER

1980

LONELY PRISONER

would like to hear
from some interesting people. Must be open
and honest about themselves. 23 years of

Edward Levi
London, Ohio

age/br hair/blue eyes/5'6".
Davis,

No

43140,

USA.

144-396,

PO Box 69,

GAY MALE, 39, 5'8", tall, brown hair, hazel
eyes, wishes to correspond with

any gay males

care to write. Age or race make no difference. Please enclose stamp when writing.
Ray Barker, No 13910, PO Box 14-9-6, Boise,

who

Idaho, 83707,

USA.

PRISONER SEEKS LETTERS
side.

Blond, 21

from the out6'2'*, would like

yrs, 175 lbs,

know

to try getting to

153-266, PO
Lucasville, Ohio, USA 45699.

No

Brandt,

Daniel T.

a penpal.

1-800-432-7999, ext 499), or write Key West
PO Box 1208. Key West,
Florida. 33040 for our new directory and map

Business Guild,

London,

in

England, self-catering holiday flatlets, twinbedded, separate kitchen, located inner London. From $48 (Can) per person per week.
Write: Michael Browning, 19 Grosvenor
Road, Chiswick, London W44EQ.

NIAGARA FALLS,

—

Ontario

Overnight

accommodation. 4465 Simcoe Street at
St Clair Avenue, L2E 1T7. For information
and reservations phone 358-8209.

•

announce the opening

Box 45699,

^

$4EACH(5for$15)
BE UNDERSOLD

Toronto,

Personalized Communications

I

We

YOUTHFUL AND PRESENTABLE profes-

Street East

man in Saskatoon area seeks interesting
young man for escort services. Looks are important but so is ability to converse. Good

ON M5B1G5

pay. Photo

if

•special advertising

possible with details. Everyone

author to

•no

OPENLY GAY PSYCHOTHERAPIST,
couple counselling, also sexual
dysfunction counselling. Confidence guarindividual,

Registered massage therapist availEugene Allen Schoentag, 524 Bathurst,

anteed.
able.

967-0272.

Richard Lacroix, B.
A personal interpretation

Comm, R.M.T.
maggase therapy
967-9195

of

by appointment

ATTRACTIVE EXPERIENCED

white male

offers satisfying body-rub at $25 /hr.

Call

Chris, 485-1290.

Gay Counselling

will

I

provide the old novels as a

framework, but have no time to put into
rewriting them. I offer you a joint by-line and
50% of any income derived from the project.
You must be capable of working on the project
without income until it is sold to a publisher,
and of taking the risk that it might never sell. I
have had many non-fiction books published
by major pubhshers. but not fiction, so while I
do have publishing industry contacts there are
the obvious problems of a first major fiction
sale. Box 5474, New York, NY 10163.

OIHER
National
GAY GUY, 28, TALL, well-established, seeks
girl

for marriage.

Clinic

GAY FATHER.

32. with 10-yr-old son seeking legal convenience of marital arrangement

Professional lesbian and gay social
workers, psychologists and psychiatrists

masculine male,
35,
meet slim bi or gay female
30-38. Interests include tennis, photography,
dancing, gardening. Let's fulfil mutual, regu-

on a regular

would

community. People
legal skills are

lar

BI

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING

or

group

GAY ART RUBBER STAMPS.

Provocative
and amusing. Send for free catalogue to: Impressions Unlimited, PO Box 3246, San Fran-

CA94119.

A

Workshop

for Gay Men
day of self-awareness and
exercises for
personal growth

—

and

relaxation, energy release

— movement,

exploring feelings

massage, meditation.

Canada's oldest penpal club
for gay men.

GAV
mAT£l
Members

Led by Richard Lacroix, R.M. T.
and Ian Lumsden, Ph.D.

across

Canada

and the U.S.

MALE SEEKS FEMALE

companion

for

Pre-registration, $20. 00

P.O. Box 3043b, Saskatoon
Sask S7K 3S9

Call 967-9195 or 921-6947

SALE

B942.

Classes

Attention

SPIRITUAL AND BODY DEVELOPMENT
Zen and the art of
University professor, 30, would
like to meet other seekers of higher orders for
co-operative teaching group. Drawer C008.
Gurjieff, Alexander,

Wrestling

-

LOCKER ROOM • HARDWARE • CUM
RUSH • CRYPT • BOLT • HI-BALL

lesbian mothers
who have conceived
artificial

DISCO-MAGIC • BAN-APPLE
BANG • BLACK-SAC

by

insemination:

Toronto.

LETTERS UNLIMITED.

Exclusive.
Pen /Letter Club for gay people. Write: L.U.,
PO Box 271 Kclowna BC CanVlY7N5.

Would

like to buy record book, new or used,
kept by schools to maintain record of strap-

Usual sources (school supply houses)
Any information appreciated.
Drawer B985.
useless.

HIKERS, CANOEISTS, SKIERS, outdoor
who arc interested in organizing trips

people

renting chalet, please call (416)

— Toronto.
WEST —
forever

921-6947

It's

summer on

AMERICAN MANANA ISLAND.
1-800-327-9191,

Wanted
Share your experience with others

who have had

or

would

pings.

TRAVEL

SEPTEMBER

363-8681

and friendship. I'm 31. attractive. 5'8".
135 lbs, flexible on the level of relationship.
Photo appreciated. Will answer all. Drawer

—

Other

free

your personal requirements

sex

therapy by a gay therapist, trained in
Discover yourself
humanistic psychology.
and how to get more out of life. Contact
Cedar Debly, 669-4579.

KEY

discuss

and companionship

obligations

social

Child welcome. Discreet, honest and
sincere. Drawer B968.

Vancouver

maybe

like to

needs.

977-9835 after 7 p.m.

this fall,

Drawer

C021.

also needed. Please leave a message at

cisco.

it.

GOOD-LOOKING. SLIM,

basis to build a professional counselling

and

We would be pleased to

A

with gay female. Let's talk about

with administrative

•low rates

calls

Any race, anywhere.

Toronto

of Toronto:

service for the gay

•Telex service

Drawer B929.

Wanted by the

•mailing address

of a Mary Renault book or The Front
Runner, then I definitely want to hear from

gay/bi

to volunteer as therapists

•appointment service

on

limit

numbers

sitivity

you.

Toronto

•reminder service

available

modern novel for publication by a regular,
trade publisher. If you can write with the sen-

SERVICES

•24 hrs., 7 day a week
•Call-forwarded lines

pornographic

some years ago is seeking corewrite them into an acceptable

novels published

BILL, from Bob.

•wake up service

service

AUTHOR OF TWO SHORT

for your friendship a.nd help.

•Jhained, tactful operators

Drawer

Confidence assured.

answered.
C026.

(416)977-4718

HAPPY BIRTHDAY,

offer our clients:

sional

Wholesale inquiries invited

Thanks

\I

Service

or contact (416) 977-1605.

RLS Management
66 Gerrard

a

resourceful office

•

of Toronto '5 ultimate

The

Gay Rights in Ontario requires

manager with office skills
and a good knowledge of the gay community
and the political structure in Ontario. Fulltime position $ 1 75 / wk on a contractual basis.
Interested women and men should send
resumes to: Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario, Box 822, Stn A, Toronto, ON MSB H8

BANG
HARDWARE

WE WILL NOT

We are pleased to

T

TT

WANTED: OFFICE MANAGER.

RUSH

SERVICE

tourist

Coalition for

LOCKER ROOM

DIPLOMA T
TELEPHONE

.

HOLIDAY ECONOMICALLY

ext

1980

499

(in

Call

the
toll-

Florida.

STAINLESS STEEL

front,

wood

Ideal

for

home.

top,
trim, 9' long, 18" wide,

small bar,

restaurant,

Immaculate condition.

967-9309.

padded
45" tall.

studio or

$200.

Call

TBP

have

is

MINIMUM ORDER — 5 FOR $14 95
OR MATCH) PLUS $1 50 POSTAGE

(MIX

plan-

ning a teature on attitudes and access
to A! tor lesbians in

For Sale
BAR.

children by this means.

like to

tiality

Canada. Conliden-

guaranteed. Contact Fay Orr or

Chris Bearchell c/o Box 7289, Station
A, Toronto,

ON

M5W

(416)977-6320.

1X9, or

call

NUMBERS
AVE S.W CALGARY.
ALBERTA T2R 002

215-11

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES

THE BODY

INVITED

POLITIC/39

The Community Page is a listing of lesbian and gay
in Canada and Quebec which primarily direct
themselves toward alleviating or struggling against
gay oppression. It includes: democratically constituted organizations, cooperatively run clubs and
community centres, bookstores which sell gay and
feminist literature, and non-profit gay periodicals.
Organizations wishing a listing, or a revision of information presently listed, should contact: The Body
Politic Community Page,
Box 7289, Station A,

CommunityPage

groups

GSEARCH Youth Group, c/o SEARCH, 28-448
Seymour

V6B3H1.

Box 48903,
GSociety for

V7X

Bentall Centre,
Political

Action for

(604) 876-2674.

ALBERTA
DCamp

women and men),
231 1-17A St SW, T2T 2S4.

181 (a social club for

c/o Eleanor, no 3,
Ph: (403) 245-2336.
QDignity/Calgary, Box 1492, Stn T, T2H 2H7.
Ph: (403) 269-7542 or 282-0574 (evenings only).
nG«y Academic Union, Student Clubs, MacEwan
Hall, Univ of Calgary, T2N 1N4.
DGay Information and Resources Calgary (GIRO,

MPO, V6B 3W2

Old Y Bldg, Suites 317-323, 223 12 Ave SW,
T2P 0G9. Ph: (403) 264-391 1 Information and
.

counselling Mon-Fri, 7-10 pra. Socials, discussion

month.

D Need-Crisis Line,

Ph: (604) 386-6323, 24 hrs a
day, for gay info.
University of Victoria Gay Focus, Student Union
Bldg, U of Victoria, Box 1700, V8W 2Y2.

GWAVES,

Box

Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee,
237, Stn E, V8W 2M6.

MANITOBA

Box 2715, Stn M, T2P 3C1.
DGay Yonth Calgary, Box 1 133, Stn M, T2P 2K9.
Meets Thurs, 8 pm, Rm 319, 223 12 Ave SW.
DIntegrity:

Box

Gay Anglicans and

1492, Stn

T,T2H

their friends,

c/o

2H7.

D Lesbian Friendship, Box 6093,

Stn A. Ph: (403)

238-0140, evenings.

Stn D,

T2P 2G2.

Ph: (403) 277-4004. Services
Sundays at 1 1 :30 am at Backlot Theatre.
DParents of Gays and Lesbians, c/o CIRC,
Box 2715, Stn M, T2P 3C1. Ph: (403) 252-8727.
DWomyn's Collective, c/o GIRC, Box 2715,
Stn M, T2P 3C1. Ph: (403) 267-3098.

D Dignity /Edmonton, Box 53, T5J

2G9.

DGay AlUance Toward

Equality (GATE),
Box 1852, T5J 2P2. Office: 10173-104 St. Ph:
(403)424-8361.

5Z4. Ph:

(204) 725-4386.

Winnipeg
27,

UMSU,

Univ

of Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph: (204) 743-4549.
GCouncil on Homosexuality and Religion, Box

R3C3R2.

D Dignity /Winnipeg, Box

GGays for Equality, Box 27,
Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph: (204) 269-8678.

G Manitoba Physicians for Homosexual UnderBox 3911, Stn B, R2W 5H9.
GProject Lambda, Inc, gay community services.
Box 3911, Stn B,R2W5H9.
GWinnipeg Lesbian Society, 730 Alexander St. Ph:
(204)786-4581.

Medicine Hat

Western

DMedicine Hat Gay Community Centre, c/o
GIRC, Box 2715, Stn M, Calgary, AB T2P 3C1.

DNorthem Lambda Nord, Box

Maine 04736 USA. Serving Western NB and
Northern Maine (Madawaska/ Victoria, NB,
Temiscouata, Quebec, and Aroostook, Maine).

group here can be contacted by writing:
Woodland, Box 326, Nelson, VIL 5R2.

A2H 6J2.

John's

NOVA SCOTIA

Prince Rupert

Gay

(902) 429-4294.

gay group

can be reached by
writing to Box 881, V8J 3Y1.
in this city

Vancouver
G Archives CollecUve, Box 3130, MPO, V6B
D Coming Got (Gay Radio), c/o Vancouver
Cooperative Radio, 337 Carrall

St,

V6B

3X6.

2J4.

Thurs at 6:30 pm, 102.7 MHz FM.
DDigBity/Vanconver, Box 3016, V6B 3X5. Ph:
(604) 524-1657.

DGay

People of Simon Fraser, c/o Student So-

ciety,

Simon Fraser

University,

Bumaby

V5A 1S6. Ph:(604) 291-3181 or 291-31 11.
GGay People of UBC, Box 9, Student Union Bldg,
University of British Columbia, V6T W5. Ph:
1

(604) 228-6781.

Meetings every Thurs at 12:30 pm in SUB
207/209.
G Integrity: Gay Anglicans and their friends. Box
34161, Stn. D, V6J4N1. Ph: (604)738-7731.
GThe Lesbian Show, Co-op Radio, 337 Carrall St,

helpline (information, re-

GAE

at

The

Turret. Call Gayline (429-6969) or

(429-4294) or

The Turret (423-6814)

40/THE

Ph

BODY

:

(604) 689- 039.
1

POLITIC

for

Peer counselling Mon, Wed,

GThe Turret Gay Community

Centre, 1588 Barrington St. Ph: (902) 423-6814. Mailing address:
Box 361 1, Halifax South Postal Stn, B3J 3K6.

1297,

1

pm.

St,

N6A

BOP 1X0.

Ph: (416) 877-5524.

DGay Anarchists, c/o Ian Young,

223,

L7G

4T1.

5L7.

Ph: (416) 274-5068. Peer Countelephone service.

Fri

and Sat

to

1

1:30

pm.

port, advice,

7:30

Ottawa
G Dignity /OtUwa/Dlgniti, Box 2102, Stn D,

the

M6E

M4W

Toronto Eaton Centre.
DLesbian Mothers' Defence Fund, Box

38, Stn E,
4E1. Ph: (416) 465-6822.
Lesbian Organization of Toronto (LOOT),
Box 70, Stn F, M4Y 2L4.
GMetropolitan Community Church, offices 29
Granby St, M5B 1H8, services at 175 St Clair
Ave West. Supper Sundays at 6 pm, Singspiration at 7:10pm, Worship at 7:30 pm. Ph:

(416) 977-9799.

G Dykes and Fags (Carleton University Gay PeoFor more information

call (613)

238-1717.

GGays of Ottawa/Gais de I'Outaouais, Box 2919,
Stn D, KIP 5W9. GO Ontre: 175 Lisgar St.
Gayline: (613) 238-1717. Office: (613) 233-0152.
Otiawa/Hull/Jeunesse Gal(e) d'Ot-

GGay Youth

tawa/Hull may be contacted at the same address
and phone number as Gays of Ottawa.
8

pm,

175 Lisgar St.

George's Anglican Church, 152 Metcalfe St,
K2P 1N9. Ph: (613) 235-1636. Meeting and
Eucharist every second Wed (2nd and 4th Weds
of month), 7:30 pm, at St George's Church.

of IVent and Peterborough (GTP),

K9J 7H7.

Movie Cruising (GATMC), Box
4Z3. Ph: (416) 656-0047.
GGays at U of T, c/o SAC office, 12 Hart House
Circle, University of Toronto, M5S lAl. Meets
Fri, 7:30 pm, 33 St George St.
DGIad Day Bookstore, 4 CoUier St at Yonge,
IL7. Ph: (416) 961-4161.
GHassle Free CUnic, 556 Church St, (at WeUesley),
2nd floor. Ph: (416) 922-3323. VD testing and
information.
DIntegrity: Gay Anglicans and their friends. Box
873, Stn F, M4Y 2N9. Ph: (416) 921-4778.
Meeting and Eucharist at 8 pm, 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays of month, at Holy Trinity Church,
370, Stn L,

DOsgoode Gay Caucus, c/o Osgoode

KIP 5W3.

Wed,

Community Centre, Tues,

pm.

G

Niagara, Box 692, Niagara Falls

Meetings/drop-ins,

and dinner twice a month.

GGay Liberation Union (GLU), Box 793, Stn Q,
M4T 2N7. Ph: (416) 363-4410.
GGay Youth Toronto, 29 Granby St, Suite 301,
MSB 1H8. Ph: (416) 977-2184. Meetings at the

M6H

L2E 6V5.

1524,

315 Blantyre

M5W

GGays Against

GMetropolitan Community Church, Box 4724,
Stn D, N5W 5L7. Services Sundays at 2 pm at
Unitarian Church, 29 Victoria St. Singspiration
at 1:45 pm.
DWestem Gay Association, c/o University Community Centre, University of Western Ontario.
Ph: (519)679-6423.

GGays

105 Cen-

Ave, Scarborough, MIN 2S6.
DGay Asian Discussion Group, Drawer R999,
TBP Box 7289, Stn A,
1X9.
DGay Community Appeal of Toronto, Box 2212,
Stn P, M5S 2T2. Ph: (416) 869-3036.
DGay Community Calendar. Ph: (416) 923-GAYS,
24-hoiir recorded message.
DGay Community Services Centre, 29 Granby St,
M5B 1H8. Distress and counselling line:
(416) 977-9835. Drop-in Mon-Thurs, 7:00-10:30

519 Church St

Office: 262 Rubidge St,

Hall

Law

School, 4700 Keele Street, Downsview,
M3J 2R5. Same regular meetings as Gay Alliance
at

York. Ph: (416) 661-2244.

St, M5B 1H8.
Ph: (416) 977-9835, or 961-3415.
1G2.
DPink Triangle Press, Box 639, Stn A,
Ph: (416) 977-6320.
D Right to Privacy Committee (defence committee
for The Barracks accused), meets 2nd Mon each
month, 8 pm, 519 Church St. Mailing address: 29
Granby St, M5B 1H8. Donations: Make payable
to John Higgins in Trust. Mail to Hallman and
Higgins, Barristers and Solicitors, 129 John St,

DParents of Gays, c/o 29 Granby

M5W

M5V 2E2.
DTAG, Box 6706,

M5W

Stn A,

1X5. Ph:

(416) 964-6600. Peer counselling service.

DToronlo Lambda

Business Council,c/o 100 Wel-

lesley St East, Suite 104,

M4Y

1H5.

DToronto Organization of United Church
Homosexuals (TOUCH), Box 249, Stn E,

M6H

4E2.

DToronto Women's Bookstore,

Peterborough
Box

CYSF office,

Square, York University, 4700 Keele Street,
Downsview, M3J 1P3. Coffee-house meetings
Wed 8:30 pm. Room S869 Ross Bldg, during
school term. Ph: (416) 661-2244.

3Z2. Ph: (519)

GLesbiennes et gais du campus/Lesbians and Gays
on Campus, c/o SFUO, 85 rue Hastey Street,
KIN 6N5.
GMetropolitan Community Church, Box 868, Stn
B, KIP 5TI.Ph: (613) 741-0783.
DParents of Gays, Box 9094, KIG 3T8.

Wolfville
GGays, Box

Fri, Sat, 7-1

D Integrity: Gay Anglicans and their friends, St

dates and limes.

Georgetown
D Georgetown Gay Friends,

1 .

Christians,

meet every Sunday at 8 pm, at the Universalist
Unitarian Church, 5500 Inglis St. Mailing address: Box 361 1, Halifax South Postal Stn,
B3J 3K6. Sparrow coffeehouse: every second

432. Ph; (604)681-8525. Services 8 pm
Sundays, at 1811 West 16th Ave.
GSEARCH Community Services, 28-448 Seymour

V6B 3H

Gay

answering service,

tral

D Homophile Association of London, Ontario

ple).

Atlantic Canada,

ONTARIO

St,

NSW

DGayline, Ph: (519) 679-6423. Info 24 hrs/day.

GGay Unity
1,

University.

Sunday

Ph: (416) 964-3962.
DGay Alliance at York, c/o

pm,

GGayline, Ph: (416) 354-3173.

and peer counselling): (902) 429-6%9,
Thurs, Fri and Sat, 7-10 pm.
GGays and Lesbians at Dalhousie (GLAD), c/o
SUB (Student Union Building), Dalhousie

GSparrow of

GGay Alcholics Anonymous,

DGay Fathers of Toronto, c/o MCC, 29 Granby
St, M5B 1H8. Ph: (416) 977-9799. Offers sup-

Niagara Region

1588 Barrington St,

ferrals

V6B 2J4. 102.7 MHz FM, Thurs at 7:30 pm.
GMetropolitan Community Church, Box 5178,
V6B

for location.

for the Advancement of Canadian
Transsexuals (FACT), Box 4724, Stn D,
5L7. Ph: (519) 644-1061.

selling

2nd fir. Mailing address: Box 276, Stn M.
B3J 2N7.
GGay AlUance for Equality Inc (GAE), Box 361
Halifax South Postal Stn, B3J 3K6. Ph:

DThe

6N3.

GGayUne West,

DThe gay

group in this city can be contacted
through the Prince George Crisis Centre,
1306-7th Ave, V2L 3P1. Ph: (604) 563-1214.

N2H

Mississauga/Brampton
DGEM, Box 62, Brampton L6V 2K7.

Halifax
DThe Alternate Bookshop,

Prince George

2531, Stn B, Kitchener

D Young Men's Athletic Club, Box 2041, Stn B,

N5W

Nelson
QTbc gay

N2G4C5.

GLeaping Lesbians, radio programme, Thurs, 6 to
8 pm, CKMS-FM, 94.5 MHz, 105.7 MHz cable.
G Lesbian Organization of Kitchener (LOOK), Box

433-3762.

GCommunity Homophile Association of Newfoundland (CHAN), Box 613, Stn C, AlC 5K8.

friends, peer counselling, information.

2741, Stn B, Kitchener N2H 6N3.
GKitchener-Walerioo Gay Youth, Box 753, Stn C,

D London Lesbian Collective, Box 4724, Stn D,

Corner Brook

St.

Barnes, Dept
of Chemical Engineering, Univ of Toronto,
M5S IA4.

2782. Stn B, Kitchener

(HALO), 649 Colborne

NEWFOUNDLAND

can be contacted by
writing to Box 3343, Kamloops V2C 6B9. Meet

105.7

M9V 4C4.

GGay Academic Uition, c/o Clarence

GFoundation

356,

in this city

MHz,

London

990, Caribou,

foundland (CHAN), Box 905,

group

94.5

G Kitchener/ Waterloo Gay Media Collective, Box
Kitchener

2S6.

(FFLAG), 29 Granby St, M5B 1H8.
GFoundation for the Advancement of Canadian
Transsexuals (FACT), c/o Miss S C Huxford,

6N3.

Phone

G Community Homophile Association of NewDThe gay

CKMS-FM,

Kitchener. Ph: (519) 579-1505. Licenced dances
every two weeks, 1st and 3rd Fri of each month.

NB

MIN

GCentre of Affirmation and Dialogue, St Philip
House, 507 Queen St E, M5A IVl. Ph:
(416)362-2662. Meetings at 7:30 pm. Parents of
Gays: Mondays; Married Gay Men: 1st and 3rd
Weds of month; Gay Couples: 2nd and 4th Weds
of month; Senior lesbians and gays over 40: 1st
and 3rd Thurs of month.
GCODA, Box 6248, Stn A, M5W 1P6.
G Dignity for Gay and Lesbian Catholics, Box 249,

618-2757 Kipling Ave, Rexdale
Ph: (416) 745-5462.

3G1. Ph: (519) 884-GLOW.
News and Views, radio programme, Tues

N2H

ISI.

St, M5B 1H8.
GAssociation of Gays in the Media (AGM), 29
Granby St, M5B 1H8.
GAssociaUon of Gay Social Services Workers, Box
182, StnO, M4A 2N3.
GCatalyst Press, 315 Blantyre Ave, Scarborough,

N2L

DG.R.O.W., Box

GFredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG), Box
1556, Stn A. Ph: (506) 454-8130.

Kamloops

for the

Kitchener N2G 4P2.
GGay AA, Ph: (519) 742-6183.
GGay Liberation of Waterioo (GLOW), c/o

GGay

P7B

Stn E, M6H 4E2. Ph: (416) 960-3997.
G Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays

DGay Rights Organization of Waterloo, Box 2632,
Stn B, Kitchener N2H 6N2.

R3C 3R2.
UMSU, Univ of

1912,

DLethbridge Gay Community Centre, c/o GIRC,
Box 2715, Stn M, Calgary, AB T2P 3C1

BRITISH COLUMBIA

2S7. Ph: (613)547-2836.

MHz cable.

Fredericton

Red Deer (GARD), Box

Association, Student Affairs
Centre, 51 Queen's Crescent, Queen's University,

and Wed, 6:15 pm,

Lethbridge

of

(613) 542-5226.

GQueen's Homophile

Waterloo

NEWBRUNSWlS^^^

DGay Association
T4N 5E9.

Queen's Crescent,

Federation of Students, University of Waterloo,

nMetropolitan Community Church, Box 1312,
T5J 2M8. Ph: (403)482-4213.

Red Deer

51

2S7. Ph:

Advancement of Canadian
Transsexuals (FACT), Box 1497, Stn C,

GGay Friends of Brandon, Box 492, R7A

1912,

K7L

Queen's University,

GFoundation

Brandon

standing,

Edmonton

DQueen's Women's Centre,

Kitchener/Waterloo

GBethany: FamiUes of Gays, Box

DMetropoliUn Community Church, Box 6945,

Sat.

Kingston

K7L

groups, newspaper, gay rights action. Mailing
address:

and

St,

GAssociaUon of Gay Electors (AGE), 29 Granby

DMcMaster HomophUe Association, Box 44,
Stn B, L8L 7T5. GayUne: (416) 523-7055, Thurs,
Fri

316 Bay
Ph: (807) 345-7802.
GGTB, Box 2155, Stn P, P7B 1S4.

Toronto

Fathers of Hamilton, c/o 875 Fennell Ave
East, L8V IW3. Ph: (416) 385-9862. Offers
support, advice, and pot luck suppers twice a

GFeminist Lesbian Action Group (FLAG), Box
237, Stn. E, V8W 2M6.
GGay Men's Discussion Group, meets twice a
month. Call Need-Crisis Line for time and place.

G

(519) 836-4550.

DGay

Victoria

Calgary

GNorthem Women's Centre,

i5L8.

Hamilton

G Vancouver Gay Community Centre (VGCC),
2259,

NIH

GGuelph Gay Youth Group, Info:
Mon, Wed and Thurs, 8-10 pm.

1A8.

Gay People

pm.

Thunder Bay

773,
Gayline: (519) 836-4550, 24 hrs.

(SPAG), Box 2631, Main PO, V6B 3W8. Ph:

Box

7:30-9:30

Guelph
DGuelph Gay EquaUty, Box

GSociety for Education, Action, Research and
Counselling in Homosexuality (SEARCH),

ON MS IV 1X9.

Toronto,

St,

Ph: (705) 742-6229, Wed, 7:30-9:30 pm, Thurs,

85

Harbord

St,

M5S

Box

Rm

203.

1G5. Ph: (416) 922-8744.
DTransvestites in Toronto, Box 873, Stn A,

M5W

1G3.
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DCoalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO),
Box 822, Stn A, Toronto, ON M5W 1G3. Ph:

DTri-Aid ChariUble Foundation, 8 Irwin Ave,

M4Y

1K9. Ph: (416) 924-2525.
DWages Due Lesbians, Box 38, Stn E,
Ph: (416) 465-6822.

M6G

4EI.

Box 928, Stn Q, M4T 2P1.
DYortc Rainbow Society of the Deaf, c/o MCC, 29
GranbySt, M5B 1H8.

Windsor

is

Carrot River
DCarrot River Gays, c/o 18-303 Queen St,
Saskatoon S7K OMl. For Melfort-Tisdale

area.

Ph: (519) 258-7967.

town), c/o Drawer

N9C

3Y6. Gayline: (519) 252-0979. Gayline
answered by a woman Tuesdays 7-10 pm.

1,

c/o Box

Lennoxville

S6V

6J9.

Alliance (GSA),

Box

St.

Ph: (306) 522-7343. Counselling and information

Montreal

Tues and Sat, 6:30-9:00 pm.

'University de MontrM, 3200, Jean-Brillant,
Local 1265-6, Pav des Sciences Sociales,
University de Montreal, H3T 1N8.

DAssociation pour

les droits

dn Quebec (ADGQ),

de

CP

la

communauli

36,

245-3rd

4J7. Bureau: 1264 rue St-Timothfe. Ph:

soutien aux accuse de

rue Crescent,

H3G

Tnux,

a/s 1217

2B1.

DCommunanti homophile chritienne

(Catholic),

354, rue Murray. Ph: (514) 68S-9071.

D Contact-nous, gay VD service,

S7N OWO.

DGay Community Centre, Box

information and

Ph: (514) 842-5807.
223, Succ Delorimjer,
H2H 2N6. Ph: (514) 843-8998.
D Dignity /Montrtal, Newman Centre, 3484 rue
Peel. Ph: (514) 392-6741.
DEglise Communautaire de Montreal, Montreal
610, Succ NDG,
3R1. Ph: (514) 845-4471.
DFMiration canadienne des transsexnels, 16 rue
Viau, Vaudreuil J7V 1A7.
nFratemit^-Halte Inc, 5342 boul Saint-Laurent,
H2T ISl.Ph: (514) 521-5360.
nGai^oute, ligne tdiphonique pour
francophones. 7 pm - 11 pm every night.
Ph: (514) 937-1447.
DGay Health CUnic, Montreal Youth Clinic/Clinique des Jeunes de Montreal, 3658 rue SainteFamille, H2X 2L5. Ph: (514) 843-7885, 84J-5255,

Men, Wed and

S7K0M1.

D Subcommittee on Gay Rights, Saskatchewan
Association on

610, Succ NDG, H4A 3R1. Ph:
7-11 pm.
(514)486-4404, Thurs and Fri,
24-hr recorded message at other times.
(514) 931-8668 or 931-5330, 7 days a

week, 7-11 pm.
tre,

Rm

and

Women of McGiU,

408, 3480 rue McTavish,

Meets Thurs, 7:30 pm,

DGay

University Cen-

H3A

1X9.

Rm 425.

H3Z

Park, Westmount

DGay

1Y5. Ph: (514) 937-9581.
to gay males 14-22,

Youth Group, open
meets Saturdays 2-4 pm,

Gayline for info.

call

D Integrity: Gay Anglicans and their friends, c/o
305 avenue WilUbrord, Verdun

H4G

2T7. Ph:

(514) 766-9623.

D Lesbian and Gay Friends of Concordia,
ouest boul de Maisonneuve,

H3G

1455

1M7. Ph:

(514) 879-4500 from 9 am to 5 pm.
DLibrairie I'Aodrogyne/Androgjmy Booiistore,
1217 nie Crescent, H3G 2B1. Ph: (514) 866-2131.
ACHES: Montreal's Gay JewUh Group, CP
298, Succ H, H3G 2K8. Ph: (514) 488-0849.

DN

D Older Gays Group,
H3Z
Ask

1

at 5

meets

I

si

and 3rd

rue Weredale Park,

Wed

each

Westmount

Y5. Ph: (514) 937-9581, ext 238, for info.

for Barry.

of Gays, a/s CP 610, Succ
3R1. Ph: (514) 486-4404.

DPgrenU

H4A

NDG,

DPro-CathMralc du

Disciple Bien-Aim«, 4376 de
Roche. Ph: (514)279-5381.
^Productions 88, 1406 rue de la Visitation, No 3,
la

'

H2L
i

3B8.

Transvestiles i

Monlr^l,

CP

social support for

H3Z 2V5.
Ph: (514) 486-4404 (Thurs and Fri only).
nWomcn's Homophile Association of Montreal,
a/s Susan Shea, l%7 rue Erie, H2K 2M5.
Women's Information and Referral Centre, 3585
r
iransvestites,

153. Succ Victoria,

H2X

rue Saint-Urbain.

9 am-5 pm, Tues

5

2N6. Open Mon-Fri,

pm-9 pm. Ph:

(514) 842-4781

Quebec
;

Centre Homophile d'Alde el de Liberation
(CHAD, CP 5%, Succ HauteVille, GIR 4R8.
Bureau: 175 rue Prince-Edouard. Ph: (418)

IGroupe

gal

CP

2500,

GIK

Paroiue Salnl-Roberl (Eglise calhollquc
eucharistiquc), 310, rue de la Couronne,

GIK

DGay Saskatchewan, Box 7508,

639, Stn A,

Toronto, ON
1G2. Ph: (416) 977-6320.
DCoalition binalionale pour la Jeunesse gaie, Siige
sociale Quebdcois, CP 753, Succ H, Montreal,

Stn K, Toronto,
M4P 2H1.
Dignity /Canada/Digniti, Box 1912, WinJiipeg,
R3C 3R2. Ph: (204) 772-4322.
DIFoundation for the Advancement of Canadian
Transsexuate (FACT), Box 891, Stn F,
Toronto,
M4Y 2N9. Ph: (416) 535-8819, 24
hrs a day.

D

MB

ON

Psychology, c/o Canadian Psychological
Association, 558 King Edward Ave, Ottawa,
KIN 7N6.

D International Gay Association, secretariat, c/o
CHLR, Box 931, DubUn 4, RepubUc

(ALGRA), Box

of Ireland

DThe John Damien

Foundation, Box 983,
Adelaide St Stn, Toronto, ON M5C 2K4.
D Libertarian Committee on Gay Rights, an arm of
the Libertarian Party of Canada, Box 190,
Adelaide St Stn, Toronto, ON M5C 2J1.

(604)681-8525.

1852,

Edmonton,

AB

DRegronpment
Montreal,

Box 792,

national des lesbiennes et des gals

CP 104, Succ
PQ H2Y 3J6.

du Quebec,

T5J 2P2.

6V5.
Saskatoon, SK.

DGO Info, Gays of Ottawa /Gais de I'Outaouais,
Box 2919, Stn D, Ottawa, ON KIP 5W9.
Heard?, Box 361 1, HaUfax South

DHave You

Postal Stn, Halifax,

DLe Berdache, CP
H2L 4J7

36,

NS

B3J 3K6.
Succ C, Montreal,

PQ

DLesblans/Lesbiennes, Box 2531, Stn B,
Kitchener,

ON.

D Metro Community News, 29 Granby St,
Toronto, ON M5B 1H8.
DOUT, Box 2741, Stn B, Kitchener, ON
K2H 6N3.
DOut and About, Box

27, UMSU, Univ of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2.
D Sparrow of Atlantic Canada, Atlantic Christian
Newsletter, Box 361 1, Halifax South Postal
Stn, Halifax, NS B3J 3K6.

IS

YOUR ENTRY CORRECT?

(Eire).

DNew Democratic Party Gay Caucus,
Stn F, Toronto, ON M4Y 2N7.

D Alberta Lesbian and Gay Rights Association

ON L2E

ON

DMetropolJtan Community Churches in Canada,
Box 5178, Vancouver, BC V6B 4B2. Ph:

1

A minority within a

Place d'Armes,

Keeping the Community Page up-to-date depends
on you. If the information presented here about
groups in your area is not accurate, please let us
know. Send corrections, changes and new listings
to: The Body Politic Community Page, P O Box
7289, Stn A, Toronto, ON
1X9.

M5W

The Body Politic is looking for articles about gay
groups across Canada to run each month on its
Community Page. If you 'd like to tell people all
across North America about your group, send us a
story about it (maximum length, 1000 words) along
with

some photos.

minority

Gay Asians reconcile two communities through dialogue and mutual support
The problems and

challenges of belong-

6E4.

SEPTEMBER

1980

7P4.

riences

and opinions with fellow gay

Our meetings

ing to a minority group are consider-

Asians. For others

able. They are even greater when one is
a minority within a minority group, the
situation of those of us who are both
gay and Asian in North America.

we have had to make friends with
people of the same heritage. Some of
the topics of our discussions have been:
experiences of gays in Asia; relationships with our famiUes; growing up gay
and Asian in Canada; and where we fit

and

hostile "ethnic"

homophobic
community is not
the gay community

but an Asian in
has no choice in his/her visibility as an
Asian. In a society in which stereotyping is prevalent, a low profile is necessary in order to "fit in." In an attempt
to maintain this low profile, we must
downplay our ethnicity by avoiding our
safe,

own

kind.

So where do we

fit

in?

it is

even the

casion

in the larger

community.

first

oc-

are held every second

and fourth Saturday of each month at
the 519 Church Street Community Centre, at 2 pm. They take the form of discussions and planning sessions for social
activities and other get-togethers.
If you're gay and Asian, we welcome
you to come and share your experiences
with us.n

To

whom do we turn for mutual support?
How do we cope with prejudice and
alienation?

Gay Asians of Toronto was formed in
order to deail with these needs. We have
organized to bring gay Asian Canadians
together for mutual support, understanding and dialogue. By bringing
together the two apparently clashing
forces within us, we can accept without
shame and recrimination that we are
both gay and Asian. Our goal is to
develop within ourselves an integration
of two of the primary aspects of our beings. By uniting as gay Asians we hope
to make our presence known in both
communities, so that the broader gay
and Asian communities will eventually
understand our problems and will neither fear us, despise us, nor view us as
curiosities.

Our group reaches out
de I'l'nlvenlU Uval,

Pavilion l,emleux, Cilt universitaire.
I

W,

PROVINCIAL

525-4997,
r

Rights, 31 l-20th St

Visibility as gays in a

Social Services Project, 5 rue Weredale

month,

Human

S7M0X1.

at Suites

Fri evenings.

DGay Info, CP

DGay Men

(306) 652-0972.

Ph: (306) 343-5963.
DLesbian Caucus, Saskatoon Women's Liberation,
Box 4021, S7K 3T1.
D Stubble Jumper Press, 21-303 Queen St,

referral.

H4A

S7K 3R8.

DGnipevlne, a group of Christian and Jewish gays.

DCoop-Femmes, CP

Community Church, CP

Ave South. Ph:

1662,

3C1. Ph: (403) 264-3911. Offices

DBinational Gay Youth Coalition, Canadian Head
Office, 29 Granby St, Suite 301, Toronto, ON
M5B 1H8. Ph: (416) 977-2184.

Ottawa, ON KIN 6H7.
D Interest Group on Gay and Lesbian Issues In

DGay Academic Union. Box 419, Sub PO 6,

Succ C,

(514) 843-8671.

DComiti de

Saskatoon

1X9. Ph: (416) 977-6320.

Ave SW, Calgary, AB T2R 0G9
DGay Niagara News, Box 692, Niagara Falls,

DGrass Roots Organizing Workshop/Atelier de
I'organisation A la base. Box 3099, Stn D,

G Association Communautaire Homosexuelle de

ON M5W

A Voice for Rural Gays, R R I,
Paradise, NS BOS IRO.
DGay Horizons, Box 2715, Stn M, Calgary, AB
317-323, 223-12

ON

Gay Community Centre.
DReglna Gay Community Centre, 2242 Smith

Box 7763, Saskatoon, SK.
Box 7289, Stn A,

Politic,

NATIONAL/BINATIONAL

'
2M7.
DCommittee to Defend John Damien, Box 608,

Regina, a political action group, c/o 2242
Smith St, Box 3414. Ph: (306) 522-7343. For
info concerning social functions, contact Regina

631, Bishop's

University/Champlain Regional College,
JIM 1Z7. Ph: (819) 563-2230.

Toronto,

PQ H3G

DGay

DGay Students'

DGayUne,

DBoonies,

DThe Body

M5W

Regina

H2L

DSaskatchewan Gay Coalition, Box 7508, Saska-

DCanadian Gay Archives, Box

DPrince Albert Gay Community Centre, Box 1893,

gaie

D After Stonewall,

Moose Jaw

DAssociation Gaie de I'Ouest Quib^ois (AGOQ),
CP 1215, Succ B, J8X 3X7. Ph: (819) 778-1737.

PUBLICATIONS

UMSU,

T2P

Box 7508, Saskatoon.

Prince Albert

Hull

27,

(Kindersley-Eston-Rose-

DMoose Jaw Gay Community Centre,
1778, S6H 7K8.

QUEBEC

Box

toon, SK.

DWest Central Gays

Box 7002, Sandwich Postal

Coalition,

Univ of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2.
D Ontario Gay Teachers' Caucus, Box 923,
Stn F, Toronto, ON M4Y 2L8.

Kindersley

D Windsor Gay Unity,
Stn,

(416)977-1605.

DManitoba Gay

n Women's Archives,

DGay AA.

SASKATCHEWAN

all

to people

from

parts of Asia, as well as Canadian-

born Asians and Asians of other national origins. For some of us it is the first
opportunity wc have had to share expe-
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by Chris Bearchell

Murder and the myth
Barbra Schlifer, a 33-year-old law
school graduate, was slain in the early
hours of April 1 1 in her apartment
building in the Beaches area of Toronto.
The Schlifer killing sparked an angry
"take back the night" march through
the quiet, East End neighborhood. (See
TBP, June/ July). Shortly after their investigation got underway, the police
begain circulating a sketch of a man
seen in the vicinity of the slaying. Nine

may

other rapes and assaults in the area
be attributable to the same man.

As TBP went to press last issue, the
Toronto Star carried an item entitled
"Police at impasse in Schlifer slaying."
On August 6, almost a month later, the
Star carried a similar story headlined

by Police Constable Oliver when he
answered my call to a special hot-line
number. I identified myself as a reporter
for The Body Politic and inquired about
the story. "It's utter garbage," he
assured me, "there's nothing in her past
to indicate that."

"How did

the story

wondered. "Just idle
speculation on someone's part," he

get started?"

I

wonder, given the mishandlby some members of the Toronto
media and the Metro police force, of information released to the public about
It is little

ing,

these

26, the six-o'clock

"City Pulse" news on CITY, Toronto's
independent television station, carried
the following report:

"Metro

police at 55 Division are

now

working on the possibility that the killer
of Barbra Schlifer may have been a
woman. Miss Schlifer, whose partly
nude body was found on April 1 1 in an
apartment on Leuty Avenue, had been
stabbed, but not raped. And police •say
the vicious nature of the attack has all
the signs of what they call a 'lesbian

rage.'"

CHUM FM,

a popular radio station,

carried a similar report the previous
It

was a

but just as absurd.

(unnamed)

officer

little

more

cautious,

CHUM quoted an
from 55 Division as

saying that "the viciousness of the attack drew parallels" with a "lesbian

rage" and hastened to add that this in
no way implied that Schlifer might have
been gay.
In fact, that concern, rather than the
completely erroneous nature of the

was the

first

one expressed to

me

it

men

nothing.)

was

unlikely.

get off?"

I

"Where do

thought, but said

Why didn't someone

at

Did the cops or the station

retract or

But Fecan resigned the
next day and his former staff would not
anything.
confirm
or deny

irresponsible, off-the-cuff

—

reporters' office.

—

—

My next conversation with PC Oliver
began something like this: "My sources
at

CITY say

the 'lesbian rage'

rumour

could be cleared up by checking with
the court reporters' office." I seemed to
have touched a nerve; I was immediately switched to Sergeant Joe Woolfe, the
man in charge of the investigation at the
time. Woolfe said he didn't know where
the story came from. Yes, he confirmed,
Oliver's hasty insistence that there was
nothing in Schlifer's past to indicate lesbianism meant that they had investigated the possibility that she was gay.
But what was I worried about, anyway,
he wanted to know, since the story had
been canned. "How does a story get
canned?" I asked. "I don't know."
"Well, how did this one get canned?" It
seems that Mark Daley, the regular
police reporter for CITY, found
something fishy about the report. So
Daley did exactly what I did: he dialed
the special number that had been
plastered all over town to check on the
accuracy of the story. He was probably
told what I was told
and so he pulled
the story. (Deiley had once wondered,
given that Schlifer had been assaulted
but not technically raped, if she might

—

CITY

pick up the phone and check before
they ran the story? No one could say.

As

could determine, no one in
is charged with responsibility for dealing with erroneous
reports in the media. PC Hitchcock of
the Public Information Office thought
although to his knowledge it had
never happened
that if a story was
sufficiently misleading, a senior officer
would probably issue a press release.
"If a member of the force was making
far as

I

the police force

—

—

he would be told about

command

it

comments,
by those in

positions."

asked the officer

who answered

and women are so

when

irrational

their

sexual advances are rejected that they

become murderous. This is not to be
confused with "homosexual panic"
that's what happens when straight
people can't handle gay advances and so
do us in
either way, it's our fault, of

—

—

course.

Toward the end of my pursuit of this
an anonymous person from CITY
came forward with a tip: an Inspector
story,

Afraid not.

I

On Monday, May

report,

told that

clarify or apologize for the story?

csise.

weekend.

not have been attacked by a lesbian. He
said so in the presence of officers connected with the investigation and was

responded. "Someone like who?" "An
official, but not connected with the investigation" he replied, still trying to
reassure me, "but there's no need to
worry
the story's been canned."
Indeed.
Ivan Fecan, the news director atClTY,
told me that I was welcome to view the
tape of the newscast as many times as I
which I did. And he said that
wanted
the stringer who filed the story claimed
that his source was someone in the court

—

"Break eludes police in lawyer's
kiUing."

the

of lesbian rage

the

phone at the Citizen's Complaint
Bureau whether or not there had been
any complaints arising out of the broadcasts. He couldn't recollect any, and
had no idea how such a complaint
would be dealt with. Likewise, the
Police Commission, which is supposed
to ensure fair treatment of Toronto's

minority communities, had no idea that
the broadcasts had occurred. The Executive Secretary to the Board, Mr

Bell had been overheard airing his "lesbian rage" theory with other pohce and
court personnel in the presence of
reporters. I was disappointed to find
there is no Inspector Bell on the Metro
force. But there are four Sergeant Bells.
Sergeant Donald Bell works in investigations at 55 Division. When I was
finally able to reach him, he seemed
thoroughly and genuinely confused by
my questions and I am forced to conclude that he is either entirely irmocent
or a very clever actor. Even if it were
fair to convict him on the basis of circumstantial evidence, I'm inclined to
beheve the former. But, needless to say,
like the other cops and reporters I
talked to, he couldn't understand my
concern.
Members of the Toronto Rape Crisis
Centre had no trouble understanding.
"I just can't believe, knowing what they

are supposed to

know,

that

any cop

could think lack of evidence of penetration

somehow

suggests that the attacker

Shoemaker, stressed that the Commission would not act on the matter until a
formal complaint had been lodged. And
no, he hastened to assure me, this story
could not, in itself, be considered such a

was a woman," a counsellor told me.
And, as if things weren't bad enough,
she told me that, in the weeks between
the march and the 'lesbian rage' broad-

complaint.

the Centre was

Finally, Staff Sergeant David
Boothby of Homicide told me he hadn't

heard a thing about the story either.
And no, the department didn't usually
issue press releases to correct inaccurate

impressions created by the media because "we'd have to be sending one out
every five minutes." He reiterated
several times that he didn't believe a
member of the force could have made
the statement quoted by CITY and

CHUM.
No one

connected with the generation
or the perpetuation of the story could
tell me what "lesbian rage" was supposed to mean. It no doubt originated
with the theorizing of homophobic
shrink Jerry Cooper about what he calls
"homosexual rage"
wherein gay men

—

number of gay women

cast, the

Two weeks

much

calling

higher than usual.

had sup-

after the story

posedly been canned, I was on the way
out of my neighbourhood swimming
pool when I overheard a snatch of conversation: "Oh, haven't you heard?
They think it was a lesbian who killed
her." "No, really?" "Yeah, I heard it
on City Pulse news."

That the whole thing happened in the
place was, no doubt, the result of
the attitudes of these male reporters and
first

cops. Attitudes like the notion that
rape has to include vaginal penetration.

Like their willingness to believe that

les-

bians are a threat to other women.
Their reluctance to see the error as

—

as an offence against the lesbian community. Like the automatic
"closing of ranks" among cops who
refuse to believe one of their own would
say such a thing. The nonchalance of
reporters and editors, hot on the trail of
scandal, who can't be bothered to check
their source
after all, he is a cop.

serious

—

It is

infuriating

not surprising, that

if

the cops have run into a dead end in trying to solve the
Schlifer.

It is

murder of Barbra

criminal that, while

les-

bians are victims of, and oficn combatants against, violence against
the police

and the media can

women,
away

get

with painting us as its perpetrators.
But the biggest crime of all is that irresponsible journalists at CITY, and the
still unknown, high-ranking homophohc in the Metro police force (and his
protectors), have yet to find out

what

'

lesbian rage really

is.

'
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Kevin by

Wallace Hamilton. The first
novel to treat man/boy love honestly and
positively from both vantage points. Gentle, erotic, yet a moral tale.
Hardcover, Canada $13.75;
US $10.95. Shipping 759

A Piece

A.E.

A-PIECTO^THF NIGHT

Gi'AV

Housman: The

Scholar-

Poet by Richard P.

Graves. Best known
for his first book of poems, A Shropshire
Lad, A.E. Housman was a man of many interests, yet an enigma to his friends. Using a wealth of unpublished material,
Graves presents images of a devoted
family member, a traveller in Europe in
search of sexual fulfillment, as well as a

of the Night by M/c/ie/e

Roberts. A Gay News Book Awards winner. After years of absence, Julie Franchot returns to Normandy to care for her
sick mother Her parents are alienated by
the choices she has made: divorce, single
motherhood, a communal life with
women. Slipping between the cracks of
time, and the familiar icons of church and
childhood, Julie remembers. Peace has to
be won.

fine

poet and

literary figure.

Hardcover, Canada $19.95;
US $15.95. Shipping 75c

Now available
in

paperback!

The Catch Trap by Marion Zimn)er

Paperback, Canada $8.95;
US $7.50. Shipping 35c

Bradley.

Army of Lovers by Rosa von

ing novel of two extraordinary circus
flyers who spend a lifetime obsessed with
one another.

Prauheim. "A perceptive record of my developments in the American gay movement during the seventies. Not only the

parades and celebrations are

Politic.

ling

very

human.

More Than Friends by Ruth Turk.
The electrifying story of the deepening

Sylvia decides it's time for Solly to Find-aNice-Jewish-Girl-&-Settle-Down, but Solly
Filled with laughter

bond between Phil and 14-year-old Adam
athletic, handsome and the son he

—

and

never had. It is the story of their inescapable attraction to each other and
their final initiation into the world of love.
Paperback, Canada $2:50;
US $2.50. Shipping 35c

affectionate fun, here is a love story for
and fairy
our times where love stories
will never be the same.
tales
Hardcover, Canada $11.50;

—

—

US

and

Paperback, Canada $2.25;
US$2.25. Shipping 35c

Fairy Tale by Sol Steinberg. Aunt

wants a nice boy!

and heart

— the exhilarat-

Class Notes by Kate Stimpson. An
adolescent's initiation into the world of
her body and of her mind, of her loneliness and of her lust... authentic, compel-

revisited,

Paperback, Canada $11.95;
US $8.95. Shipping 35c

A

romantic, sensual

Paperback, Canada $3.95;
US $3.50. Shipping 35c

but also the political tests that have
shaped our struggle, from Stonewall itself
to the Briggs Initiative and Boston/Boise."

The Body

A

warming story of gay love

$8.95. Shipping 75c
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Check the boxes below for the titles you would like, and enclose a
cheque or money order in Canadian funds only for the total amount.
Postage is included in the prices shown. Cheques should be made
payable to Glad Day Books. You can charge your purchase by providing the necessary information in the charge box below. Mail your

Check the boxes below for the titles you would like, and enclose a
check or money order in US funds only for the total amount. Postage
is included in the prices shown. Checks should be made payable to
Glad Day Books. You can charge your purchase by providing the
necessary information in the charge box below, fi^ail your order to
Glad Day, 22 Bromfield Street, Boston, MA 02108. Allow four to six
weeks for delivery.

order to Glad Day, 4 Collier Street, Toronto,
to six

weeks

ON MAW

1L7. Allow four

for delivery.

Name

DKeWn
.

.

a A Fairy Tale
Code

Prov
tliis

purchase

to

VISA card number:

DArmyof Lovers

$8.95

Address

D A.E.

$70.95

Housman: The

Scholar-Poet

City

$75.95

DAFairyTale

$fl.95

D Army of Lovers
a Class Notes
a The Catch Trap

$8.95

$17.50

a Class Notes
n The Catch Trap
O More Than Friends

-Zip.

State^

....$11.95
$2.25

Charge to:

D Visa

OMastercharge

$3.95

$2.25

$3.50

DMoreThanFriends ..$2.50
..$2.50

JExplry date

^Expiry date
SIgrtature

nKevin

D A Piece of the Night ..$7.50

OA.E. Housman: The
Scholar Poet
$19.95

City

Charge

Name

173.75

D A Piece of the Night
Address

SN

iRh>

Signature

Massachusetts residents
add 5% state sates tax.

